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Many state-of-the-art QCD calculations for multileg processes use helicity amplitudes as their fundamental ingredients. We construct a simple and easy-to-use helicity operator basis in soft-collinear effective theory (SCET), for which the hard Wilson coefficients from matching QCD onto SCET are directly given in terms of color-ordered helicity amplitudes. Using this basis allows one to seamlessly combine fixed-order helicity amplitudes at any order they are known with a resummation of higher-order logarithmic corrections. In particular, the virtual loop amplitudes can be employed in factorization theorems to make predictions for exclusive jet cross sections without the use of numerical subtraction schemes to handle real-virtual infrared cancellations. We also discuss matching onto SCET in renormalization schemes with helicities in 4- and d-dimensions. To demonstrate that our helicity operator basis is easy to use, we provide an explicit construction of the operator basis, as well as results for the hard matching coefficients, for pp → H + 0, 1, 2 jets, pp → W/Z/γ + 0, 1, 2 jets, and pp → 2, 3 jets. These operator bases are completely crossing symmetric, so the results can easily be applied to processes with e+e− and e+e− collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of hadronic jets is one of the most basic processes at particle colliders. Processes including a vector boson (W, Z, γ) or Higgs boson together with jets provide probes of the Standard Model (SM), and are also dominant backgrounds for many new-physics searches. Optimizing the precision and discovery potential of these channels requires accurate predictions of the SM backgrounds. Furthermore, the growth of the jet substructure field has sparked a renewed interest in the study of jets themselves, both for an improved understanding of QCD, and for applications to identify boosted heavy objects in and beyond the SM.

Precise predictions for jet production require perturbative calculations including both fixed-order corrections as well as logarithmic resummation. QCD corrections to processes with jets are typically enhanced due to phase space restrictions. Such restrictions often introduce sensitivity to low momentum scales, pT, of order a few tens of GeV, in addition to the hard scale, Q, which is of order the partonic center-of-mass energy. In this case, the perturbative series contains large double logarithms αs ln(m/p,Q) with m ≤ 2n. To obtain the best possible perturbative predictions, these logarithms should be resummed to all orders in αs.

There has been tremendous progress in the calculation of fixed-order perturbative amplitudes in QCD using the spinor helicity formalism [1–4], color ordering techniques [5–8] and unitarity-based methods [9,10]. NLO predictions are now available for a large number of high multiplicity final states, including pp → V+ up to 5 jets [11–21], pp → up to 5 jets [22–29], and pp → H+ up to 3 jets [30–38], and there are many efforts [39–56] to fully automatize the computation of one-loop corrections to generic helicity amplitudes.

For high-multiplicity jet events, the resummation of large logarithms is typically achieved with parton shower Monte Carlo programs. Here, the hard process enters through tree-level (and also one-loop) matrix elements and the QCD corrections due to final-state and initial-state radiation are described by the parton shower. The parton shower resums logarithms at the leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy, with some subleading improvements, but it is difficult to reliably assess and systematically improve its logarithmic accuracy.

The approach we will take in this paper is to match onto soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [57–60], the effective theory describing the soft and collinear limits of QCD. In SCET, the QCD corrections at the hard scale are captured by process-dependent Wilson coefficients. The low-energy QCD dynamics does not depend on the details of the hard scattering (other than the underlying Born kinematics), similar to the parton shower picture. Resummation in SCET is achieved analytically through renormalization group evolution (RGE) in the effective theory, allowing
one to systematically improve the logarithmic accuracy and assess the associated perturbative uncertainties. For example, for dijet event shape variables in $e^+e^-$ collisions, SCET has enabled resummation to N$^3$LL accuracy and global fits for $\alpha_s(m_Z)$ [61–66]. The analytic higher-order resummation can also be used to improve the Monte Carlo parton-shower description [67–69]. Furthermore, SCET allows for the direct calculation of exclusive jet cross sections, eliminating the need for numerical subtraction schemes for real emissions up to power corrections.

An important prerequisite for employing SCET is to obtain the hard matching coefficients, which are extracted from the fixed-order QCD amplitudes. The matching for $V + 2$ parton and $H + 2$ parton processes is well known from the QCD quark and gluon form factors, and is known to three loops [63,70,71]. The matching for $V + 3$ partons [72–75], and $H + 3$ partons [76–79], has been performed at both NLO and NNLO. Partonic processes with four external quarks have been studied in SCET in Refs. [80–87], and the matching for all massless $2 \rightarrow 2$ processes has been obtained at NLO in Ref. [88] and recently at NNLO in Ref. [89].

For high-multiplicity processes, the usual approach to constructing an operator basis with explicit Lorentz indices and gamma matrices is laborious. In this paper, we introduce a convenient formalism, based on helicity operators, which allows for a seamless matching for higher multiplicity processes onto SCET. A first look at the formalism discussed here was already given in Ref. [90]. Indeed, results for helicity amplitudes are already employed in the SCET matching calculations mentioned above, though without the construction of corresponding SCET operators.

In the spinor helicity formalism, the individual helicity amplitudes (i.e. the amplitudes for given fixed external helicities) are calculated, as opposed to calculating the amplitude for arbitrary external spins in one step and then summing over all spins at the end. One advantage is that the individual helicity amplitudes typically yield more compact expressions. And since they correspond to distinct external states, they can be squared and summed at the end. Helicity amplitudes remove the large redundancies in the usual description of (external) gauge fields, allowing for much simplified calculations particularly for amplitudes with many external gluons.

As we will see, this helicity-based approach is also advantageous in SCET. In SCET, as we will review in Sec. II B, collinear fields carry label directions corresponding to the directions of jets in the process, which provide natural lightlike vectors with which to define fields of definite helicity. As we will demonstrate, the construction of an appropriate operator basis becomes simple when using operators built out of fields with definite helicity. Furthermore, using such a helicity operator basis greatly facilitates the matching of QCD onto SCET, because one can directly utilize the known QCD helicity amplitudes for the matching. Together, this substantially simplifies the study of high-multiplicity jet processes with SCET.

A. Overview

Consider a process with $N$ final-state jets and $L$ leptons, photons, or other nonstrongly interacting particles, with the underlying hard Born process

$$\kappa_a(q_a)\kappa_b(q_b) \to \kappa_1(q_1)\ldots\kappa_{N+L}(q_{N+L}),$$

(1)

where $\kappa_{a,b}$ denote the colliding partons, and $\kappa_i$ denote the outgoing quarks, gluons, leptons, and other particles with momenta $q_i$. The incoming partons are along the beam directions, $q'_a,b = x_{a,b}P_{a,b}^\mu$, where $x_{a,b}$ are the momentum fractions and $P_{a,b}^\mu$ the (anti)proton momenta. For definiteness, we consider two colliding partons, but our discussion of the matching will be completely crossing symmetric, so it applies equally well to $ep$ and $ee$ collisions.

In SCET, the active-parton exclusive jet cross section corresponding to Eq. (1) can be proven to factorize for a variety of jet resolution variables.1 The factorized expression for the exclusive jet cross section can be written schematically in the form

$$d\sigma = \int dx_a dx_b d\Phi_{N+L}(q_a + q_b; q_1, \ldots) M(\{q_i\})$$

$$\times \sum_k \text{tr}[\hat{H}_k(\{q_i\})\hat{S}_k] \otimes [B_{k_1}B_{k_2}] J_{k_1} + \cdots,$$

(2)

Here, $d\Phi_{N+L}(q_a + q_b; q_1, \ldots)$ denotes the Lorentz-invariant phase space for the Born process in Eq. (1), and $M(\{q_i\})$ denotes the measurement made on the hard momenta of the jets (which in the factorization are approximated by the Born momenta $q_i$). The dependence on the underlying hard interaction is encoded in the hard function $\hat{H}_{k}(\{q_i\})$, where $\{q_i\} \equiv \{q_1, \ldots, q_{N+L}\}$, the sum over $k \equiv \{\kappa_a, \kappa_b, \ldots, \kappa_{N+L}\}$ is over all relevant partonic processes, and the trace is over color. Any dependence probing softer momenta, such as measuring jet masses or low $p_T$ $k_T$, as well as the choice of jet algorithm, will affect the precise form of the factorization, but not the hard function $\hat{H}_{k}$. This dependence enters through the definition of the soft function $\hat{S}_k$ (describing soft radiation), jet functions $J_{k_i}$ (describing energetic final-state radiation in the jets) and the beam functions $B_i$ (describing energetic initial-state radiation along the beam direction). More precisely, the beam function is given by

1Here active parton refers to initial-state quarks or gluons. Proofs of factorization with initial-state hadrons must also account for effects due to Glaubers [91], which may or may not cancel, and whose relevance depends on the observable in question [92,93].
The Wilson coefficients can be calculated through a matching calculation depending on the measurement definition \[94\]. The ellipses at the end of Eq. (2) denote power-suppressed corrections. All functions in the factorized cross section depend only on the physics at a single scale. This allows one to evaluate all functions at their own natural scale, and then evolve them to a common scale using their RGE. This procedure resums the large logarithms of scale ratios appearing in the cross section to all orders in perturbation theory.

The explicit form of the factorization theorem in Eq. (2), including field-theoretic definitions for the jet, beam, and soft functions, is known for a number of exclusive jet cross sections and measurements of interest. For example, factorization theorems exist for the N-jet cross section defined using N-jettiness \[77,94–101\]. These have also been utilized to include higher-order resummation in Monte Carlo programs \[67–69\], and are the basis of the N-jettiness subtraction method for fixed-order calculations \[102,103\]. In addition, there has been a focus on color-singlet production at small \( q_T \) \[104–108\], as well as the factorization of processes defined with jet algorithms \[76,109–124\], jet shape variables \[125–136\], or fragmentation properties \[137–145\] for identified jets. The same hard functions also appear in threshold resummation factorization formulas, which are often used to obtain an approximate higher order result for inclusive cross sections.

The focus of our paper is the hard function \( \hat{H}_\kappa(|q_i|) \) in Eq. (2), which contains the process-dependent underlying hard interaction of Eq. (1), but is independent of the particular measurement. In SCET, the dependence on the hard interaction is encoded in the Wilson coefficients, \( \hat{C}_i \), of a basis of operators built out of SCET fields. The Wilson coefficients can be calculated through a matching calculation from QCD onto the effective theory. The hard function appearing in the factorization theorem is then given by

\[
\hat{H}_\kappa(|q_i|) = \sum_{\{\lambda_i\}} \hat{C}_{\lambda_i\cdots\lambda_1}(|q_i|) \hat{C}^{\lambda_1\cdots\lambda_{i-1}}(|q_i|).
\]

Here, the \( \{\lambda_i\} \) denote helicity labels and the sum runs over all relevant helicity configurations. The \( \hat{C} \) are vectors in color space, and the hard function is therefore a matrix in color space.

For processes of higher multiplicities, the construction of a complete basis of SCET operators, and the subsequent matching calculation, becomes laborious due to the proliferation of Lorentz and color structures, similar to the case of high-multiplicity fixed-order calculations using standard Feynman diagrams. The use of SCET helicity fields introduced in this paper, combined with analogous color management techniques as used in the calculation of amplitudes, makes the construction of an operator basis extremely simple, even in the case of high-multiplicity processes. Furthermore, with this basis choice, the SCET Wilson coefficients are precisely given by the IR-finite parts of the color-ordered QCD helicity amplitudes, rendering the matching procedure almost trivial. Combining the results for the hard function with known results for the soft, jet, and beam functions, then allows for the resummation of jet observables in higher multiplicity processes, which are ubiquitous at the LHC.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we review the notation for the spinor-helicity formalism. Additional useful helicity and color identities can be found in Appendix A. We provide a brief summary of SCET in Sec. II B. In Sec. III, we introduce SCET helicity fields and operators, and describe the construction of the helicity and color basis, as well as its symmetry properties. In Sec. IV, we discuss the resummation from QCD onto the SCET helicity operators, including a discussion of the dependence on the regularization and renormalization scheme. We then demonstrate the matching explicitly for \( H + 0, 1, 2 \) jets in Sec. V, \( V + 0, 1, 2 \) jets in Sec. VI, and \( pp \rightarrow 2, 3 \) jets in Sec. VII. Explicit results for the required helicity amplitudes are collected in the appendices. In Sec. VIII, we discuss the general renormalization group evolution of the hard coefficients, which involves mixing between different color structures, to all orders. We give explicit results for the anomalous dimensions for up to 4 colored particles plus an arbitrary number of uncolored particles. We conclude in Sec. IX.

II. NOTATION

A. Helicity formalism

We will use the standard notation for the spinor algebra (for a review see for example Refs. \[146,147\]). Consider the four-component spinor \( u(p) \) of a massless Dirac particle with momentum \( p \), satisfying the massless Dirac equation,

\[
\not{p} u(p) = 0, \quad p^2 = 0.
\]

The charge conjugate (antiparticle) spinor \( v(p) \) also satisfies Eq. (4), and we can choose a representation such that \( v(p) = u(p) \). The spinors and conjugate spinors for the two helicity states are denoted by

\[
|p\pm\rangle = \frac{1 \pm \gamma_5 p}{2} u(p),
\]

\[
\langle p \pm | = \text{sgn}(p^0) \bar{u}(p) \frac{1 \mp \gamma_5 p}{2}.
\]

For massless particles chirality and helicity agree while for antiparticles they are opposite, so \( |p+\rangle = u_+(p) = v_-(p) \) corresponds to positive (negative) helicity for particles (antiparticles). The spinors \( |p\pm\rangle \) are defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) for both physical \( (p^0 > 0) \) and unphysical \( (p^0 < 0) \) momenta. Their explicit expression, including our overall phase convention, is given in Appendix A 1.
The spinor products are denoted by
\[ \langle pq \rangle = \langle p- | q+ \rangle, \quad [pq] = \langle p+ | q- \rangle. \] (6)
They satisfy
\[ \langle pq \rangle = -\langle qp \rangle, \quad [pq] = -[qp], \quad \langle pq \rangle | qp \rangle = 2p \cdot q. \] (7)
Additional relations are collected in Appendix A1. The minus sign for \( p^0 < 0 \) in Eq. (5) is included so the spinor relations are invariant under inverting the signs of momenta, \( p \rightarrow -p \), when crossing particles between the initial and final state, e.g. \( \langle (p^\ast)q \rangle \langle q(p) \rangle = 2(p^\ast) \cdot q \).

If there are several momenta \( p_i \), it is common to abbreviate
\[ |p_i \rangle = |i \rangle, \quad \langle p_i p_j \rangle = \langle ij \rangle, \quad [p_i p_j] = [ij]. \] (8)
The polarization vectors of an outgoing gluon with momentum \( p \) are given in the helicity formalism by
\[ e^\mu_+(p, k) = \frac{\langle p+ | \mu \rangle [k^+]}{\sqrt{2(kp)}}, \quad e^\mu_-(p, k) = -\frac{\langle p- | \mu \rangle [k^-]}{\sqrt{2(kp)}}, \] (9)
where \( k \) is an arbitrary reference vector with \( k^2 = 0 \), which fixes the gauge of the external gluons. Using the relations in Appendix A1, it is easy to check that
\[ p \cdot e^\mu_\pm(p, k) = k \cdot e^\mu_\pm(p, k) = 0, \]
\[ e^\mu_\pm(p, k) \cdot e^\mu_\pm(p, k) = 0, \]
\[ e^\mu_\pm(p, k) \cdot e^\mu_\mp(p, k) = -1, \]
\[ e^\mu_\pm(p, k) = e^\mu_\pm(p, k), \] (10)
as is required for physical polarization vectors. With \( p^\mu = E(1, 0, 0, 1) \), the choice \( k^\mu = E(1, 0, 0, -1) \) yields the conventional
\[ e^\mu_\pm(p, k) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(0, 1, \mp i, 0). \] (11)

**B. SCET**

Soft-collinear effective theory is an effective field theory of QCD that describes the interactions of collinear and soft particles [57–60] in the presence of a hard interaction.\(^2\)

Collinear particles are characterized by having large energy and small invariant mass. To separate the large and small momentum components, it is convenient to use light-cone coordinates. We define two light-cone vectors
\[ n^\mu = (1, n), \quad \bar{n}^\mu = (1, -\bar{n}), \] (12)
with \( \bar{n} \) a unit three-vector, which satisfy \( n^2 = \bar{n}^2 = 0 \) and \( n \cdot \bar{n} = 2 \). Any four-momentum \( p \) can be decomposed as
\[ p^\mu = \bar{n} \cdot p n^\mu + n \cdot p \bar{n}^\mu + p^\mu_{n \perp}. \] (13)

An “\( n \)-collinear” particle has momentum \( p \) close to the \( \bar{n} \) direction, so that \( p \) scales as \( (n \cdot p, \bar{n} \cdot p, p_{n \perp}) \sim \bar{n} \cdot p \) (\( \lambda^2, 1, \lambda \)), with \( \lambda \ll 1 \) a small parameter. For example, for a jet of collinear particles in the \( \bar{n} \) direction with total momentum \( p_j \), \( \bar{n} \cdot p_j = 2E_j \) corresponds to the large energy of the jet, while \( n \cdot p_j = m_j^2/E_j \ll E_j \), where \( m_j \) is the jet mass, so \( \lambda^2 = m_j^2/E_j^2 \ll 1 \).

To construct the fields of the effective theory, the momentum of \( n \)-collinear particles is written as
\[ p^\mu = \bar{p}^\mu + k^\mu = \bar{n} \cdot \bar{p} \frac{n^\mu}{2} + \bar{n}^\mu + k^\mu, \] (14)
where \( \bar{n} \cdot \bar{p} \sim Q \) and \( p_{n \perp} \sim \lambda Q \) are the large momentum components, while \( k \sim \lambda^2 Q \) is a small residual momentum. Here, \( Q \) is the scale of the hard interaction, and the effective theory expansion is in powers of \( \lambda \).

The SCET fields for \( n \)-collinear quarks and gluons, \( \xi_{n,\bar{p}}(x) \) and \( A_{n,\bar{p}}(x) \), are labeled by the collinear direction \( n \) and their large momentum \( \bar{p} \). They are written in position space with respect to the residual momentum and in momentum space with respect to the large momentum components. Derivatives acting on the fields pick out the residual momentum dependence, \( i \partial^\mu \sim k \sim \lambda^2 Q \). The large label momentum is obtained from the label momentum operator \( P^\mu_n \), e.g. \( \bar{P}^\mu_n \xi_{n,\bar{p}} = \bar{P}^\mu_n \xi_{n,\bar{p}} \). If there are several fields, \( P_n \) returns the sum of the label momenta of all \( n \)-collinear fields. For convenience, we define \( \hat{P}_n = \bar{n} \cdot P_n \), which picks out the large momentum component. Frequently, we will only keep the label \( n \) denoting the collinear direction, while the momentum labels are summed over (subject to momentum conservation) and are suppressed in our notation.

Collinear operators are constructed out of products of fields and Wilson lines that are invariant under collinear gauge transformations [58,59]. The smallest building blocks are collinearly gauge-invariant quark and gluon fields, defined as
\[ \chi_{n,\omega}(x) = [\delta(\omega - \bar{P}_n) W^\dagger_n(x) \xi_n(x)], \]
\[ B^\mu_{n,\omega \perp}(x) = \frac{1}{g} [\delta(\omega + \bar{P}_n) W^\dagger_n(x) i D^\mu_{n \perp}(x) W_n(x)]. \] (15)
With this definition of \(\chi_{n,0}\), we have \(\omega > 0\) for an incoming quark and \(\omega < 0\) for an outgoing antiquark. For \(B_{n,0,1,\perp}\), \(\omega > 0\) (\(\omega < 0\)) corresponds to an outgoing (incoming) gluon. In Eq. (15)

\[
iD_{n,\perp}^\mu = \mathcal{P}_{n,\perp}^\mu + gA_{n,\perp}^\mu,
\]

is the collinear covariant derivative and

\[
W_n(x) = \left[ \sum_{\text{perms}} \exp \left( -\frac{g}{\mathcal{P}_n} \bar{n} \cdot A_n(x) \right) \right]
\]

is a Wilson line of \(n\)-collinear gluons in label momentum space. The label operators \(\mathcal{P}_n\) in Eqs. (15) and (17) only act inside the square brackets. \(W_n(x)\) sums up arbitrary emissions of \(n\)-collinear gluons from an \(\bar{n}\)-collinear quark or gluon, which are \(O(1)\) in the power counting. Since \(W_n(x)\) is localized with respect to the residual position \(x\), we can treat \(\chi_{n,0}(x)\) and \(B_{n,0}(x)\) like local quark and gluon fields. For later use, we give the expansion of the collinear gluon field

\[
B_{n,\perp}^\mu = A_{n,\perp}^\mu - \frac{p_{n,\perp}^\mu}{\bar{n} \cdot p} \bar{n} \cdot A_{n,p} + \cdots.
\]

Here the ellipses denote terms in the expansion with more than 2 collinear gluon fields, which are not required for our matching calculations.

In our case the effective theory contains several collinear sectors, \(n_1, n_2, \ldots\) [149], where the collinear fields for a given sector \(n_i^\mu = (1, \bar{n}_i)\) describe a jet in the direction \(\bar{n}_i\), and we also define \(\bar{n}_i^\mu = (1, -\bar{n}_i)\). A fixed-order QCD amplitude with \(N\) colored legs is then matched onto operators in SCET with \(N\) different collinear fields. The different collinear directions have to be well separated, which means

\[
n_i \cdot n_j \gg \lambda^2 \text{ for } i \neq j.
\]

The infrared singularities associated with collinear or soft limits of legs in QCD are entirely described by the Lagrangian and dynamics of SCET itself, so the QCD amplitudes are only used to describe the hard kinematics away from infrared singular limits.

Two different \(n_i\) and \(n'_i\) with \(n_i \cdot n'_i \sim \lambda^2\) both describe the same jet and corresponding collinear physics. Thus, each collinear sector can be labeled by any member of a set of equivalent vectors, \(\{n_i\}\), which are related by reparametrization invariance [150]. The simplest way to perform the matching is to choose \(n_i\) such that the large label momentum is given by

\[
\bar{p}_i^\mu = \omega_i n_i^\mu = \frac{\omega_i}{2},
\]

with \(\bar{p}_{n,\perp}^\mu = 0\).

In general, operators will have sums over distinct equivalence classes, \(\{n_i\}\), and matrix elements select a representative vector to describe particles in a particular collinear direction. For many leading power applications there is only a single collinear field in each sector, and we may simply set the large label momentum of that building block field to that of the external parton using the following simple relation:

\[
\int d\bar{p} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p} - p) f(\bar{p}) = f \left( \bar{n}_i \cdot \frac{p_n}{2} \right),
\]

where \(p\) is collinear with the \(i\)th jet. Here the tildes on the integration measure and delta function ensure that the integration over equivalence classes is properly implemented. Because of this, at leading power, the issue of equivalence classes can largely be ignored.

Particles that exchange large momentum of \(O(Q)\) between different jets are off shell by \(O(n_i \cdot n_j Q^2)\). They are integrated out by matching QCD onto SCET. Before and after the hard interaction the jets described by the different collinear sectors evolve independently from each other, with only soft radiation between the jets. The corresponding soft degrees of freedom are described in the effective theory by soft quark and gluon fields, \(q_i(x)\) and \(A_i(x)\), which only have residual soft momentum dependence \(i\partial^\mu \sim \lambda^2 Q\). They couple to the collinear sectors via the soft covariant derivative

\[
iD_s^\mu = i\partial^\mu + gA_s^\mu,
\]

acting on the collinear fields. At leading power in \(\lambda\), \(n\)-collinear particles only couple to the \(n \cdot A_s\) component of soft gluons, so the leading-power \(n\)-collinear Lagrangian only depends on \(n \cdot D_s\). For example, for \(n\)-collinear quarks [58,59]

\[3\] The precise definition of this delta function and measure are

\[
\tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_i - p) \equiv \delta(\{n_i\}, p) \delta(\omega_i - \bar{n}_i \cdot p),
\]

\[
\int d\bar{p} \equiv \sum_{\{n_i\}} \int d\omega_i,
\]

where

\[
\delta(\{n_i\}, p) = \begin{cases} 1 & n_i \cdot p = O(\lambda^2), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

The Kronecker delta is nonzero if the collinear momentum \(p\) is in the \(\{n_i\}\) equivalence class, i.e. \(p\) is close enough to be considered as collinear with the \(i\)th jet. The sum in the second line of Eq. (22) runs over the different equivalence classes.
The leading-power $n$-collinear Lagrangian for gluons is given in Ref. [60].

III. SCET OPERATOR BASIS

In this section, we describe in detail how to construct a basis of helicity and color operators in SCET, which greatly simplifies the construction of a complete operator basis and also facilitates the matching process. Usually, a basis of SCET operators obeying the symmetries of the problem is constructed from the fields $\chi^a_{n,\alpha}$, $B^a_{n,\alpha;\perp}$, as well as Lorentz and color structures. This process becomes quite laborious due to the large number of structures which appear for higher multiplicity processes, and the reduction to a minimal basis of operators quickly becomes nontrivial. Instead, we work with a basis of operators with definite helicity structure constructed from scalar SCET building blocks, which, as we will show, has several advantages. First, this simplifies the construction of the operator basis, because each independent helicity configuration gives rise to an independent helicity operator. In this way, we automatically obtain the minimal number of independent operators as far as their Lorentz and color structures. This process becomes quite laborious due to the large number of structures which appear for higher helicity configurations.

A. Helicity fields

We start by defining quark and gluon fields of definite helicity, out of which we can build operators with a definite helicity structure. To simplify our discussion we will take all momenta and polarization vectors as outgoing, and label all fields and operators by their outgoing helicity and momenta. Crossing symmetry and crossing relations are discussed in Sec. III F.

We define a gluon field of definite helicity4

$$B^a_{\pm} = -\epsilon_{\pm\mu}(n_i, \nu_i) B^a_{n_i,\nu_i,\perp},$$  

where $a$ is an adjoint color index. For $n_i^\mu = (1,0,0,1)$, we have

$$\mathcal{L}_n = \frac{\bar{e}}{\gamma_0} \left( \mathbf{i} \cdot \mathbf{D} + g n \cdot A_n + iD_{n\perp} W_n \frac{1}{\beta_n} \bar{W}_n \mathbf{i} D_{n\perp} \right) \frac{\bar{p}}{2} \gamma_n.$$  

(25)

For an external gluon with outgoing polarization vector $e(p, k)$ and outgoing momentum $p$ in the $n_i$-collinear direction, the contraction with the field $B^a_{\pm}$ contributes

$$-\epsilon_{\pm\mu}(n_i, \nu_i) \left[ \epsilon_{\pm\mu}(p, k) - \frac{p_{\perp}^{\mu}}{\nu_i \cdot \nu_i} \epsilon(p, k) \right],$$

(29)

where we have used the expansion of the collinear gluon field given in Eq.(18). Since $e_{\pm}(n_i, \nu_i)$ is perpendicular to both $n_i$ and $\nu_i$, we can drop the $\perp$ labels in brackets. A convenient choice for the reference vector is to take $k = \nu_i$, for which the second term in brackets vanishes. Equation (29) then becomes

$$-\epsilon_{\pm}(n_i, \nu_i) \cdot e(p, \nu_i),$$

(30)

which is equal to 0 or 1 depending on the helicity of $e(p, \nu_i)$. Adopting this choice, the tree-level Feynman rules for an outgoing gluon with polarization $e$ (so $e = e_{\pm}$), momentum $p$ (with $p^0 > 0$), and color $a$ are

$$\langle g^a_{\pm}(p) | B^b_{\pm} | 0 \rangle = \delta^a_b \delta(\nu_i - p),$$

$$\langle g^a_{\pm}(p) | B^b_{\mp} | 0 \rangle = 0.$$  

(31)

We define quark fields with definite helicity5 as

$$\chi^a_{\pm} = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_s \chi^a_{n_i,\perp}, \quad \bar{\chi}^a_{\pm} = \bar{\chi}^a_{n_i,\perp} \frac{1}{2} \mp \gamma_s,$$

(33)

where $a$ and $\bar{a}$ are fundamental and antifundamental color indices respectively.

For external quarks with $n_i$-collinear momentum $p$, the fields contribute factors of the form

$$\epsilon_{\pm}^a(n_i, \nu_i) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(0,1,\mp i,0),$$

(27)

in which case

$$B^a_{\pm} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (B^a_{n_i,\nu_i,\perp} \pm iB^a_{n_i,\nu_i,\perp}).$$

(28)

5Technically speaking chirality, although we work in a limit where all external quarks can be treated as massless.
where in the last equality, we have defined a shorthand notation \( |p\pm\rangle_{n_i} \) for the SCET projected spinor. The spinor \( |p\pm\rangle_{n_i} \) is proportional to \( |n\pm\rangle \); see Eq. (A30).

The tree-level Feynman rules for incoming \( (p^0 < 0) \) and outgoing \( (p^0 > 0) \) quarks with helicity +/− and color \( \alpha \) are then given by

\[
\langle 0 | \gamma^\mu \bar{q}_i^\pm (p) | q_j^\mp (p) \rangle = \delta^{\mu \nu} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_i - p)(|p_j^\pm\rangle + |p_j^-\rangle)_{n_j},
\]

\[
\langle 0 | \gamma^\mu | q_j^\pm (p) \rangle = \delta^{\mu \nu} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_j - p)(|p_j^\pm\rangle - |p_j^-\rangle)_{n_j},
\]

\[
\langle q_j^\pm (p) | \bar{\chi}_{i+}^{\alpha \beta} | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_j - p)_{n_j} |p_j^+\rangle_{n_j},
\]

\[
\langle q_j^\pm (p) | \bar{\chi}_{i-}^{\alpha \beta} | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_j - p)_{n_j} |p_j^-\rangle_{n_j}.
\]

The corresponding Feynman rules with the helicity of the external (anti)quark flipped vanish.

To avoid the explicit spinors in Eqs. (35) and (36), and exploit the fact that fermions come in pairs, we also define fermionic vector currents of definite helicity

\[
J_i^{\alpha \beta} = \frac{\sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\chi}_{i+}^{\alpha \beta} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|},
\]

\[
J_{ij}^{\alpha \beta} = -\frac{\sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\chi}_{i+}^{\alpha \beta} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|}.
\]

where \( \omega_i = \bar{n}_i \cdot \bar{p}_i \) from Eq. (20), as well as a scalar current

\[
J_i^{\alpha \beta} = \frac{2 \sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\chi}_{i+}^{\alpha \beta} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|},
\]

\[
(J^\dagger)_{ij}^{\alpha \beta} = \frac{2 \sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\chi}_{i+}^{\alpha \beta} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|}.
\]

In Eqs. (37) and (38) the flavor labels of the quarks have not been made explicit, but in general the two quark fields in a current can have different flavors (for example in W production). Since we are using a basis of physical polarization states it is not necessary to introduce more complicated Dirac structures. For example, pseudovector and pseudoscalar currents, which are usually introduced using \( \gamma^5 \), are incorporated through the relative coefficients of operators involving \( J_i^+ \), \( J^- \) or \( J_0 \). As we shall see, this greatly simplifies the construction of the operator basis in the effective theory.

At leading power, there is a single collinear field in each collinear sector, so we can choose \( n_i^\mu = p_i^\mu / p_i^0 \) to represent the equivalence class \( \{ n_i \} \), so that \( p_i^\mu = \frac{1}{2} \bar{n}_i \cdot p \cdot n_i^\mu \) which gives

\[
| p\pm\rangle_{n_i} = |p\pm\rangle = \left| \bar{n}_i \cdot p \frac{n_i^\mu}{2} \right\rangle = \sqrt{\frac{n_i^0}{2}} |n_i\pm\rangle.
\]

Since we always work at leading power in this paper, we will always make this choice to simplify the matching. With this choice, the tree-level Feynman rules for the fermion currents are

\[
\langle q_+ (p_1) | \bar{q}_+^\alpha (p_2) | J_{12+}^\beta | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_1 - p_1) \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_2 - p_2),
\]

\[
\langle q_- (p_1) | \bar{q}_+^\alpha (p_2) | J_{12+}^\beta | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_1 - p_1) \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_2 - p_2),
\]

\[
\langle q_+ (p_1) | \bar{q}_-^\alpha (p_2) | J_{12-}^\beta | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_1 - p_1) \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_2 - p_2),
\]

\[
\langle q_- (p_1) | \bar{q}_-^\alpha (p_2) | (J^\dagger)_{12}^\beta | 0 \rangle = \delta^{\alpha \beta} \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_1 - p_1) \tilde{\delta}(\bar{p}_2 - p_2).
\]

The simplicity of these Feynman rules arises due to the unconventional normalization of the operators in Eqs. (37) and (38). This normalization has been chosen to simplify the matching of QCD amplitudes onto SCET operators, as will be seen in Sec. IV.

We will also make use of leptonic versions of the above currents. These are defined analogously,

\[
J_{ij}^+ = \frac{\sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\epsilon}_{i+} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|},
\]

\[
J_{ij}^- = -\frac{\sqrt{2} \epsilon^\mu (n_i, n_j) \bar{\epsilon}_{i+} \gamma^\mu_{j+}}{|\omega_i \omega_j|}.
\]

Unlike the collinear quark field \( \chi \), the leptonic field \( \epsilon \) does not carry color and so does not contain a strong-interaction Wilson line.

All couplings in the SM, except to the Higgs boson, preserve chirality. This limits the need for the scalar current, especially when considering only massless external quarks. In the SM the scalar current can arise through explicit couplings to the Higgs, in which case, even though we still treat the external quarks as massless, the Wilson coefficient for the scalar operator will contain the quark Yukawa coupling. This is relevant for example for \( Hbb \) processes.
The scalar current can also arise through off-diagonal CKM-matrix elements connecting two massless external quarks through a massive quark appearing in a loop. This can occur in multiple vector boson production, or from electroweak loop corrections, neither of which will be discussed in this paper. When constructing an operator basis in Sec. III B, we ignore the scalar current, as it is not relevant for the examples that we will treat in this paper. However, it should be clear that the construction of the basis in Sec. III B can be trivially generalized to incorporate the scalar current if needed.

B. Helicity operator basis

Using the definitions for the gluon and quark helicity fields in Eqs. (26) and (37), we can construct operators for a given number of external partons with definite helicities and color. (As discussed at the end of the previous section, for the processes we consider in this paper we do not require the scalar current.) In the general case with CKM-matrix elements, we must allow for the two quark flavors within a single current to be different. The situation is simplified in QCD processes, where one can restrict to currents carrying a single flavor label.

For an external state with \( n \) particles of definite helicities \( \pm \), colors \( a_i, a_j, a_k \), and flavors \( f, f', \ldots \), a complete basis of operators is given by

\[
O^{a_1 a_2 \ldots a_n}_{\pm \pm \ldots \pm} (\vec{p}_1, \vec{p}_2, \ldots, \vec{p}_{i-1}, \vec{p}_i, \ldots, \vec{p}_{n-1}, \vec{p}_n) = S E^{a_1}_{i} E^{a_2}_{i} \ldots F^{a_n}_{i} \ldots F^{f}_{i} \ldots F^{f'}_{i} \ldots .
\]

For example, \( f = q \) indicates that both quark fields in the current have flavor \( q \). When it is necessary to distinguish different flavors with the same current, for example when we consider processes involving \( W \) bosons in Sec. VI, we use a label \( f = \bar{u}d \) such as \( J_{\bar{u}d} \). For simplicity, we will also often suppress the dependence of the operator on the label momenta \( \vec{p}_i \). For the operator subscripts, we always put the helicity labels of the gluons first and those of the quark currents in brackets, with the labels for quark currents with different flavor labels \( f \) and \( f' \) separated by a semicolon, as in Eq. (42). The \( \pm \) helicity labels of the individual gluon fields and quark currents can all vary independently. Operators with nonzero matching coefficients are restricted to the color-conserving subspace. We will discuss the construction of the color basis in Sec. III D.

The symmetry factor \( S \) in Eq. (42) is included to simplify the matching. It is given by

\[
S = \frac{1}{\prod_i n_i^+! n_i^-!} ,
\]

where \( n_i^\pm \) denotes the number of fields of type \( i = g, u, \bar{u}, d, \bar{d}, \ldots \) with helicity \( \pm \). We also use

\[
O_{\pm \ldots \pm} = O_{\pm \ldots \pm} \cdots (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) O_{\pm \ldots \pm} \cdots (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) ,
\]

to denote the total number of fields in the operator. Each \( B_i \) counts as one field, and each \( J \) has two fields.

For each set of external particles of definite helicities, colors, and flavors, there is only one independent operator, since the physical external states have been completely specified. All Feynman diagrams contributing to this specific external state will be included in the Wilson coefficient of that specific operator. For the case of pure QCD, quarks always appear in pairs of the same flavor and same chirality, and therefore can be assembled into quark currents labeled by a single flavor. In this case, to keep track of the minimal number of independent operators, we can simply order the helicity labels, and only consider operators of the form

\[
O_{\pm \ldots \pm} = O_{\pm \ldots \pm} \cdots (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) O_{\pm \ldots \pm} \cdots (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) ,
\]

and analogously for any additional quark currents with different quark flavors.

With the operator basis constructed, for a given \( n \)-parton process we can match hard scattering processes in QCD onto the leading-power hard-scattering Lagrangian

\[
L_{\text{hard}} = \int \prod_{i=1}^n d\vec{p}_i O^{a_1 \ldots a_n}_{\pm \ldots \pm} (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) O^{a_1 \ldots a_n}_{\pm \ldots \pm} (\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) ,
\]

where a sum over all color indices is implicit. Lorentz invariance implies that the Wilson coefficients only depend on Lorentz invariant combinations of the momenta. This hard Lagrangian is used in conjunction with the collinear and soft Lagrangians that describe the dynamics of the soft and collinear modes; see for example Eq. (25).

We emphasize that Eq. (46) provides a complete basis in SCET for well-separated jets and additional nonhadronic particles at leading power. We will discuss in more detail in Sec. IV the matching and regularization schemes, and demonstrate that no evanescent operators are generated for this case. At subleading power, the SCET operators would involve additional derivative operators, soft fields, or

\[6\]In the general case with off-diagonal CKM-matrix elements, there is some more freedom in the choice of the operator basis, because quarks of the same flavor do not necessarily appear in pairs. However, it is still true that only a single operator is needed for a specific external state. For example, for external quarks \( u_-, d_-, s_-, c_- \), one could either use the operators \( J_{u-} \) or \( J_{d-} \) or \( J_{s-} \) or \( J_{c-} \) (where the color structures have been suppressed). Since different helicity combinations are possible, a single flavor assignment does not suffice to construct a complete helicity basis, and one must sum over a basis of flavor assignments. As an example explicitly demonstrating this, we will consider the case of \( pp \to W^+ \) jets in Sec. VI.
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\[
n = \sum_i (n_i^+ + n_i^-) .
\]
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C. Example with a Z-boson exchange

It is important to note that all kinematic dependence of the hard process, for example, its angular distributions, is encoded in the Wilson coefficients. Since the Wilson coefficients can (in principle) carry an arbitrary kinematic dependence, our choice of helicity basis imposes no restriction on the possible structure or mediating particles of the hard interaction. For example, the spin of an intermediate particle may modify the angular distribution of the decay products, and hence the Wilson coefficients, but this can always be described by the same basis of helicity operators.

As a simple example to demonstrate this point we consider \( e^+ e^- \rightarrow e^+ e^- \) at tree level. This process can proceed through either an off-shell \( \gamma \) or \( Z \) boson. Because the SM couplings to both of these particles preserve chirality, a basis of operators for this process is given by

\[
O_{(+)} = \frac{1}{4} J_{e12} J_{e34+},
\]

\[
O_{(-)} = J_{e12} J_{e34-},
\]

\[
O_{(\leftrightarrow)} = \frac{1}{4} J_{e12} J_{e34-},
\]

where the leptonic current is defined in Eq. (41). The fact that this is a complete basis relies only on the fact that the couplings preserve chirality, and is independent of e.g. the possible number of polarizations of the mediating \( Z \) or \( \gamma \).

We now consider the calculation of the Wilson coefficients for the matching to these operators (the matching procedure is discussed in detail in Sec. IV). At tree level, the Wilson coefficients are easily calculated, giving

\[
C_{(+)} = -e^2 [1 + v_R^e v_R^e P_Z(s_{12})] \frac{2[13][24]}{s_{12}} + 1 \leftrightarrow 3, \]

\[
C_{(-)} = -e^2 [1 + v_R^e v_L^e P_Z(s_{12})] \frac{2[14][23]}{s_{12}},
\]

\[
C_{(\leftrightarrow)} = -e^2 [1 + v_L^e v_L^e P_Z(s_{12})] \frac{2[24][13]}{s_{12}} + 1 \leftrightarrow 3.
\]

Here \( s_{12} = (p_1 + p_2)^2 \), \( P_Z(s) = \frac{s}{s - m_Z^2 + i\Gamma_Z m_Z} \), and the couplings \( v_{L,R} \) to the Z boson are

\[
v_L^e = \frac{1 - 2\sin^2\theta_W}{\sin(2\theta_W)}, \quad v_R^e = \frac{2\sin^2\theta_W}{\sin(2\theta_W)}.
\]

Note that the presence of the spinor factors in Eq. (48) occur due to our normalization conventions for the currents.

Now, consider calculating the scattering amplitude in the effective theory, for example for the case when both electrons have positive helicity. The matrix element in the effective theory gives

\[
\langle e^+_0(p_1)e^+_0(p_2)e^-_0(p_3)e^+_0(p_4) | i \mathcal{L}_{\text{hard}}(0) \rangle
\]

\[
= i(\epsilon^+_0(p_1)\epsilon^+_0(p_2)\epsilon^-_0(p_3)\epsilon^+_0(p_4)) \int \prod_{i=1}^{n} d\vec{p}_i C_{++} O_{++}(0)
\]

\[
= -ie^2 [1 + v_R^e v_R^e P_Z(s_{12})] \frac{2[13][24]}{s_{12}} + 1 \leftrightarrow 3, \quad (51)
\]

using the Feynman rules of Eq. (40). The effective theory therefore reproduces the full theory scattering amplitude. The same is true of the other helicity configurations, so the familiar angular distributions for \( e^+ e^- \rightarrow e^+ e^- \), as well as the different couplings of the \( Z \) to left- and right-handed particles, are entirely encoded in the Wilson coefficients.

D. Color basis

In addition to working with a basis of operators with definite helicity, we can also choose a color basis that facilitates the matching. When constructing a basis of operators in SCET, we are free to choose an arbitrary color basis. With respect to color, we can think of Eq. (46) as having a separate Wilson coefficient for each color configuration. For specific processes the color structure of the Wilson coefficients can be further decomposed as

\[
C_{a_1\ldots a_n}^{a_1\ldots a_n} = \sum_k C_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \equiv T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \tilde{C}_{a_1\ldots a_n}. \quad (52)
\]

Here, \( T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \) is a row vector whose entries \( T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \) are suitable color structures that together provide a complete basis for all allowed color structures, but which do not necessarily all have to be independent. In other words, the elements of \( T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \) span the color-conserving subspace of the full color space spanned by \( \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \), and \( \tilde{C} \) is a vector in this subspace. Throughout this paper we will refer to the elements of \( T_k^{a_1\ldots a_n} \) as a color basis, although they will generically be overcomplete, since this allows for simpler choices of color structures. As discussed below, due to the overcompleteness of the bases, some care will be required for their consistent usage.

Using Eq. (52), we can rewrite Eq. (46) as

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{hard}} = \int \prod_{i=1}^{n} d\vec{p}_i \bar{O}_{(\leftrightarrow)} \tilde{C}_{a_1\ldots a_n} \tilde{C}_{a_1\ldots a_n}(\hat{p}_1, \ldots, \hat{p}_n), \quad (53)
\]

where \( \tilde{O}^+ \) is a conjugate vector defined by
\[ \tilde{O}_{+\cdots(-)} = O_{+\cdots(-)}^{a_1\cdots a_n} \tilde{T}^{a_1\cdots a_n}. \]  

(54)

While the form \( C_{+\cdots(-)}^{a_1\cdots a_n} O_{+\cdots(-)}^{a_1\cdots a_n} \) in Eq. (46) is more convenient to discuss the matching and the symmetry properties of operators and Wilson coefficients, the alternative form in Eq. (53) is more convenient to discuss the mixing of the color structures under renormalization.

For low multiplicities of colored particles it can be convenient to use orthogonal color bases, e.g., the singlet-octet basis for \( qq\bar{q}' \) is orthogonal. However, using orthogonal bases becomes increasingly difficult for higher multiplicity processes, and the color bases used for many fixed-order calculations are not orthogonal. [See e.g. Refs. [151,152] for a discussion of the use of orthogonal bases, and the color bases used for many multiplicity processes, and the color bases used for many fixed-order calculations are not orthogonal.]

The use of a nonorthogonal color basis implies that when written in component form in a particular basis, the conjugate \( \tilde{C}^\dagger \) of the vector \( \tilde{C} \) is not just given by the naive complex conjugate transpose of the components of the vector. Instead, we have

\[ \tilde{C}^\dagger = [C^{a_1\cdots a_n}]^* \bar{T}^{a_1\cdots a_n} = \tilde{C}^\dagger \tilde{T}, \]  

(55)

where

\[ \tilde{T} = \sum_{a_1,\ldots,a_n} (\bar{T}^{a_1\cdots a_n})^\dagger \bar{T}^{a_1\cdots a_n}, \]  

(56)

is the matrix of color sums for the chosen basis. If the basis is orthogonal (orthonormal), then \( \tilde{T} \) is a diagonal matrix (identity matrix). Note that Eq. (56) implies that by definition \( T^\dagger T = \hat{T} \).

Similar to Eq. (55), for an abstract matrix \( \hat{X} \) in color space, the components of its Hermitian conjugate \( \hat{X}^\dagger \) when written in a particular basis are given in terms of the components of \( \hat{X} \) as

\[ \hat{X}^\dagger = \hat{T}^{-1} \hat{X}^\dagger \hat{T}. \]  

(57)

A proper treatment of the nonorthogonality of the color basis is also important in the factorization theorem of Eq. (2). Here, the color indices of the Wilson coefficients are contracted with the soft function as

\[ [C^{\alpha_1\cdots \alpha_k}]^* S^{\alpha_1\cdots \alpha_k \beta_1,\ldots,\beta_n} C^{\beta_1,\ldots,\beta_n} = \tilde{C}^\dagger \hat{S}_k \tilde{C} = \tilde{C}^\dagger \tilde{T} \hat{S}_k \tilde{C}. \]  

(58)

At tree level, the soft function is simply the color-space identity

\[ \hat{S}_k = 1. \]  

(59)

which follows from its color basis independent definition in terms of Wilson lines [see e.g. Ref. [98] or Eq. (267)]. Here we have suppressed the dependence of \( \hat{S} \) on soft momenta.
Finally, note that the color structures appearing in the decomposition of a QCD amplitude up to a given loop order may not form a complete basis. The color basis in SCET must be complete even if the matching coefficients of some color structures are zero to a given loop order, since all structures can in principle mix under renormalization group evolution, as will be discussed in Sec. VIII. In this case, we always choose a complete basis in SCET such that the color structures appearing in the amplitudes to some fixed order are contained as a subset.

E. Parity and charge conjugation

Under charge conjugation, the fields transform as

\[ CB_{\pm}^{\nu} T_{\alpha\beta}^{\nu} C = -B_{\pm}^{\alpha} T_{\beta\alpha}^{\nu}, \]
\[ C_{\nu}^{ij} C = -J_{ij}^{\nu}. \]  

(63)

The minus sign on the right-hand side of the second equation comes from anticommutation of the fermion fields.

Under parity, the fields transform as

\[ PB_{\pm}^{\nu} (\tilde{p}_i, x) P = e^{2i\phi_i} B_{\pm}^{\nu} (\tilde{p}^P_i, x^P), \]
\[ PJ_{ij}^{\nu} (\tilde{p}_i, \tilde{p}_j, x) P = e^{i(\phi_i - \phi_j)} J_{ij}^{\nu} (\tilde{p}^P_i, \tilde{p}^P_j, x^P), \]  

(64)

where we have made the dependence on \( \tilde{p}_i \) and \( x \) explicit, and the parity-transformed vectors are \( \tilde{p}^P_i = \alpha_i \tilde{n}_i / 2 \), \( x^P = x^P \). The \( \phi_i \) are real phases, whose exact definition is given in Appendix A1. The phases appearing in the parity transformation of the helicity operators exactly cancel the phases appearing in the corresponding helicity amplitude under a parity transformation. This overall phase is determined by the little group scaling (see Appendix A1 for a brief review).

Using the transformations of the helicity fields under parity and charge conjugation in Eqs. (63) and (64), it is straightforward to determine how these discrete symmetries act on the helicity operators. Parity and charge conjugation invariance of QCD implies that the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (46) must also be invariant. (For amplitudes involving electroweak interactions, parity and charge conjugation invariance are explicitly violated. This is treated by extracting parity and charge violating couplings from the operators and amplitudes. See Sec. VI for a discussion.) This then allows one to derive corresponding relations for the Wilson coefficients.

To illustrate this with a nontrivial example we consider the \( g g q \bar{q} \) process. The operators transform under charge conjugation as

\[ CO_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) \bar{T}^{ab\bar{d}} C = \]
\[ = CSB_{\lambda_1}^{\alpha} B_{\lambda_2}^{\beta} J_{ij}^{\alpha\beta} \bar{T}^{ab\bar{d}} C \]
\[ = -C_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3) \bar{T}^{ab\bar{d}}, \]  

(65)

where \( \lambda_{1,2} \) denote the gluon helicities, and \( \bar{T}^{ab\bar{d}} \) is as given in Eq. (61). From the invariance of Eq. (46) we can infer that the Wilson coefficients must satisfy

\[ C_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) = -C_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3). \]  

(66)

In the color basis of Eq. (61), we can write this as

\[ \bar{C}_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) = \hat{V} \bar{C}_{\lambda_1\lambda_2(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3), \]

with \( \hat{V} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 \end{pmatrix} \).

(67)

Now consider the behavior under parity. For concreteness we consider the case of positive helicity gluons. The operators transform as

\[ PO_{++(\pm)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) P \]
\[ = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \frac{1}{2} B_1^{\alpha} B_2^{\beta} \bar{T}^{ab\bar{d}} \end{pmatrix} \]
\[ = e^{i(2\phi_1 \pm 2\phi_2 \pm (\phi_3 - \phi_4))} O_{--(\mp)}^{ab\bar{d}} (\tilde{p}_1^P, \tilde{p}_2^P; \tilde{p}_3^P, \tilde{p}_4^P). \]  

(68)

The invariance of Eq. (46) under parity then implies that the Wilson coefficients satisfy

\[ \bar{C}_{++(\pm)} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) = \hat{V} \bar{C}_{--(\mp)} (\tilde{p}_1^P, \tilde{p}_2^P; \tilde{p}_3^P, \tilde{p}_4^P) e^{-i(2\phi_1 \mp 2\phi_2 \mp (\phi_3 - \phi_4))} \]

\[ = \bar{C}_{--(\mp)} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) |_{\pm} \rightarrow [\pm]. \]  

(69)

Here we have introduced the notation \( \langle \ldots \rangle \leftrightarrow [\ldots] \) to indicate that all angle and square spinors have been switched in the Wilson coefficient. The fact that the phase appearing in the parity transformation of the operator exactly matches the phase arising from evaluating the Wilson coefficient with parity related momenta is guaranteed by little group scaling, and will therefore occur generically. See Eqs. (A24) and (A25) and the surrounding discussion for a review.

Below we will use charge conjugation to reduce the number of Wilson coefficients for which we have to carry out the matching explicitly. We will use parity only when it helps to avoid substantial repetitions in the matching.

F. Crossing symmetry

Our basis is automatically crossing symmetric, since the gluon fields \( B_{\pm}^{\nu} \) can absorb or emit a gluon and the quark current \( J_{ij \pm} \) can destroy or produce a quark-antiquark pair, or destroy and create a quark or antiquark. We will first illustrate how to use crossing symmetry in an example and
then describe how to technically have crossing symmetric Wilson coefficients.

We will again consider the process $ggq\bar{q}$ as an example. Due to our outgoing conventions, the default Wilson coefficient is for the unphysical processes with all outgoing particles:

$$0 \rightarrow g_+^i(p_1)g_+^j(p_2)q_+^k(p_3)\bar{q}_+^l(p_4): \quad C_{abj}^{a(i)(i)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4),$$

where we picked one specific helicity configuration for definiteness. Crossing a particle from the final state to the initial state flips its helicity, changes the sign of its momentum, and changes it to its antiparticle. In addition we get a minus sign for each crossed fermion, though in practice these can be ignored as they do not modify the cross section. This allows one to obtain the Wilson coefficient for any crossing. For example, for the following possible crossings, the Wilson coefficients are given by

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{\mathcal{C}}_{abj}^{a(i)(i)}(-\bar{p}_2, -\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4), \\
\hat{\mathcal{C}}_{abj}^{a(i)(i)}(\bar{p}_3, -\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_4, -\bar{p}_2), \\
\hat{\mathcal{C}}_{abj}^{a(i)(i)}(\bar{p}_3, -\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_4, -\bar{p}_2), \\
\hat{\mathcal{C}}_{abj}^{a(i)(i)}(\bar{p}_3, -\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_4, -\bar{p}_2).
\end{align*}
$$

Since the signs of momenta change when crossing particles between the final and initial state, care is required in taking the proper branch cuts to maintain crossing symmetry for the Wilson coefficients. In terms of the Lorentz invariants

$$s_{ij} = (p_i + p_j)^2$$

this amounts to the choice of branch cut defined by $s_{ij} \rightarrow s_{ij} + i0$. In particular, we write all logarithms as

$$L_{ij} \equiv \ln \left( \frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0 \right) = \ln \left( \frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} \right) - i\pi\delta(s_{ij}).$$

For spinors, crossing symmetry is obtained by defining the conjugate spinors $\langle p \pm |$ as was done in Eq. (5), resulting in the following relation:

$$\langle p \pm | = \text{sgn}(p^0) |p \pm \rangle.$$  

The additional minus sign for negative $p^0$ is included to use the same branch (of the square root inside the spinors) for both spinors and conjugate spinors, i.e., for $p^0 > 0$ we have

$$|(-p)\pm \rangle = i|p\pm \rangle,$$

$$\langle (-p)\pm | = -(-i)\langle p\pm | = i\langle p\pm |.$$

In this way all spinor identities are automatically valid for both positive and negative momenta, which makes it easy to use crossing symmetry.

### G. Hard function

In the factorized expression for the cross section given in Eq. (2), the dependence on the underlying hard Born process appears through the hard function $\hat{H}_\kappa$. In terms of the Wilson coefficients of the operator basis in the effective theory, the hard function for a particular partonic channel $\kappa$ is given by

$$\hat{H}_\kappa(\{\tilde{p}_i\}) = \sum_{\{\lambda_i\}} \hat{C}_{(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3)}(\{\tilde{p}_i\}) \hat{C}_{(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3)}(\{\tilde{p}_i\}).$$

where $\{\tilde{p}_i\} = \{\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \ldots \}$. For unpolarized experiments we simply sum over all helicity operators, so $\hat{H}_\kappa(\{\tilde{p}_i\})$ with its sum over helicities in Eq. (76) appears as a multiplicative factor. It is important to note that the color indices of the Wilson coefficients are not contracted with each other, rather they are contracted with the color indices of the soft function through the trace seen in Eq. (2).

As an explicit example to demonstrate the treatment of both color and helicity indices, we consider the contribution of the $ggq\bar{q}$ partonic channel to the $pp \rightarrow 2$ jets process. In this case, the Wilson coefficients are given by $\hat{C}_{(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3)}$, where $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$ denote the helicities of the gluons, $\lambda_3$ denotes the helicity of the quark current, and recall that the vector denotes the possible color structures, which were given explicitly for this case in Eq. (61). The hard function for this partonic channel is then given by

$$\hat{H}_{ggq\bar{q}}(\{\tilde{p}_i\}) = \sum_{\{\lambda_i\}} \hat{C}_{(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3)}(\{\tilde{p}_i\}) \hat{C}_{(\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3)}(\{\tilde{p}_i\}).$$
Here, explicit expressions are only needed for \( \bar{C}_{++(+)}, \ \bar{C}_{++(-)}, \) and \( \bar{C}_{--(+)}. \) One can obtain \( \bar{C}_{--(+)} \) using Bose symmetry simply by interchanging the gluons,

\[
\bar{C}_{--(+)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) = \bar{C}_{++(-)}(\tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4),
\]

or equivalently,

\[
\bar{C}_{--(+)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4) = \hat{V} \bar{C}_{++(-)}(\tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4),
\]

with \( \hat{V} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}. \)

As explained in Sec. VII A 2, the remaining \( \bar{C}_{1,2(-)} \) can be obtained from the expressions for the other Wilson coefficients by charge conjugation.

In Eq. (77), the Wilson coefficients are vectors in the color basis of Eq. (61) and thus the hard function is a matrix in this basis. As discussed in Sec. III D, the tree-level soft function is the color-space identity, i.e.,

\[
S_{ggq\tilde{q}}^{(0)}(\beta_{1a_1}, \beta_{2a_2}; \alpha_{1a_1}, \alpha_{2a_2}) = \delta^{b_1a_1} \delta^{b_2a_2} \delta(\beta_{1a_1} - \beta_{2a_2}) = 1.
\]

With the color trace in Eq. (2) this amounts to contracting the color indices of the Wilson coefficients. In the color basis of Eq. (61), this simply becomes

\[
\tilde{S}_{ggq\tilde{q}}^{(0)} = 1 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

The tree-level soft function also has dependence on momenta depending on the measurement being made, which are not shown here.

To demonstrate a complete calculation of the cross section using the factorization theorem of Eq. (2) together with the hard functions computed using the helicity operator formalism, it is instructive to see how the leading-order cross section is reproduced from Eq. (2). We consider the simple case of \( H + 0 \) jets in the \( m_t \to \infty \) limit. For this channel, there is a unique color structure \( \delta_{a_1a_2}, \) and using the results of Sec. VA and Appendix B 1, the lowest order Wilson coefficients are given by

\[
\bar{C}_{++} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3) = \delta_{a_1a_2} \frac{\alpha_s}{3\pi \nu} s_{12} \frac{12}{12},
\]

\[
\bar{C}_{--} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3) = \delta_{a_1a_2} \frac{\alpha_s}{3\pi \nu} s_{12} \frac{12}{12},
\]

\[
\bar{C}_{+} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3) = \bar{C}_{+} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3) = 0.
\]

where \( v = (\sqrt{2}G_F)^{-1/2} = 246 \text{ GeV}. \) Note that these are simply the helicity amplitudes for the process, as will be shown more generally in Sec. IV. Analytically continuing to physical momenta, squaring, and summing over helicities, the tree-level hard function is given by

\[
H_{ggH}^{(0)}(\beta_{1a_1}, \beta_{2a_2}; \alpha_{1a_1}, \alpha_{2a_2}) = \frac{\alpha_s^2 \delta_{a_1a_2}}{18\pi \nu^2} \delta_{\beta_1a_1} \delta_{\beta_2a_2}.
\]

Note that only 2 of the 4 helicity configurations contribute, hence the factor of 2.

The tree-level gluon beam functions are given by the gluon PDFs. Since there are no jets in the final state, there are no jet functions. The tree-level soft function is the identity in color space\(^7\)

\[
S_{gg}^{(0)}(\beta_{1a_1}, \beta_{2a_2}; \alpha_{1a_1}, \alpha_{2a_2}) = \delta^{b_1a_1} \delta^{b_2a_2}.
\]

The leading-order cross section is then given by

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{2E_{cm}^2} \frac{1}{[2(N^2 - 1)]^2} \int \frac{dx_1}{x_1} \frac{dx_2}{x_2} f_g(x_1) f_g(x_2)
\]

\[
	imes \int \frac{d^4p_3}{(2\pi)^4} \theta(p_3^0) \delta(p_3^2 - m_H^2)
\]

\[
	imes (2\pi)^4 \delta^4 \left( x_1 E_{cm} \frac{n_1}{2} + x_2 E_{cm} \frac{n_2}{2} - p_3 \right)
\]

\[
	imes H_{ggH}^{(0)}(\beta_{1a_1}, \beta_{2a_2}; \alpha_{1a_1}, \alpha_{2a_2}) S_{gg}^{(0)}(\beta_{1a_1}, \beta_{2a_2}; \alpha_{1a_1}, \alpha_{2a_2})
\]

\[
= \frac{\alpha_s^2 m_H^2}{576\pi \nu^2 E_{cm}^2} \int dY \left( \frac{m_H}{E_{cm}} e^y \right) f_g \left( \frac{m_H}{E_{cm}} e^{-y} \right).
\]

The \( 1/(2E_{cm}^2) \) factor is the flux factor and for each of the incoming gluons we get a \( 1/[2(N^2 - 1)] \) from averaging over its spin and color. This is followed by integrals over the gluon PDFs, \( f_g, \) and the Higgs phase space, where we have restricted to the production of an on-shell Higgs. The final expression in Eq. (88) agrees with the standard result, where the first factor is the Born cross section.

We now briefly discuss our choice of normalization. The currents in Eq. (37) were normalized such that the Wilson coefficients are simply given by the finite part of the QCD helicity amplitudes (see Eq. (96) and Sec. IV). This is

\[^7\text{Since there is only one color structure, the tree-level soft function is normally defined as}
\]

\[
S_{gg}^{(0)} = \frac{1}{N^2 - 1} \delta_{a_1a_2} \delta_{\beta_1a_1} \delta_{\beta_2a_2} = 1.
\]

Here we do not absorb numerical prefactors into our soft functions, because this is not useful for processes with more final-state partons.
distinct from the normalization typically used for SCET operators, e.g. $\bar{\chi}i^\alpha\gamma^\nu\chi_j$, which is chosen to facilitate the matching to QCD operators. We now show that the extra factors in Eq. (37) arrange themselves to produce the standard normalization for the jet function (or beam function). Starting from the current and its conjugate,

$$J_{ij\pm}^\alpha (J_{ij\pm}^\alpha) = \sqrt{2e_i^\alpha (n_i, n_j)} \bar{\chi}_{i\pm}^\beta \gamma_\mu j^\pm \sqrt{2e_j^\alpha (n_i, n_j)} \gamma_\mu j^\pm \chi_{i\pm}^\beta = \frac{4g_0^\beta 4e^\beta (n_i, n_j)e_\gamma (n_i, n_j)\gamma_\mu j^\pm \bar{\chi}_{i\pm} H_\mu j^\pm}{N N} \left[ \gamma_\nu \frac{\bar{W}_i H_\nu j^\pm}{4} \right] \times \left( \bar{X}_{i\pm}^\frac{1}{2} \bar{Y}_{j\pm}^\frac{1}{2} \right) + \cdots \right.$$

$$= 2\delta_{i\pm}^\beta 4e_\gamma (n_i, n_j) \left( \frac{1}{2N} \bar{W}_i H_\nu j^\pm \right) \left( \frac{1}{2N} \bar{W}_j H_\nu j^\pm \right),$$

where we have rearranged the expression in a factorized form using the SCET Fierz formula in spin

$$1 \otimes 1 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \bar{W}_i \otimes \bar{W}_j \otimes \frac{1}{2} \bar{W}_i \gamma_\mu j \otimes \frac{1}{2} \bar{W}_j \gamma_\mu j \otimes \frac{1}{2} \bar{W}_i \gamma_\mu j \gamma_\nu j \right].$$

which applies for the SCET projected spinors. In the last line of Eq. (89) we have dropped the color nonsinglet terms and terms which vanish when averaging over helicities, which are indicated by ellipses. The delta functions in color space highlight that the jet function does not modify the color structure. The factor $1/\omega_i,j$, which arises from the normalization of the helicity currents, is part of the standard definition of the jet function and ensures that this operator has the correct mass dimension.

**IV. MATCHING AND SCHEME DEPENDENCE**

In this section, we discuss the matching of QCD onto the SCET helicity operator basis introduced in the previous section. We start with a discussion of the matching for generic helicity operators in Sec. IV A. In Sec. IV B we discuss in detail the subject of renormalization schemes, and the issue of converging between regularization/renormalization schemes commonly used in spinor-helicity calculations, and those used in SCET. We also demonstrate that evanescent operators are not generated in our basis.

**A. Generic matching**

In this paper, we work to leading order in the power counting, which means we only require operators that contain exactly one field per collinear sector. That is, different $n_i$ in Eq. (42) are implicitly restricted to belong to different equivalence classes, $\{n_i\} \neq \{n_j\}$ for $i \neq j$. Operators with more than one field per collinear direction are power-suppressed compared to the respective leading-order operators that have the same set of collinear directions and the minimal number of fields.

At leading order, the Wilson coefficients can thus be determined by computing matrix elements of Eq. (46), with all external particles assigned well-separated momenta, so that they belong to separate collinear sectors. The only helicity operator that contributes in this case is the one that matches the set of external helicities, picking out the corresponding Wilson coefficient. Since we only have one external particle per collinear sector, we can simply choose $n_i = p_i/p_i^0$ in the matching calculation to represent the equivalence class $\{n_i\}$.

To compute the matrix element of $L_{\text{hard}}$, we first note that the helicity operators are symmetric (modulo minus signs from fermion anticommutation) under simultaneously interchanging the label momenta and indices of identical fields, and the same is thus also true for their Wilson coefficients. For example, at tree level

$$\langle g_0^\alpha (p_1) g_0^\alpha (p_2) | O_{++}^{b\pm b \pm} | 0 \rangle^{\text{tree}} = \frac{1}{2} (\delta^{a_b b \pm} \delta (p_1 - p_2)) \delta (p_1 - p_2)$$

so the tree-level matrix element of $L_{\text{hard}}$ gives

$$\langle g_0^\alpha (p_1) g_0^\alpha (p_2) | L_{\text{hard}} | 0 \rangle^{\text{tree}} = \frac{1}{2} (C_{++}^{a_b a_b} (p_1, p_2) + C_{++}^{a_b a_b} (p_2, p_1)) = C_{++}^{a_b a_b} (p_1, p_2).$$

(92)

By choosing $n_i = p_i/p_i^0$, the label momenta $\tilde{p}_i$ on the right-hand side simply become $\tilde{p}_i \equiv n \cdot p_i n_i/2 = p_i$. Taking into account the symmetry factor in Eq. (43), one can easily see that this result generalizes to more than two gluons or quark currents with the same helicity. In the case of identical fermions, the various terms in the operator matrix element have relative minus signs due to fermion anticommutation which precisely match the (anti)symmetry properties of the Wilson coefficients. Hence, the tree-level matrix element of $L_{\text{hard}}$ is equal to the Wilson coefficient that corresponds to the configuration of external particles,

$$\langle g_1 g_2 \ldots g_{n-1} g_n | L_{\text{hard}} | 0 \rangle^{\text{tree}} = C_{++}^{a_1 a_2 \ldots a_{n-1} a_n} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \ldots, \tilde{p}_{n-1}, \tilde{p}_n).$$

(93)
where $A_{\text{tree}}$ denotes the tree-level QCD helicity amplitude. Intuitively, since all external particles are energetic and well separated, we are away from any soft or collinear limits and so all propagators in the QCD tree-level diagram are far off shell and can be shrunk to a point. Hence, the tree-level diagram simply becomes the Wilson coefficient in SCET.

The above discussion can be extended to higher orders in perturbation theory. In pure dimensional regularization (where $\varepsilon$ is used to simultaneously regulate UV and IR divergences) all bare loop graphs in SCET are scaleless and vanish. Here the UV and IR divergences exactly cancel divergences) all bare loop graphs in SCET are scaleless and vanish. Therefore, beyond tree level the matching coefficients in the full theory, $A_{\text{ren}}$, computed in pure dimensional regularization differ in their treatment of IR terms. In Sec.IV B we will discuss in more detail the color-ordered or partial amplitudes at $i$ loops. Each is separately gauge invariant and only depends on the external momenta and helicities $(p_i \pm)$ of the $i$ loops. If we choose

$$T_{\lambda_i \lambda_{i-1}} = \tau[T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_1 g_2} \cdots T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i-1} g_i} | \cdots | T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i} g_{i+1}}]$$

as the color basis in Eq. (52), where $\lambda_k$ is the $k$th permutation in $S_n$ then the Wilson coefficients in this color basis are given directly by

$$C_{\lambda_1 \cdots \lambda_n}^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}(\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) = g_s^{n-2} \sum_{\sigma \in S_n / Z_n} \text{tr}[T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_1 g_2} \cdots T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i-1} g_i}] \times \sum_i \tilde{g}_i^{(i)} A^{(i)}_{\lambda_i \lambda_{i-1}} (\sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n))$$

where the first sum runs over all permutations $\sigma$ of $n$ objects ($S_n$) excluding cyclic permutations ($Z_n$). The $A^{(i)}_{\lambda_i \lambda_{i-1}}$ are the color-ordered or partial amplitudes at $i$ loops. Each is separately gauge invariant and only depends on the external momenta and helicities $(p_i \pm)$ of the $i$ loops. If we choose

$$T_{\lambda_i \lambda_{i-1}} = \tau[T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_1 g_2} \cdots T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i-1} g_i} | \cdots | T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i} g_{i+1}}]$$

as the color basis in Eq. (52), where $\lambda_k$ is the $k$th permutation in $S_n$ then the Wilson coefficients in this color basis are given directly by

$$C_{\lambda_1 \cdots \lambda_n}^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}(\vec{p}_1, \ldots, \vec{p}_n) = g_s^{n-2} \sum_{\sigma \in S_n / Z_n} \text{tr}[T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_1 g_2} \cdots T^{\epsilon_{\text{fin}}}_{g_{i-1} g_i}] \times \sum_i \tilde{g}_i^{(i)} A^{(i)}_{\lambda_i \lambda_{i-1}} (\sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n))$$

where the subscript “fin” denotes the IR-finite part of the helicity amplitude, as defined in Eq. (96). This is easily extended beyond leading color, given a valid choice of subleading color basis. Our basis therefore achieves seamless matching from QCD helicity amplitudes onto SCET operators.

**B. Renormalization schemes**

In this section we discuss in more detail the issue of renormalization/regularization schemes in QCD and in SCET. In particular, the construction of a basis of helicity operators discussed in Sec. III relied heavily on massless quarks and gluons having two helicity states, which is a feature specific to 4 dimensions. We clarify this issue here and discuss the conversion between various schemes.

In dimensional regularization, diversities are regularized by analytically continuing the particle momenta to $d$ dimensions. In a general scheme, the helicities of quarks and gluons live in $d_q^i$, $d_g^i$ dimensional spaces respectively. We shall here restrict ourselves to schemes where quarks have two helicities, but $d_g^i$ is analytically continued. This is true of most commonly used regularization schemes, but is not necessary [155]. Different schemes within dimensional regularization differ in their treatment of $d_q^i$ for internal (unobserved) and external (observed) particles. In the conventional dimensional regularization (CDR),
Hooft-Veltman (HV) [156], and four-dimensional helicity (FDH) [157,158] schemes the internal/external polarizations are treated in $d/d$ (CDR), $d/4$ (HV), $4/4$ (FDH) dimensions.

For helicity-based computations, the FDH scheme has the advantage of having all helicities defined in 4 dimensions, where the spinor-helicity formalism applies, as well as preserving supersymmetry. Indeed, most of the recent one-loop computations of helicity amplitudes utilize on-shell methods and therefore employ the FDH scheme. However, most existing calculations of SCET matrix elements (jet, beam, and soft functions) use $d$-dimensional internal gluons, corresponding to the CDR/HV schemes. As we will discuss below, CDR and HV are identical for matching onto SCET.

Although the FDH scheme is convenient for helicity amplitude computations, it leads to subtleties beyond NLO [161,162]. As explained in Ref. [162], this discrepancy arises due to the different number of dimensions for the momenta in the loop integral and the spin space, leading to components of the gluon field whose couplings to quarks are not protected by gauge invariance and require separate renormalization. Nevertheless, it has been shown that FDH is a consistent regularization scheme to NNLO [160]. The presence of these extra degrees of freedom in the FDH scheme is quite inconvenient in the formal construction of SCET, especially when working to subleading power. Because of this fact, and because most SCET calculations are performed in CDR/HV, our discussion of SCET schemes will focus on regularization schemes where the dimension of the gluon field and the momentum space are analytically continued in the same manner. We will also discuss how full-theory helicity amplitudes in the FDH scheme are converted to CDR/HV for the purposes of matching to SCET.

We will now describe how helicity amplitudes in the FDH scheme can be converted to CDR/HV. To get a finite correction from the $O(\epsilon)$ part of the gluon polarization requires a factor from either ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR) $1/\epsilon$ divergences. Although the regularization of UV and IR divergences is coupled in pure dimensional regularization schemes by use of a common $\epsilon$, they cannot in principle be separately regulated, and we discuss their role in the scheme conversion separately below.

When matching to SCET, the UV regulators in the full and effective theory need not be equal. Indeed, the effective theory does not reproduce the UV of the full theory. In massless QCD, scheme dependence due to the UV divergences only affects the coupling constant through virtual (internal) gluons. Therefore, the CDR and HV schemes have the same standard $\overline{\text{MS}}$ coupling, $\alpha_s(\mu)$, while FDH has a different coupling, $\alpha_s^{\text{FDH}}(\mu)$. The conversion between these couplings is achieved by a perturbatively calculable shift, known to two loops [23,158,163]

$$
\alpha_s^{\text{FDH}}(\mu) = \alpha_s(\mu) \left[ 1 + \frac{C_A}{3} \frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi} + \left( \frac{22}{9} C_A - 2 C_F T_F n_f \right) \left( \frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi} \right)^2 \right].
$$

This replacement rule for the coupling captures the effect of the scheme choice from UV divergences. One can therefore perform a matching calculation, treating $\alpha_s$ in the full and effective theories as independent parameters that can be defined in different schemes. A conversion between schemes can then be used to ensure that the matching coefficients are written entirely in terms of $\alpha_s$ defined in one scheme, for example using Eq. (100). The issue of UV regularization is therefore simple to handle in the matching.

The structure of $1/e^2$ and $1/e$ IR divergences in one-loop QCD amplitudes is well known, and allows one to determine their effect on converting amplitudes from FDH to CDR/HV. For a QCD amplitude involving $n_q$ (anti)quarks and $n_g$ gluons the FDH and HV one-loop amplitudes $A^{(1)}$ are related by [23,155]

$$
A^{(1)}_{\text{HV}} = A^{(1)}_{\text{FDH}} - \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \left( \frac{n_q}{2} C_F + \frac{n_g}{6} C_A \right) A^{(0)},
$$

where $A^{(0)}$ denotes the tree-level amplitude, and the precise scheme of the $\alpha_s$ entering here is a two-loop effect. At one loop, the FDH scheme can therefore be consistently used when calculating full-theory helicity amplitudes and results can easily be converted to HV with Eqs. (100) and (101) for use in SCET Wilson coefficients.

We will now compare CDR and HV schemes for SCET calculations and the construction of the operator basis. In the HV scheme, all external polarizations are 4 dimensional, so that one can use a basis of helicity operators, as was constructed in Sec. III. However, in CDR external polarizations are $d$ dimensional, with the limit $d \to 4$ taken. In particular, this implies that one must work with $d-2$ gluon polarizations at intermediate steps, potentially allowing for the presence of evanescent operators corresponding to operators involving the additional components of the gluon field, so-called $\epsilon$-helicities. However, we will now argue that there is no real distinction between the two schemes, and that one does not need to consider evanescent operators in SCET at leading power.

First consider the Wilson coefficients and matching. In the case of CDR, the operator basis must be extended to include operators involving the $\epsilon$-helicities. However, their presence does not affect the matching coefficients for operators with physical helicities, since they do not contribute at tree level and all loop corrections are scaleless.
and vanish. Additionally, in Sec. VIII, we will discuss the fact that the SCET renormalization of the operators is spin independent at leading power, and therefore there is no mixing under renormalization group evolution between the physical and evanescent operators. For the beam and jet functions, azimuthal symmetry implies that the difference between a field with 2 or $2 - 2\epsilon$ polarizations is simply an overall factor of $1 - \epsilon$ and thus can be easily taken into account. The independence of the soft function to the differences in the CDR/HV regularization schemes follows from the insensitivity of the soft emission to the polarization of the radiating parton, which is made manifest by the SCET Lagrangian and the fact that the soft function can be written as a matrix element of Wilson lines. Thus there is no difference between CDR and HV and the helicity operator basis suffices.

V. HIGGS + JETS

In this section, we consider the production of an on-shell Higgs + jets. We give the helicity operator basis and matching relations for $H + 0$, 1, 2 jets, and the corresponding helicity amplitudes are collected in Appendix B.

A. $H + 0$ jets

The $ggH$ and $q\bar{q}H$ processes contribute to the $H + 0$ jets process. For $q\bar{q}H$, the scalar current in Eq. (38) is required, and the helicity operator basis is given by

$$O^g_{a\bar{q}} = J_{120}^g H_3,$$
$$O^{\bar{q}g}_{2} = (J^\gamma)^{\bar{g}q}_{120} H_3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (102)

with the unique color structure

$$\bar{T}^{ag} = (\delta_{ag}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (103)

These operators are relevant when considering Higgs decays to massive quarks, for example $H \rightarrow b\bar{b}$. However, we will not consider this case further since for Higgs production the $b\bar{b}H$ and $t\bar{t}H$ contributions are much smaller than the dominant gluon-fusion hard scattering process.

For $ggH$, the basis of helicity operators is given by

$$O^{ab}_{++} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+} B^b_{2+} H_3,$$
$$O^{ab}_{--} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-} B^b_{2-} H_3.$$  \hspace{1cm} (104)

The operator $O_{+-}$ is not allowed by angular momentum conservation. Similar helicity operators, extended to include the decay of the Higgs, were used in Ref. [164]. There is again a unique color structure for this process,

$$\bar{T}^{ab} = (\delta^{ab}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (105)

Writing the QCD helicity amplitudes as

$$A(g_1 g_2 H_3) = i\delta^{a_1 a_2} A(1, 2; H_3),$$  \hspace{1cm} (106)

the Wilson coefficients for $ggH$ are given by

$$\tilde{C}^{++}_{+-} (p_1, p_2; p_3) = A_{fgn}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H),$$
$$\tilde{C}^{--}_{+-} (p_1, p_2; p_3) = A_{fgn}(1^-, 2^-; 3_H).$$  \hspace{1cm} (107)

The subscript “fin” in Eq. (107) denotes the IR-finite part of the helicity amplitudes, as discussed in Sec. IV. Note that the two amplitudes appearing in Eq. (107) are related by parity. The results for the gluon amplitudes up to NNLO are given in Appendix B. They correspond to the usual gluon-fusion process, where the Higgs couples to a (top) quark loop at leading order. The LO amplitude including the dependence on the mass of the quark running in the loop is well known. The NLO amplitudes are also known including the full quark-mass dependence [165–169], while the NNLO [170–172] and N3LO [70,71] amplitudes are known in an expansion in $m_t/m_t$.

B. $H + 1$ jet

The $gq\bar{q}H$ and $gggH$ processes contribute to the $H + 1$ jet process. For $gq\bar{q}$, the basis of helicity operators is given by

$$O^{a\bar{q}g}_{++} = B^a_{1+} f^{\bar{g}q}_{23+} H_4,$$
$$O^{a\bar{q}g}_{++} = B^a_{1-} f^{\bar{g}q}_{23-} H_4,$$
$$O^{a\bar{q}g}_{++} = B^a_{1+} f^{\bar{g}q}_{23-} H_4,$$
$$O^{a\bar{q}g}_{++} = B^a_{1-} f^{\bar{g}q}_{23-} H_4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (108)

Note that we consider only QCD corrections to the $ggH$ process, so the $q\bar{q}$ pair is described by $j_{ij\pm}$. For $ggg$, the helicity operator basis is

$$O^{abc}_{++} = \frac{1}{3!} B^{a}_{1+} B^{b}_{2+} B^{c}_{3+} H_4,$$
$$O^{abc}_{++} = \frac{1}{2} B^{a}_{1+} B^{b}_{2+} B^{c}_{3-} H_4,$$
$$O^{abc}_{++} = \frac{1}{2} B^{a}_{1-} B^{b}_{2-} B^{c}_{3+} H_4,$$
$$O^{abc}_{++} = \frac{1}{3!} B^{a}_{1-} B^{b}_{2-} B^{c}_{3-} H_4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (109)

For both cases the color space is one dimensional and we use the respective color structures as basis elements

$$\tilde{T}^{aad} = (T_{ag}),$$
$$\tilde{T}^{abc} = (1 f^{abc}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (110)

In principle, there could be another independent color structure, $d^{abc}$, for $ggH$. The $ggH$ operators transform under charge conjugation as
\[ CO_{_{4,2,3}}^{abc} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) \tilde{T}^{abc} C = -O_{_{4,2,3}}^{ba} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) \tilde{T}^{abc}. \]  

(111)

Charge conjugation invariance of QCD thus leads to

\[ C_{4,2,3}^{abc} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = -C_{4,2,3}^{ba} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4), \]  

(112)

which implies that the \( d^{abc} \) color structure cannot arise to all orders in perturbation theory, so it suffices to consider \( i f^{abc} \) as in Eq. (110). This also means that the \( d^{abc} \) color structure cannot be generated by mixing under renormalization group evolution, which will be seen explicitly in Eq. (259).

Using Eq. (110), we write the QCD helicity amplitudes as

\[ A(g_1g_2g_3H) = i(i f^{ia}(a)) A(1, 2, 3; 4_H), \]
\[ A(g_1g_2g_3H) = i T^{ij}_{a,\beta} A(1, 2, 3; 4_H). \]  

(113)

The Wilson coefficients for \( gqqH \) are then given by

\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{++}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q; 4_H), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{-+}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = A_{\text{fin}}(1^-, 2^+, 3^+_q; 4_H), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{+-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = \overrightarrow{C}_{-+}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{--}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = \overrightarrow{C}_{+-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4). \]  

(114)

where the last two coefficients follow from charge conjugation invariance. The Wilson coefficients for \( ggggH \) are given by

\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{+++}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q; 4_H), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{++-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q; 4_H), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{--+}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = \overrightarrow{C}_{++-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4), \]
\[ \overrightarrow{C}_{--}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4) = \overrightarrow{C}_{+-+}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4). \]  

(115)

where the last two relations follow from parity invariance. As before, the subscript “\( \text{fin} \)” in Eqs. (114) and (115) denotes the finite part of the IR divergent amplitudes. The NLO helicity amplitudes were calculated in Ref. [32], and are given in Appendix B 2, and the NNLO helicity amplitudes were calculated in Ref. [173]. Both calculations were performed in the \( m_t \to \infty \) limit. At NLO, the first corrections in \( m_H^2/m_t^2 \) were obtained in Ref. [174].

C. H + 2 jets

For \( H + 2 \) jets, the \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \), \( q\bar{q}q'H \), \( gqq\bar{q}H \), and \( ggggH \) processes contribute, each of which we discuss in turn. Again, we consider only QCD corrections to the \( gH \) process, so \( q\bar{q} \) pairs are described by the helicity currents \( J_{ij} \). The LO helicity amplitudes for \( H + 2 \) jets in the \( m_t \to \infty \) limit were calculated in Refs. [31,175] and are collected in Appendix B 3 for each channel. The LO amplitudes including the \( m_t \) dependence were calculated in [176] (but explicit expressions for \( ggggH \) were not given due to their length). The NLO helicity amplitudes were computed in Refs. [33,34,177–180].

1. \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \) and \( q\bar{q}q'H \)

For the case of distinct quark flavors, \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \), the helicity basis consists of four independent operators,

\[ O_{_{\alpha,\beta}}^{q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'}(_{\alpha,\beta}) = \frac{1}{4} T^{q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} H_5, \]
\[ O_{_{\alpha,\beta}}^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} = \frac{1}{4} T^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} H_5, \]
\[ O_{_{\alpha,\beta}}^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} = \frac{1}{4} T^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} H_5, \]  

(116)

where the additional labels on the quark currents indicate the quark flavors. For the case of identical quark flavors, \( q\bar{q}q'H \), the basis only has three independent helicity operators,

\[ O_{_{\alpha,\beta}}^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} = \frac{1}{4} T^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} H_5, \]
\[ O_{_{\alpha,\beta}}^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} = \frac{1}{4} T^{q\bar{q}q'}_{_{\alpha,\beta}} H_5, \]  

(117)

since both quark currents have the same flavor. In both cases we use the color basis

\[ \tilde{T}^{a\bar{b}\gamma\delta} = 2T^a (\delta_{a\bar{b}}\delta_{\gamma\delta}, \delta_{a\bar{b}}\delta_{\gamma\delta}). \]  

(118)

The QCD helicity amplitudes for \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \) can be color decomposed in the basis of Eq. (118) as

\[ A(q_1\bar{q}_2q_3\bar{q}_4H) = 2iT^a \left[ \delta_{a\bar{a}}\delta_{a\bar{b}}A(q_1, 2, 3, 4; 5_H) \right. \]
\[ + \frac{1}{N} \delta_{a\bar{a}}\delta_{a\bar{b}}B(q_1, 2, 3, 4; 5_H) \],  

(119)

where we have included a factor of \( 1/N \) for convenience. The amplitude vanishes when the quark and antiquark of the same flavor have the same helicity, in accordance with the fact that the operators of Eq. (116) provide a complete basis of helicity operators. For identical quark flavors, \( q\bar{q}q'H \), the amplitudes can be obtained from the \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \) amplitudes using the relation

\[ A(q_1\bar{q}_2q_3\bar{q}_4H) = A(q_1\bar{q}_2q_3\bar{q}_4H) - A(q_1\bar{q}_4q_3\bar{q}_2H). \]  

(120)

The Wilson coefficients for \( q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'H \) are then given by
\[ \tilde{C}_{(++)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \frac{A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) - \frac{1}{4} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-)}{B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-; 4^+; 5^+)} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{(+-)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \frac{A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) - \frac{1}{4} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-; 4^-; 5^-)}{B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-)} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{(-+)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{(++)}(\tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_5), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{(--)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{(+-)}(\tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_5), \]  

(121)

and for \( q\bar{q}q\bar{q}H \) they are given in terms of the amplitudes \( A_{\text{fin}} \) and \( B_{\text{fin}} \) for \( q\bar{q}q\bar{q}H \) by

\[ \tilde{C}_{(++)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \frac{A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) - \frac{1}{4} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-)}{B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-)} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{(+-)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \frac{A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) - \frac{1}{4} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-; 4^-; 5^-)}{B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-)} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{(--)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{(++)}(\tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_5). \]  

(122)

The relations for \( \tilde{C}_{(--)} \) and \( \tilde{C}_{(+-)} \) follow from charge conjugation invariance. Note that there is no exchange term for \( \tilde{C}_{(++)} \), since the amplitude vanishes when the quark and antiquark of the same flavor have the same helicity (both + or both –). Also, recall that the symmetry factors of 1/4 in Eq. (117) already take care of the interchange of identical (anti)quarks, so there are no additional symmetry factors needed for \( \tilde{C}_{(++)} \). Explicit expressions for the required amplitudes at tree level are given in Appendix B 3 a.

2. \( ggq\bar{q}H \)

For \( ggq\bar{q}H \), the helicity basis consists of a total of six independent operators,

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{++(++)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34+} H_5, \]

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{+-(-+)} = B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34+} H_5, \]

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{--(--)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34-} H_5, \]

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{++(+)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34+} H_5, \]

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{+-(-)} = B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34-} H_5, \]

\[ O^{abq\bar{a}\bar{q}}_{--(-)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_1 B^b_2 \tilde{q}^{ab\bar{q}}_{34-} H_5. \]  

(123)

We use the color basis already given in Eq. (61),

\[ T^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}} = (T^{a\bar{a}})^{\bar{a}q} (T^{b\bar{a}})^{\bar{a}\bar{q}} \text{tr}[T^a T^b] \delta^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}}. \]  

(124)

Using Eq. (124), the color decomposition of the QCD helicity amplitudes into partial amplitudes is

\[ \mathcal{A}(q_1 g_2 q_3 q_4 H_5) = \sum_{\sigma \in S_3} [T^{a\sigma(1)} T^{\bar{a}\sigma(2)}] \alpha_i \beta_j A(\sigma(1), \sigma(2); q_3, q_4; H_5) \]

\[ + i \text{tr}[T^{a\sigma} T^{\bar{a}\sigma}] \delta_{\alpha_i \beta_j} B(1, 2; q_3, q_4; H_5). \]  

(125)

The \( B \) amplitudes vanish at tree level. From Eq. (125) we can read off the Wilson coefficients,

\[ \tilde{C}_{++,(++)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \begin{array}{c} A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-) \\ A_{\text{fin}}(2^-, 1^+; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-, 4^+; 5^+). \end{array} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{++,(+)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \begin{array}{c} A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) \\ A_{\text{fin}}(2^+, 1^-; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^-, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-; 5^-). \end{array} \right), \]

\[ \tilde{C}_{++,(-)}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \left( \begin{array}{c} A_{\text{fin}}(1^-, 2^+; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-) \\ A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^-, 2^+; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-) \\ B_{\text{fin}}(1^-, 2^-; 3^+, 4^-; 5^-). \end{array} \right). \]  

(126)

The Wilson coefficients of the last three operators in Eq. (123) are obtained by charge conjugation as discussed in Sec. III E. Under charge conjugation, the operators transform as

\[ \text{CO}_{\lambda, \delta(\pm)}^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) \tilde{T}^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}} C \]

\[ = -O_{\lambda, \delta(\mp)}^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}} (\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) \tilde{T}^{ab\bar{a}\bar{q}}, \]  

(127)

so charge conjugation invariance of QCD implies
\[ \tilde{C}_{\alpha \beta}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) = \tilde{V} \tilde{C}_{\alpha \beta}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) \]
\[ \text{with } \tilde{V} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 \end{pmatrix} . \] (128)

Explicit expressions for the required amplitudes at tree level are given in Appendix B 3 b.

### 3. ggggH

For ggggH, the helicity basis consists of five independent operators,

\[
\begin{align*}
O_{+++-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{4!} B_1^a B_2^b B_3^c B_4^d H_5, \\
O_{+-+-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{3!} B_1^a B_2^b B_3^c B_4^d H_5, \\
O_{+-+-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{4} B_1^a B_2^b B_3^c B_4^d H_5, \\
O_{+-+-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{3!} B_1^a B_2^b B_3^c B_4^d H_5. \\
O_{+-+-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{4!} B_1^a B_2^b B_3^c B_4^d H_5. 
\end{align*}
\] (129)

We use the basis of color structures

\[ \tilde{T}_{abcd} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 2T_F} \begin{pmatrix} \text{tr}[abcd] + \text{tr}[dcba] \\ \text{tr}[acdb] + \text{tr}[bdca] \\ 2\text{tr}[ab]\text{tr}[cd] \\ 2\text{tr}[ac]\text{tr}[db] \\ 2\text{tr}[ad]\text{tr}[bc] \end{pmatrix}^\top, \] (130)

where we have used the shorthand notation

\[ \text{tr}[ab] = \text{tr}[T^a T^b], \quad \text{tr}[abcd] = \text{tr}[T^a T^b T^c T^d]. \] (131)

Note that the three independent color structures with a minus sign instead of the plus sign in the first three lines in Eq. (130) can be eliminated using charge conjugation invariance; see Sec. VII A 3.

The color decomposition of the QCD helicity amplitudes into partial amplitudes using the color basis in Eq. (130) is

\[
A(g_1 g_2 g_3 g_4 H_5) = \frac{i}{2T_F} \left[ \sum_{\sigma \in S_4/\mathbb{Z}_4} \text{tr}[a_\sigma(1)a_\sigma(2)a_\sigma(3)a_\sigma(4)] \right] \\
\times A(\sigma(1), \sigma(2), \sigma(3), \sigma(4); 5_H) \\
+ \sum_{\sigma \in S_4/\mathbb{Z}_4} \text{tr}[a_\sigma(1)a_\sigma(2)]\text{tr}[a_\sigma(3)a_\sigma(4)] \\
\times B(\sigma(1), \sigma(2), \sigma(3), \sigma(4); 5_H) \right],
\] (132)

where the B amplitudes vanish at tree level. From Eq. (132) we obtain the Wilson coefficients,

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{C}_{+-+-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) &= \begin{pmatrix} 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \end{pmatrix}, \\
\tilde{C}_{+-+-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) &= \begin{pmatrix} 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \end{pmatrix}, \\
\tilde{C}_{+-+-}(\tilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, \tilde{p}_3, \tilde{p}_4; \tilde{p}_5) &= \begin{pmatrix} 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+, 5_H) \\ 2A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-, 5_H) \end{pmatrix},
\end{align*}
\] (133)

The last two coefficients follow from parity invariance. The factors of two in the first three entries of the coefficients come from combining the two traces in the first three entries in Eq. (130) using charge conjugation invariance. Because of the cyclic symmetry of the traces, the partial amplitudes are invariant under the corresponding cyclic permutations of their first four arguments, which means that most of the amplitudes in Eq. (133) are not independent. Explicit expressions for the necessary amplitudes at tree level are given in Appendix B 3 c.
VI. VECTOR BOSON + JETS

In this section, we give the helicity operator basis and the corresponding matching for the production of a $\gamma$, $Z$, or $W$ vector boson in association with up to two jets. The corresponding helicity amplitudes are collected in Appendix C.

We work at tree level in the electroweak coupling and consider only QCD corrections, so any external $q\bar{q}$ pairs are described by the helicity vector currents $J_{ij \pm}$ in Eq. (37). We always include the subsequent leptonic decays $\gamma/Z \to \ell^+\ell^-$, $W^\pm \to \nu\ell/\ell\bar{\nu}$. In the following, for $\gamma/Z$ processes, $\ell^+$ stands for any charged lepton or neutrino flavor, and $\ell^-$ stands for any quark flavor. For $W$ processes, we use $\ell^+$ to denote any charged lepton flavor and $\ell^-$ the corresponding neutrino flavor. Similarly, we use $u$ and $d$ to denote any up-type or down-type quark flavor (i.e. not necessarily first generation quarks only).

The operators in the helicity bases satisfy the transformation properties under C and P as discussed in Sec. III E. However, the weak couplings in the amplitudes explicitly violate C and P. Therefore, to utilize the C and P transformations of the operators and minimize the number of required amplitudes and Wilson coefficients, it is useful to separate the weak couplings from the amplitudes.

We define $P_Z$ and $P_W$ as the ratios of the $Z$ and $W$ propagators to the photon propagator,

$$ P_{Z,W}(s) = \frac{s}{s - m_{Z,W}^2 + i\Gamma_{Z,W} m_{Z,W}}. \tag{134} $$

The left- and right-handed couplings $v_{L,R}$ of a particle to the $Z$ boson are, as usual,

$$ v_L^i = \frac{2T_3^i - 2Q^i \sin^2\theta_W}{\sin(2\theta_W)}, \quad v_R^i = \frac{-2Q^i \sin^2\theta_W}{\sin(2\theta_W)}, \tag{135} $$

where $T_3^i$ is the third component of weak isospin, $Q^i$ is the electromagnetic charge in units of $|e|$, and $\theta_W$ is the weak mixing angle.

The $\gamma/Z$ amplitudes can then be decomposed as

$$ A(\ldots \ell^+\ell^-) = e^2 \{ Q^i Q^j + v_{L,R}^i v_{L,R}^j P_Z(s_{\ell\ell}) A_q(\ldots \ell^+\ell^-) $$

$$ + \sum_{i=1}^{n_f} \left[ Q^i Q^j + v_{L,R}^i v_{L,R}^j P_Z(s_{\ell\ell}) A_u(\ldots \ell^+\ell^-) \right] \} \tag{136} $$

$$ + \frac{v_{L,R}^i}{\sin(2\theta_W)} P_Z(s_{\ell\ell}) A_u(\ldots \ell^+\ell^-) \} \right\}. \tag{136} $$

Here, $A_q$ corresponds to the usual contribution where the vector boson couples directly to the external quark line with flavor $q$. (There is one such contribution for each external $q\bar{q}$ pair, and this contribution is absent for pure gluonic amplitudes like $gg\ell^+\ell^-$.)

For $\gamma/Z + 0$ jets, the partonic process is $q\bar{q}\ell^+\ell^-$, and the basis of helicity operators is

$$ O^{\alpha\beta}_{(\pm,\pm)} = J^{\alpha\beta}_{q12} J_{\ell 34}, \quad O^{\alpha\beta}_{(-,\pm)} = J^{\alpha\beta}_{q12} J_{\ell 34}. \tag{139} $$

In principle, the process $q\bar{q}\ell^+\ell^-$ is allowed through the axial anomaly, but its contribution vanishes because in the
matching calculation the gluons are taken to be on shell, and we neglect lepton masses.

For $W^+ + 0$ jets, the partonic processes are $u\bar{d}e\bar{\nu}$ and $d\bar{u}v\bar{\nu}$, respectively. Since the $W$ only couples to left-handed fields, the helicity basis simplifies to

$$O^{\bar{q}q}_{(W^+)} = J^{\bar{q}q}_{ud12} - J^{\bar{q}q}_{vs34},$$
$$O^{\bar{q}q}_{(W^-)} = J^{\bar{q}q}_{ud12} - J^{\bar{q}q}_{vs34}.$$  (140)

Here, we have explicitly written out the flavor structure of the currents. However, we use the shorthand subscript $(W^\mp)$ on the operators and Wilson coefficients, since we will not focus any further on the flavor structure. In an explicit calculation, one must of course sum over all relevant flavor combinations.

The unique color structure for $V + 0$ jets is

$$\tilde{T}^{\bar{q}q} = (\delta_{\bar{q}q}),$$  (141)

and extracting it from the amplitudes, we have

$$A_{q,v,a}(q_{12}q_{23}C_4) = i\delta_{a\bar{v}}A_{q,v,a}(1_{q_1}, 2_{q_3}, 3, \bar{4}).$$  (142)

Here, $A_q$ and $A_\bar{v}$ first appear at two loops. In addition, $A_q$ is proportional to the top and bottom mass splitting due to isodoublet cancellations. It drops out when both top and bottom are treated as massless (e.g., when the matching scale is much larger than the top mass).

We use the same electroweak decomposition as in Eqs. (136) and (137) to write the Wilson coefficients. For $\gamma/Z + 0$ jets, we have

$$\tilde{C}_{(\lambda,\bar{\lambda})_k}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) = e^{2\sum_{i=1}^4 \left(O^\alpha_\lambda q + v_{\bar{v}_k} + v_{\bar{v}_2} PZ(s_{34})\right) \tilde{C}_{q(\lambda,\bar{\lambda})_k}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4)$$

$$+ \left(\alpha_{\lambda,\bar{\lambda}}^\nu T_{\nu} PZ(s_{34})\tilde{C}_{\nu(\lambda,\bar{\lambda})_k}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) + \sum_{i=1}^4 \left(O^\alpha_{\nu} q + v_{\bar{v}_k} + v_{\bar{v}_2} PZ(s_{34})\right) \tilde{C}_{\nu(\lambda,\bar{\lambda})_k}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4)$$

$$+ \left(\alpha_{\nu,\bar{\lambda}}^\nu T_{\nu} PZ(s_{34})\tilde{C}_{\nu(\lambda,\bar{\lambda})_k}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4)\right)\right),$$  (143)

where the weak couplings are determined by the helicity labels of the quark and lepton currents,

$$v^{\ell}_+ = v_{\bar{v}}^R, \quad v^{\ell}_- = v_{\bar{v}}^L, \quad v^{\nu}_+ = v_{\bar{\nu}}^R, \quad v^{\nu}_- = v_{\bar{\nu}}^L.$$  (144)

For $W + 0$ jets, we simply have

$$\tilde{T}^{\bar{q}qV} = (T^\alpha_{\bar{q}q}),$$  (149)

and extracting it from each of the amplitudes, we have

$$\tilde{C}_{(\pm)(\pm;+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) = e^{2\sum_{i=1}^4 \left(O^\alpha_\lambda q + v_{\bar{v}_k} + v_{\bar{v}_2} PZ(s_{34})\right) \tilde{C}_{q(\pm)(\pm;+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4)}$$

$$+ \left(\alpha_{\pm,\bar{\lambda}}_\alpha T_{\alpha} PZ(s_{34})\tilde{C}_{\nu(\pm)(\pm;+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4)\right)\right),$$  (143)

where $x = q, v, a$ and as discussed in Sec. IV the subscript “fin” denotes the IR-finite part of the helicity amplitudes. The second relation follows from Eq. (138). The last two relations follow from charge conjugation invariance. At tree level and one loop only $\tilde{C}_q$ receives a nonvanishing contribution. The $A_q$ amplitude is given in Appendix C 1.

**B. $V + 1$ jet**

**I. $gq\bar{q}V$**

For $\gamma/Z + 1$ jet, the partonic process is $gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu}$, and the basis of helicity operators is

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(\pm;\pm)} = B_{\pm(\pm;\pm)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu},$$

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(\pm;\mp)} = B_{\pm(\pm;\mp)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu},$$

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(\mp;\pm)} = B_{\pm(\mp;\pm)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu},$$

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(\mp;\mp)} = B_{\pm(\mp;\mp)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu}.$$  (147)

For $W^+ + 1$ jet, the partonic processes are $u\bar{d}e\bar{\nu}$ and $d\bar{u}v\bar{\nu}$, respectively, and the helicity operator basis is

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(W^+)} = B_{\pm(W^+)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu},$$

$$O^{\bar{q}q\bar{q}V}_{(\pm)(W^-)} = B_{\pm(W^-)} gq\bar{q}e\bar{\nu}.$$  (148)

The unique color structure for $gq\bar{q}V$ is

$$\tilde{T}^{\bar{q}qV} = (T^\alpha_{\bar{q}q}),$$  (149)
where the subscript $x$ stands for one of $q, v, a$.

As for $V + 0$ jets, we write the Wilson coefficients using the electroweak decomposition in Eqs. (136) and (137). For $\gamma/Z + 1$ jet, we have

$$\tilde{C}_{\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5)$$

$$= \epsilon^2 \left\{ [Q^\alpha Q^\beta + v_x^i v_y^j P_Z(s_{45})] \tilde{C}_{q\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) \right\}$$

$$+ \frac{v_x^i}{2 \sin(2\theta_W)} P_Z(s_{45}) \tilde{C}_{\alpha(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5),$$

(151)

The Wilson coefficients are given by

$$\tilde{C}_{\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = A_{x,\mu}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+, 5^+),$$

$$\tilde{C}_{\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5),$$

$$\tilde{C}_{q\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = -\tilde{C}_{q\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5),$$

$$\tilde{C}_{\alpha(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{\alpha(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5).$$

(154)

The second relation follows from Eq. (138), and the last two relations follow from charge conjugation invariance. The Wilson coefficients with a negative helicity gluon follow from parity invariance,

$$\tilde{C}_{q\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{q\lambda(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5),$$

$$\tilde{C}_{\alpha(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3; \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = \tilde{C}_{\alpha(\bar{a};\bar{b})}(\bar{p}_1; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5).$$

(155)

The color space is two dimensional. We use the basis

$$\tilde{T}^{abc} = (i f^{abc}, d^{abc}),$$

(157)

in terms of which we can write the $gqg\ell\bar{\ell}$ amplitudes as

$$A_v(g_1 g_2 g_3 e^+ \ell^-) = i d^{a_1 a_2 a_3} A_v(1, 2, 3; 4, 5, \bar{5}^+),$$

$$A_a(g_1 g_2 g_3 e^+ \ell^-) = i (i f^{a_1 a_2 a_3}) A_a(1, 2, 3; 4, 5, \bar{5}^+).$$

(158)

We will justify shortly that to all orders, only a single color structure appears for each of $A_v, A_a$. This process can only occur via a closed quark loop, so there is no $A_q$ contribution. The $gggV$ operators transform under charge conjugation as

$$\tilde{O}^{abc}_{a_1 a_2 a_3(\mp)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5) = \tilde{O}^{cba}_{a_1 a_2 a_3(\mp)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2, \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4, \bar{p}_5).$$

(159)

Charge conjugation invariance of QCD thus leads to
where we used Eq. (138) in the last line. This implies that to all orders in the strong coupling, only the fully symmetric color structure $d^{abc}$ can contribute to $A_v$ and $\tilde{C}_v$. For $\tilde{C}_a$ the same relation holds but with an additional minus sign on the right-hand side due to the weak axial-vector coupling in $A_a$. This implies that for $A_a$ and $\tilde{C}_a$ only the fully antisymmetric color structure $i\Gamma^{abc}$ contributes, as given in Eq. (158).

We decompose the $gggf\bar{t}\bar{t}$ Wilson coefficients as

$$
\tilde{C}_{a,b,c}(\lambda) = e^2 \sum_{t=1}^{n_f} \left[ Q_t \bar{Q}^t + \frac{v_t^*}{2} P_Z(s_{45}) \tilde{C}_{a,b,c}(\lambda) \right] + \frac{v_t^*}{\sin(2\theta_W)} P_Z(s_{45}) \tilde{C}_{a,b,c}(\lambda),
$$

(161)

where

$$
v_t^+ = v_t^F, \quad v_t^- = v_t^L,
$$

(162)

and we have

$$
\tilde{C}_{a,b,c}(\lambda) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \lambda = \pm \end{cases},
$$

(163)

For brevity, we have not written out the various gluon helicity combinations. The one-loop amplitudes for $gggf\bar{t}\bar{t}$ were calculated in Ref. [184], and the two-loop amplitudes were computed in Ref. [185]. Since their contribution is very small we do not repeat them here.

C. $V + 2$ jets

Here we consider the processes $q'{\bar q}'q\bar{q}V$, $q\bar{q}q{\bar q}V$, and $ggq{\bar q}V$. The $gggf\bar{t}\bar{t}$ process is allowed as well, but only arises at one loop, so we do not explicitly consider here. It can be treated similarly to $gggf\bar{t}\bar{t}$, but using the $gggfH$ basis analogous to that for $gggfH$ given in Eq. (130).

The NLO helicity amplitudes for $V + 2$ jets were calculated in Refs. [14,186] assuming that all kinematic scales are smaller than the top mass $m_t$ and including the $1/m_t^2$ corrections. We give the full expressions for the LO results in Appendix C.3. Since the NLO results are rather long, we do not repeat them, but we show how to convert the results of Refs. [14,186] to our notation.

1. $q'\bar{q}'q\bar{q}V$ and $q\bar{q}q\bar{q}V$

For $q'\bar{q}'q\bar{q}V$, the helicity operator basis is

$$
O_{\lambda_1\lambda_2}^{q'\bar{q}'q\bar{q}}(\pm) = J_{q1}^{\lambda_1\lambda_2} J_{q3}^{\lambda_3} J_{\bar{q}6}^{\lambda_4}.
$$

(164)

For identical quark flavors, $q\bar{q}q\bar{q}V$, the basis reduces to

$$
O_{\lambda_1\lambda_2}^{q\bar{q}q\bar{q}}(\pm) = \frac{1}{4} J_{q1}^{\lambda_1\lambda_2} J_{q3}^{\lambda_3} J_{\bar{q}6}^{\lambda_4}.
$$

(165)

For $W + 2$ jets, the corresponding partonic processes are $q\bar{u}d\bar{f}V$ and $q\bar{d}u\bar{f}V$, and the helicity operator basis is

$$
O_{\lambda_1\lambda_2}^{q\bar{u}d\bar{f}}(\pm) = \frac{1}{4} J_{q1}^{\lambda_1\lambda_2} J_{d3}^{\lambda_3} J_{\bar{f}6}^{\lambda_4}.
$$

(166)

We use the color basis

$$
\tilde{T}_{q\bar{u}d\bar{f}} = 2T_F(\delta_{ab\beta} \delta_{\bar{c}\bar{d}c}, \delta_{ab} \delta_{\bar{c}\bar{d}c}).
$$

(167)

For distinct quark flavors, the color decomposition of the amplitudes in this basis is

$$
A_s(q_1^{'q}, q_2^{'\bar{q}}, q_3^q, q_4^\bar{q}, \bar{c}, \bar{c}) = 2T_F(\delta_{ab\beta} \delta_{\bar{c}\bar{d}c}, \delta_{ab} \delta_{\bar{c}\bar{d}c}).
$$

(168)

For identical quark flavors the amplitudes can be obtained from the distinct flavor amplitudes using

$$
A_s(q_1^{'q}, q_2^{'\bar{q}}, q_3^q, q_4^\bar{q}, \bar{c}, \bar{c}) = A_s(q_1^{'q}, q_2^{'\bar{q}}, q_1^q, q_2^\bar{q}, \bar{c}, \bar{c}) - A_s(q_1^{'q}, q_2^{'\bar{q}}, q_1^q, q_2^\bar{q}, \bar{c}, \bar{c}).
$$

(169)

where it is to be understood that the electroweak couplings of $q'$ must also be replaced by those of $q$. 
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Writing the Wilson coefficients in the decomposition in Eqs. (136) and (137), we have for the $q'q\bar{q}\bar{g}\ell\bar{e}$ channel

$$
\tilde{C}_{(q',q;\ell';\ell)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) = e^2 \left\{ [Q'Q^q + v_{\ell'} v_{\ell} P_Z(s_{s6})] \tilde{C}_{q'(q';\ell';\ell)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) \\
+ [Q'Q^q + v_{\ell'} v_{\ell} P_Z(s_{s6})] \tilde{C}_{q(q';\ell';\ell)}(\bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) \\
+ \sum_{i=1}^{n_f} \left[ Q'Q^i + v_{\ell'}^v v_{\ell}^v + \frac{v_R^v}{2} P_Z(s_{s6}) \right] \tilde{C}_{v(q';\ell';\ell)}(\ldots) \\
+ \frac{v_{\ell'}^v}{\sin(2\theta_W)} P_Z(s_{s6}) \tilde{C}_{a(q';\ell';\ell)}(\ldots) \right\},
$$

(170)

with the weak couplings

$$
v_+^q = v_R^q, \quad v_-^q = v_L^q, \quad v_0^q = v_R^q, \quad v_+^l = v_L^l.
$$

(171)

The same decomposition is used for the case of identical flavors, $q\bar{q}q\bar{q}\ell\bar{e}$. For the $W^\pm$ channels, $q\bar{q}ud\ell\bar{v}$ and $q\bar{q}d\bar{u}\ell\bar{e}$, we have

$$
\tilde{C}_{(q',q;W^\pm)}(\ldots) = \frac{e^2 V^{(t)}_{ud}}{2\sin^2\theta_W} P_W(s_{s6}) \tilde{C}_{q(q';-\ldots)}(\ldots).
$$

(172)

The coefficients for $q'q\bar{q}q\bar{V}$ are given by

$$
\begin{align*}
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \left( A_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) \right) \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \left( -\frac{1}{N} B_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) \right),
\end{align*}
$$

(173)

and for $q\bar{q}q\bar{q}V$ they are given in terms of the amplitudes $A_{x,\text{fin}}$ and $B_{x,\text{fin}}$ for $q'q\bar{q}q\bar{V}$ by

$$
\begin{align*}
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \left( A_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) + \frac{1}{N} B_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) \right), \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;-)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \left( -A_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) \right), \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \left( -\frac{1}{N} B_{x,\text{fin}}(1_q^+, 2_{q}^q; 3_{q}^q, 4_{q}^q, 5_{q}^q, 6_{q}^q) \right), \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6), \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6), \\
\tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6) & = \tilde{C}_{x(\pm;\pm)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4; \bar{p}_5, \bar{p}_6), \\
\end{align*}
$$

(174)
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The various relations for the coefficients with flipped helicities follow from Eq. (138) and charge conjugation invariance. The tree-level helicity amplitudes are given in Appendix C 3 a.

2. gqq\bar{q}V

For gqq\bar{q}V, the helicity operator basis consists of 12 independent operators,

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{++}(\pm;\pm,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{++}(\pm;\mp,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{-(\pm;\pm,\pm)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2-} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{-(\pm;\mp,\pm)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2-} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{--}(\pm;\pm,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{--}(\pm;\mp,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}. \]

(175)

For W^\pm, the corresponding partonic processes are ggu\bar{d}\ell\bar{\nu} and ggd\bar{u}\ell\bar{\nu}, and the helicity operator basis reduces to six independent operators,

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{++}(\mp;\mp,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2-} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{++}(\mp;\pm,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{-(\mp;\pm,\pm)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2-} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{-(\mp;\mp,\pm)} = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{+-}(\mp;\mp,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1+2-} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}, \]

\[ O^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}}_{+-}(\mp;\pm,\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B^a_{1-2+} \frac{1}{2} J^{\bar{q}\bar{g}}_{j q 34} \bar{J}_{\epsilon \delta 56}. \]

(176)

We use the color basis

\[ T^{a\bar{b}\bar{g}} = \langle (T^a T^b)_{ab} | (T^b T^a)_{ab}, \text{tr} [T^a T^b] \delta_{a\bar{b}} \rangle, \]

(177)

and the amplitudes are color-decomposed as

\[ A_s(g_1 g_2 g_3 q_4 \bar{q} \bar{g} \epsilon S_6) = \sum_{a, \bar{a}} \frac{1}{2} \text{tr} [T^a (T^\dagger T^a)] \delta_{a \bar{a}} A_s(\{1, 2, 3, 4, q_4 \bar{q}; 5, 6, \epsilon \}), \]

\[ + \text{tr} [T^{a\bar{a} \dagger} T^{a \dagger}] \delta_{a \bar{a}} B_s(\{1, 2, 3, 4, q_4 \bar{q}; 5, 6, \epsilon \}). \]

(178)

Writing the Wilson coefficients in the decomposition in Eqs. (136) and (137), we have for the gqq\bar{q}V channel

\[ C_{\ell\bar{p}d_j \bar{q}d_j} = e^2 \left[ Q' Q + v_{t\bar{q}} y_{t\bar{q}} P z(s_{56}) \bar{C}_{q\ell d_j \bar{q}d_j} \right] + \sum_{i=1}^{n_f} \left[ Q' Q + v_{t\bar{q}} y_{t\bar{q}} + \frac{1}{2} P z(s_{56}) \bar{C}_{\ell d_j \bar{q}(d_j \bar{q})} \right], \]

(179)

with the weak couplings

\[ v_{t\bar{q}} = v_{t\bar{q}}, \quad v_{t\bar{q}} = v_{t\bar{q}}, \quad v_{t\bar{q}} = v_{t\bar{q}}. \]

(180)

For the W^\mp channels ggu\bar{d}\ell\bar{\nu} and ggd\bar{u}\ell\bar{\nu}, we have

\[ \bar{C}_{\ell\bar{p}d_j \bar{q}d_j} = e^2 \frac{V^\dagger}{2 \sin^2 \theta_W} P z(s_{56}) \bar{C}_{q\ell d_j \bar{q}d_j} \]

(181)

The coefficients for gqq\bar{q}V are then given by

\[ \bar{C}_{\ell\bar{p}d_j \bar{q}d_j} = C_{\ell\bar{p}d_j \bar{q}d_j} + \bar{C}_{\ell\bar{p}d_j \bar{q}d_j} \]

(182)

The remaining Wilson coefficients are obtained by charge conjugation invariance as follows:

\[ \bar{C}_{q\ell d_j \bar{q}d_j} = \bar{C}_{q\ell d_j \bar{q}d_j} + \bar{C}_{q\ell d_j \bar{q}d_j} \]

(183)

The tree-level helicity amplitudes are given in Appendix C 3 b.

VII. pp \rightarrow JETS

In this section, we give the operator basis and matching relations for pp \rightarrow 2, 3 jets. We consider only the QCD contributions, so that quarks only appear in same-flavor quark-antiquark pairs with the same chirality, and so are
The one-loop helicity amplitudes for all partonic channels were first calculated in Ref. [23]. The tree-level and one-loop results are given in Appendix D 1. The two-loop amplitudes have also been calculated, and can be found in Refs. [187,188] for $qg$, Refs. [190–192] for $qgq$, and in Refs. [193,194] for $ggg$.

1. $qgq'q'$ and $qgq$

In the case of distinct quark flavors, $qgq'$, the helicity basis consists of four independent operators,

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(++)} = \hat{p}_1^2 \hat{p}_2^2 \delta_{34}^{++}$$

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(--)} = \hat{p}_1^2 \hat{p}_2^2 \delta_{34}^{--}$$

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(+--)} = \hat{p}_1^2 \hat{p}_2^2 \delta_{34}^{+--}$$

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(---)} = \hat{p}_1^2 \hat{p}_2^2 \delta_{34}^{---}$$  \hspace{1cm} (184)

For identical quark flavors, $qgq$, the helicity basis only has three independent operators,

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(++)} = \frac{1}{4} \hat{g}_{12} \hat{J}_{34}^{++}$$

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(--)} = \frac{1}{4} \hat{g}_{12} \hat{J}_{34}^{--}$$

$$O^{\delta\delta}_{(+--)} = \frac{1}{4} \hat{g}_{12} \hat{J}_{34}^{+--}$$ \hspace{1cm} (185)

Here we have not made the flavor label explicit, since both quark currents have the same flavor. In both cases we use the color basis

$$\bar{C}_{(++)}(\hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2; \hat{p}_3, \hat{p}_4) = \left( A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^+, 4^+) - \frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^+, 4^+) \right)$$

$$\bar{C}_{(--)}(\hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2; \hat{p}_3, \hat{p}_4) = \left( A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-) - \frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^-) \right)$$

$$\bar{C}_{(+--)}(\hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2; \hat{p}_3, \hat{p}_4) = \left( A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^+) - \frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3^-, 4^+) \right)$$

$$\bar{C}_{(---)}(\hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2; \hat{p}_3, \hat{p}_4) = \bar{C}_{(++)}(\hat{p}_2, \hat{p}_1; \hat{p}_4, \hat{p}_3).$$  \hspace{1cm} (190)

The relations for $\bar{C}_{(+-)}$ and $\bar{C}_{(-+)}$ follow from charge conjugation invariance. The Wilson coefficient $\bar{C}_{(++)}$ is equal to $\bar{C}_{(+--)}$, since the amplitude vanishes when the quark and antiquark of the same flavor have the same helicity (both $+$ or both $-$), so there is no exchange term. The subscript “fin” in Eqs. (189) and (190) denotes the IR-finite part of the helicity amplitudes as discussed in Sec. IV, see Eq. (96). Recall that the symmetry factors of $1/N$ in Eq. (184) already take care of the interchange of identical (anti)quarks, so there are no additional symmetry factors needed for $\bar{C}_{(++)}$. Explicit expressions for all required partial amplitudes at tree level and one loop are given in Appendix D 1 a.
2. \(ggq\tilde{q}\)

For \(ggq\tilde{q}\), the helicity basis has a total of six independent operators,

\[
\begin{align*}
O_{+++(+)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= \frac{1}{2} B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma, \\
O_{++(-)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma, \\
O_{+-(-)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= \frac{1}{2} B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma, \\
O_{++(--)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma, \\
O_{+-(-)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= \frac{1}{2} B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma. \\
O_{++(--)}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} &= \frac{1}{2} B_{a1}^{\sigma} B_{b2}^{\sigma} \tilde{J}_{34}^\sigma. \\
\end{align*}
\tag{191}
\]

Note that the use of a helicity basis has made it easy to count the number of required operators.\(^9\) For the color structure, we use the basis

\[
\tilde{T}^{ab\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} = \left( (T^a T^b)_{\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} \right) (\bar{T}^a T^b)_{\tilde{a}\tilde{b}}, \text{tr}[\bar{T}^a T^b] \delta_{\tilde{a}\tilde{b}} \right). \tag{192}
\]

The color decomposition of the QCD helicity amplitudes into partial amplitudes using the color basis of Eq. (192) is

\[
\mathcal{A}(q_1, q_2, q_3, \bar{q}_4) = \sum_{\sigma \in \Delta_2} \left[ T^{aa(1)} T^{aa(2)} \right]_{\tilde{a}\tilde{a}}, A(\sigma(1), \sigma(2); 3_q, 4_{\bar{q}}) + i \text{tr}[T^{aa}] \delta_{a\tilde{a}}, B(1, 2; 3_q, 4_{\bar{q}}), \tag{193}
\]

from which we can read off the Wilson coefficients,

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{C}^{-+-(-)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) &= \begin{pmatrix}
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
A_{\text{fin}}(2^-, 1^+, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-)
\end{pmatrix}, \\
\tilde{C}^{-++(+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) &= \begin{pmatrix}
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
A_{\text{fin}}(2^-, 1^+, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-)
\end{pmatrix}, \\
\tilde{C}^{-++(+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) &= \begin{pmatrix}
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
A_{\text{fin}}(2^-, 1^+, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-) \\
B_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3_q^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-)
\end{pmatrix}. \tag{194}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{The remaining coefficients follow from charge conjugation as discussed in Sec. III E,}
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{j_a.\bar{j}_a(-)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4) = \mathcal{V} \tilde{C}_{j_a.\bar{j}_a(+)}(\bar{p}_1, \bar{p}_2; \bar{p}_3, \bar{p}_4),
\]

with \( \mathcal{V} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 & 0 \\
-1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1
\end{pmatrix} \). \tag{195}

At tree level, the partial amplitudes are well known, and only the first two entries in \( \tilde{C}_{j_a,\bar{j}_a(\pm)} \) are nonzero. Explicit expressions for all amplitudes at tree level and one loop are given in Appendix D 1 b.

3. \(gggg\)

For \(gggg\), the helicity basis has five independent operators,

\[
\begin{align*}
O_{++++}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{4!} B_{a1}^{\lambda} B_{b2}^{\lambda} B_{c3}^{\lambda} B_{d4}^{\lambda}, \\
O_{+-+-}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{3!} B_{a1}^{\lambda} B_{b2}^{\lambda} B_{c3}^{\lambda} B_{d4}^{\lambda}, \\
O_{++(-)}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{3!} B_{a1}^{\lambda} B_{b2}^{\lambda} B_{c3}^{\lambda} B_{d4}^{\lambda}, \\
O_{+-(-)}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{3!} B_{a1}^{\lambda} B_{b2}^{\lambda} B_{c3}^{\lambda} B_{d4}^{\lambda}, \\
O_{++(-)}^{abcd} &= \frac{1}{4!} B_{a1}^{\lambda} B_{b2}^{\lambda} B_{c3}^{\lambda} B_{d4}^{\lambda}. \tag{196}
\end{align*}
\]

We use the color basis

\[
\tilde{T}^{abcd} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 27 F} \begin{pmatrix}
\text{tr}[abcd] + \text{tr}[dcba] \\
\text{tr}[acbd] + \text{tr}[bdca] \\
\text{tr}[abc] + \text{tr}[cba]
\end{pmatrix} . \tag{197}
\]

where we have used the shorthand notation

\[
\text{tr}[ab] = \text{tr}[T^a T^b], \quad \text{tr}[abcd] = \text{tr}[T^a T^b T^c T^d]. \tag{198}
\]

Under charge conjugation, the operators transform as

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
O_{abcd}^{abcd} \\
O_{abcd}^{abcd}
\end{pmatrix} = C_{abcd}^{abcd} \tilde{T}^{abcd} C = O^{abcd} \tilde{T}^{abcd} \tag{199}
\]

Thus, charge conjugation invariance of QCD leads to

\[
C_{abcd}^{abcd} = C_{abcd}^{abcd}. \tag{200}
\]

In principle, there are three more color structures with a minus sign instead of the plus sign in the first three lines in Eq. (197). Since charge conjugation is a symmetry of QCD, Eq. (200) holds to all orders, so these additional color structures cannot contribute. In particular, the color structures in Eq. (197)
cannot mix into these additional structures at any order. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the reduced basis in Eq. (197) instead of the 9 different color structures, which were used for example in Ref. [88]. Note that for \( N = 3 \) it is possible to further reduce the color basis by one using the relation

\[
tr[abcd + debc] = tr[adbc + ceba] + tr[acbd + cbda]
\]

\[
= tr[ab]tr[cd] + tr[ac]tr[db] + tr[ad]tr[bc].
\]

We refrain from doing so, since it makes the structure of the anomalous dimension matrix less visible, and because there are no such relations for \( N > 3 \).

The color decomposition of the QCD amplitude into partial amplitudes using the color basis of Eq. (197) is

\[
A(g_1 g_2 g_3 g_4) = \frac{i}{2F} \sum_{\sigma \in A_1 / Z_4} \text{tr}[a_{\sigma(1)}a_{\sigma(2)}a_{\sigma(3)}a_{\sigma(4)}]
\times A(\sigma(1), \sigma(2), \sigma(3), \sigma(4))
\times B(\sigma(1), \sigma(2), \sigma(3), \sigma(4)).
\]

(202)

from which we obtain the Wilson coefficients

\[
\tilde{C}_{+-+-}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4) =
\begin{pmatrix}
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{+++-}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4) =
\begin{pmatrix}
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{++++}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4) =
\begin{pmatrix}
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
2A_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \\
B_{fin}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{----}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4) = \tilde{C}_{+-++}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4)
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{-----}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4) = \tilde{C}_{++++}(\not{p}_1, \not{p}_2, \not{p}_3, \not{p}_4).
\]

(203)

The last two coefficients follow from parity invariance. The factors of two in the first three entries of the coefficients come from combining the two color structures in the first three entries in Eq. (197) using charge conjugation invariance in Eq. (200).

The tree-level amplitudes are well known. At tree level, only the \( A \) amplitudes with two positive and two negative helicity gluons are nonzero. Because the \( A \) amplitudes correspond to a single-trace color structure, which possesses a cyclic symmetry, the corresponding partial amplitudes are invariant under the corresponding cyclic permutations of their arguments. Explicit expressions for the required amplitudes at tree level and one loop are given in Appendix D.1.c.

**B. pp \to 3 jets**

The four partonic channels \( g g q q' q' \), \( q g q q \), \( g g q q \), and \( g g g g \) contribute to \( pp \to 3 \) jets, which we discuss in turn. The one-loop partial amplitudes for the different partonic channels were calculated in Refs. [22,24,25]. Tree-level results for the helicity amplitudes for each partonic process are given in Appendix D.2.

1. \( g g q q' q' \) and \( g g q q \)

For the case of distinct quark flavors, \( g g q q' q' \), the helicity basis consists of eight independent operators,

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(\pm\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(+\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(-\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(-\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

(204)

For identical quark flavors, \( g g q q \), the basis reduces to six independent helicity operators,

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(\pm\pm)} = \frac{1}{4} B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(+\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

\[
O^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta}_{\pm(-\pm)} = B^{a}_{\pm} J^{a}_{\pm 1} q_{23}^{\beta} \bar{q}_{23}^{\gamma} q_{45}^{\delta}.
\]

(205)

In both cases we use the color basis

\[
\tilde{T}^{\alpha \beta \gamma \delta} = 2 F (T^{a}_{\alpha \beta} \delta_{\gamma \delta}, T^{a}_{\alpha \beta} \delta_{\gamma \delta}, T^{a}_{\alpha \beta} \delta_{\gamma \delta}, T^{a}_{\alpha \beta} \delta_{\gamma \delta}).
\]

(206)

The QCD helicity amplitudes for \( g g q q' q' \) can be color decomposed into partial amplitudes in the color basis of Eq. (206) as
where we have used the symmetry \( q\bar{q} \leftrightarrow q'\bar{q}' \), and inserted the factors of \( 1/N \) for later convenience. The amplitude vanishes when the quark and antiquark of the same flavor have the same helicity (both + or both −), in accordance with the fact that the operators of Eq. (204) provide a complete basis of helicity operators. For identical quark flavors, the amplitudes can be written in terms of the amplitudes for the distinct flavor case as

\[
A(g_1 q_2 \bar{q}_3 q_4 \bar{q}_3) = A(g_1 q_2 \bar{q}_3 q_4' \bar{q}_3') - A(g_1 q_2 \bar{q}_3' q_4' \bar{q}_3). \tag{208}
\]

The Wilson coefficients for \( ggq\bar{q}' \) are then given by

\[
\tilde{C}_{++(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_4; \vec{p}_5) = \begin{pmatrix}
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 2^+; 3^-; 4^+; 5^-) \\
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 4^+; 5^-; 2^+; 3^-)
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 2^+; 3^-; 4^+; 5^-)
\]

and for \( gg\bar{q}q \) they are given in terms of the amplitudes \( A_{\text{fin}} \) and \( B_{\text{fin}} \) for \( ggq\bar{q}' \) by

\[
\tilde{C}_{++(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_4; \vec{p}_5) = \begin{pmatrix}
A_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 2^+; 3^-; 4^+; 5^-) - \frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 2^+; 5^+; 4^+; 3^-)
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\frac{1}{N} B_{\text{fin}}(1^+; 2^+; 3^-; 4^+; 5^-)
\]

Charge conjugation invariance of QCD relates the Wilson coefficients,

\[
\tilde{C}_{\bar{a}(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_4; \vec{p}_5) = \hat{\mathbf{V}} \tilde{C}_{\bar{a}(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_5; \vec{p}_4),
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{\bar{a}(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_4; \vec{p}_5) = \hat{\mathbf{V}} \tilde{C}_{\bar{a}(++)}(\vec{p}_1; \vec{p}_3; \vec{p}_2; \vec{p}_4; \vec{p}_5), \tag{211}
\]

with

\[
\hat{\mathbf{V}} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\
-1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -1
\end{pmatrix}. \tag{212}
\]

The remaining Wilson coefficients for a negative helicity gluon follow from parity invariance.
\[ \tilde{C}_{-}(-) \tilde{\psi} = \tilde{C}_{-}(\mp)(\tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_5) \]

\[ = \tilde{C}_{+}(\mp)(\tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_5)(\tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_5) \]

\[ = \tilde{C}_{+}(\pm)(\tilde{p}_1; \tilde{p}_2; \tilde{p}_3; \tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_5)(\tilde{p}_4, \tilde{p}_5) \]

Explicit expressions for all required partial amplitudes at tree level are given in Appendix D2a.

2. \textit{ggggq}

For \textit{ggggq}, we have a basis of eight independent helicity operators,

\[ O_{\pm \pm \pm}(\pm) = \frac{1}{3!} B_{1}^{a1} B_{2}^{a2} B_{3}^{a3} \hat{f}_{1}^{a} = \frac{1}{3!} B_{1}^{a1} B_{2}^{a2} B_{3}^{a3} \hat{f}_{1}^{a}, \]

\[ O_{\pm \pm \pm}(\pm) = \frac{1}{2} B_{1}^{a1} B_{2}^{a2} B_{3}^{a3} \hat{f}_{1}^{a}, \]

\[ O_{\pm \pm \pm}(\pm) = \frac{1}{3!} B_{1}^{a1} B_{2}^{a2} B_{3}^{a3} \hat{f}_{1}^{a}, \]

\[ O_{\pm \pm \pm}(\pm) = \frac{1}{3!} B_{1}^{a1} B_{2}^{a2} B_{3}^{a3} \hat{f}_{1}^{a}, \]

and we use the color basis

\[ \tilde{T}_{abc}^{\sigma} = \begin{pmatrix} [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} \\ [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} \\ [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} \\ [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} & [T^{a}T^{b}T^{c}]_{\sigma \bar{\sigma}} \end{pmatrix} \]

The color decomposition of the QCD helicity amplitudes into partial amplitudes using Eq. (215) is

\[ A(g_{1}g_{2}g_{3}q_{4}q_{5}) = \sum_{\sigma_{1} \in S_{1}} [T^{a_{1}}(1) T^{a_{2}}(2) T^{a_{3}}(3)]_{\sigma_{1} \bar{\sigma}_{1}} A(\sigma_{1}, \sigma_{2}, \sigma_{3}; q_{4}, q_{5}) \]

\[ + i \sum_{\sigma_{2} \in S_{2}} \text{Tr}[T^{a_{2}}(1) T^{a_{3}}(2) T^{a_{3}}(3)]_{\sigma_{2} \bar{\sigma}_{2}} B(\sigma_{1}, \sigma_{2}, \sigma_{3}; q_{4}, q_{5}) \]

\[ + i \sum_{\sigma_{3} \in S_{3} \subset Z_{3}} \text{Tr}[T^{a_{3}}(1) T^{a_{3}}(2) T^{a_{3}}(3)]_{\sigma_{3} \bar{\sigma}_{3}} \delta_{a_{1}a_{2}} \]

\[ \times C(\sigma_{1}, \sigma_{2}, \sigma_{3}; q_{4}, q_{5}), \]


3. gggg

For gggg, the basis consists of six independent helicity operators,

\[ O_{abcde} = \frac{1}{5!} B_{a}^{e} B_{b}^{f} B_{c}^{g} B_{d}^{h} B_{e}^{i}, \]

\[ O_{\\dot{a}\\dot{b}\\dot{c}\\dot{d}\\dot{e}} = \frac{1}{5!} B_{\\dot{a}}^{\\dot{e}} B_{\\dot{b}}^{\\dot{f}} B_{\\dot{c}}^{\\dot{g}} B_{\\dot{d}}^{\\dot{h}} B_{\\dot{e}}^{\\dot{i}}, \]

\[ O_{ab+cd-} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 3!} B_{a}^{e} B_{b}^{f} B_{c}^{g} B_{d}^{h} B_{e}^{i}, \]

\[ O_{\\dot{a}\\dot{b}\\dot{c}\\dot{d}\\dot{e}} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 3!} B_{\\dot{a}}^{\\dot{e}} B_{\\dot{b}}^{\\dot{f}} B_{\\dot{c}}^{\\dot{g}} B_{\\dot{d}}^{\\dot{h}} B_{\\dot{e}}^{\\dot{i}}, \]

\[ O_{ab+cd-} = \frac{1}{5!} B_{a}^{e} B_{b}^{f} B_{c}^{g} B_{d}^{h} B_{e}^{i}, \]

\[ O_{\\dot{a}\\dot{b}\\dot{c}\\dot{d}\\dot{e}} = \frac{1}{5!} B_{\\dot{a}}^{\\dot{e}} B_{\\dot{b}}^{\\dot{f}} B_{\\dot{c}}^{\\dot{g}} B_{\\dot{d}}^{\\dot{h}} B_{\\dot{e}}^{\\dot{i}}. \]  

(220)

As before, we only need one operator for each number of positive and negative helicities. We use the color basis

\[ \mathcal{T}_{abcde} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot 2T_F} \begin{pmatrix} \text{tr}[ab\cdots ec] - \text{tr}[ed\cdots ba] \\
\text{tr}[ac\cdots bd] - \text{tr}[bd\cdots ac] \\
\text{tr}[ab\cdots cd] - \text{tr}[cd\cdots ab] \\
\text{tr}[ac\cdots db] - \text{tr}[db\cdots ac] \\
\text{tr}[ab\cdots ca] - \text{tr}[ca\cdots ab] \\
\text{tr}[ac\cdots bc] - \text{tr}[bc\cdots ac] \end{pmatrix}, \]

(221)

where we have used the shorthand notation

\[ \text{tr}[ab\cdots cd] = \text{tr}[T^aT^b\cdots T^dT^e]. \]

(222)

A priori, there are twice as many color structures as in Eq. (221) with a relative plus sign instead of a minus sign between the two traces. Under charge conjugation, the operators transform as

\[ \mathcal{C}_{++--}(\bar{p}_1, \ldots, \bar{p}_5) = 2 \]

(226)

Therefore, charge conjugation invariance implies for the Wilson coefficients

\[ C_{abcde}^{\\dot{a}\\dot{b}\\dot{c}\\dot{d}\\dot{e}} = -C_{abcde}^{\dot{a}b\dot{c}d\dot{e}}, \]

(224)

and hence these additional color structures cannot appear at any order in perturbation theory, either through matching or renormalization group evolution.

The color decomposition of the QCD amplitude into partial amplitudes using the color basis of Eq. (221) is

\[ A(g_1g_2g_3g_4g_5) = \frac{i}{2T_F} \left( \sum_{\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3\sigma_4\sigma_5} \text{tr}[\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3\sigma_4\sigma_5] \right) \]

\[ \times A(\sigma(1),\sigma(2),\sigma(3),\sigma(4),\sigma(5)) + \sum_{\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3\sigma_4\sigma_5} \text{tr}[\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3\sigma_4\sigma_5] \text{tr}[\sigma_4\sigma_5] \]

\[ \times B(\sigma(1),\sigma(2),\sigma(3),\sigma(4),\sigma(5)) \]
For brevity, we have not written out the coefficients $\hat{C}_{+++}$ and $\hat{C}_{++++}$. They have exactly the same structure as $\hat{C}_{+++}$ with the replacements $4^- \to 4^-$ and $4^-$, $5^- \to 4^+$, $5^- \to 4^+$, respectively, in the arguments of the helicity amplitudes. The remaining Wilson coefficients are given by parity invariance as shown. The overall factor of two comes from combining the two color structures in Eq. (221), which are related by charge conjugation.

At tree level, all the $B$ amplitudes vanish, as do all the amplitudes in $\hat{C}_{++++} \pm$ and $\hat{C}_{-----}$. By the parity relations given in Eq. (226), only the $A$ amplitudes in $\hat{C}_{++++}$ are then required for the tree-level matching. Since these amplitudes correspond to single trace color structures, which posses a cyclic symmetry, the required partial amplitudes are invariant under the corresponding cyclic permutations of their arguments. Therefore, at tree level, there are only two independent amplitudes, which we take to be $A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5^-)$ and $A_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 4^-, 3^+, 5^-)$. These are given in Appendix D2c. Simplifications also occur at one loop, since the $B$ amplitudes can be expressed in terms of sums of permutations of the $A$ amplitudes [8,9].

VIII. RENORMALIZATION GROUP EVOLUTION

In this section, we discuss the renormalization group evolution (RGE) of the Wilson coefficients. We start with a general discussion and give the solution of the RGE to all orders in perturbation theory. For completeness, we also explicitly derive the (known) anomalous dimension at one loop. To discuss the RGE, it is convenient to consider the operators $\hat{O}_i$ in Eq. (54), which are vectors in color space. Lastly, we give explicit results, in a manifestly crossing symmetric form, for the relevant color mixing matrices for the color bases we have used in the previous sections. Since the operators’ renormalization is independent of their helicity structure, we drop all helicity labels throughout this section for notational simplicity.

A. General discussion

The renormalization of the hard scattering in SCET can either be carried out as operator renormalization, where the relation between bare and renormalized matrix elements is $\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{bare}} = Z^{n_{\text{fin}}/2} Z_A^{n_{\text{ren}}/2} \langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{ren}} \hat{Z}_O$, or with coefficient renormalization where $\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{bare}} \hat{C}_{\text{bare}} = Z^{n_{\text{fin}}/2} Z_A^{n_{\text{ren}}/2} \langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{bare}} \hat{Z}_C \hat{C}_{\text{ren}}$. The relationship between the two is $\hat{Z}_C = \hat{Z}_O^{-1}$. Here $Z_A$ and $Z_A$ are the wave-function renormalizations of the SCET collinear quark and gluon fields $\xi_n$ and $A_n$, defined in Sec. II B, and

$$n_\xi = n_{\xi}^+ + n_{\xi}^-,$$
$$n_A = n_{A}^+ + n_{A}^-$$

are the total number of quark and gluon helicity fields in the operator (recall that there are two quark fields in each of the fermionic helicity currents). The UV divergences for $\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{bare}}$ are given in terms of a local product (as opposed to a convolution over label momenta), since we are working at leading power where the operators contain a single field per collinear sector.

Let us consider more explicitly how the renormalization works at one loop. The counterterm Feynman rule at this order is

$$\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{tree}}(Z_{\xi}^{n_{\xi}/2} Z_A^{n_{A}/2} \hat{Z}_C - 1) = -\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{tree}} \hat{D},$$

At one loop, the UV divergences of $\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{bare}}$ are proportional to the tree-level matrix element as $\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{tree}} \hat{D}$, where $\hat{D}$ is a matrix in color space, which denotes the $1/e^2$ and $1/e$ UV divergences (with $\mu$ defined in the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ scheme) of the bare matrix element. The counterterm has to cancel these UV divergences so

$$\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{tree}}(Z_{\xi}^{n_{\xi}/2} Z_A^{n_{A}/2} \hat{Z}_C - 1) = -\langle \hat{O}_1 \rangle_{\text{tree}} \hat{D},$$

which fixes $\hat{Z}_C$ at one loop.

Next consider the renormalization group equations, working to all orders in $\alpha_s$. As usual, the $\mu$ independence of the bare operator implies the renormalization group equation for the Wilson coefficient

$$\mu \frac{d \hat{C}(\mu)}{d \mu} = \hat{\gamma}_C(\mu) \hat{C}(\mu),$$

where the anomalous dimension matrix is defined as

$$\hat{\gamma}_C(\mu) = -\hat{Z}_C^{-1}(\mu) \left[ \frac{d}{d \ln \mu} \hat{Z}_C(\mu) \right].$$

The solution of the RGE in Eq. (230) can be written as

$$\hat{C}(\mu) = \hat{U}(\mu_0, \mu) \hat{C}(\mu_0),$$

with the evolution matrix

$$\hat{U}(\mu_0, \mu) = \mathcal{P} \exp \left[ \int_{\ln \mu_0}^{\ln \mu} d \ln \mu \hat{\gamma}_C(\mu') \right].$$

Here, $\mathcal{P}$ denotes path ordering along increasing $\mu$, and $\mu > \mu_0$. The path ordering is necessary since $\hat{\gamma}_C(\mu)$ is a matrix in color space.

The anomalous dimension matrix has the general form

$$\hat{\gamma}_C(\mu) = \Gamma_{\text{cusp}}[\alpha_s(\mu)] \hat{\Delta}(\mu^2) + \hat{\gamma}[\alpha_s(\mu)],$$

where $\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}$ is the cusp anomalous dimension and $\hat{\Delta}(\mu^2)$ is a process-dependent mixing matrix in color space.
which does not depend on $\alpha_s$. Its $\mu$ dependence is given by
\begin{equation}
\hat{\Delta}(\mu^2) = 1(n_gC_A + n_qC_F)\ln\left(\frac{\mu_0}{\mu}\right) + \hat{\Delta}(\mu_0^2),
\end{equation}
which will be demonstrated explicitly at one loop in Sec. VIII B. We can then perform the integral in Eq. (233) by using the running of the coupling, $d\alpha_s(\mu)/d\ln\mu = \beta_0(\alpha_s)$, to switch variables from $\ln\mu$ to $\alpha_s$. We find
\begin{align}
\hat{U}(\mu_0, \mu) &= e^{-\left(n_gC_A + n_qC_F\right)\Gamma(\mu_0, \mu)} \
&\quad \times \hat{P}_s \exp[\eta(\mu_0, \mu)\hat{\Delta}(\mu_0^2) + \hat{K}(\mu_0, \mu)],
\end{align}
where $\hat{P}_s$ now denotes path ordering along decreasing $\alpha_s$, with $\alpha_s(\mu) < \alpha_s(\mu_0)$, and
\begin{align}
\Gamma(\mu_0, \mu) &= \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \frac{\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}(\alpha_s)}{\beta(\alpha_s)}, \
\eta(\mu_0, \mu) &= \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \frac{\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}(\alpha_s)}{\beta(\alpha_s)}, \
\hat{K}(\mu_0, \mu) &= \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s) \frac{1}{\beta(\alpha_s)}.
\end{align}
Up to two loops, the noncusp piece $\hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s)$ in Eq. (244) is proportional to the identity operator $[196, 197]
\begin{equation}
\hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s) = (n_gT^q_C + n_qT^q_C)1.
\end{equation}
In this case, the evolution factor simplifies to
\begin{align}
\hat{U}(\mu_0, \mu) &= e^{-\left(n_gC_A + n_qC_F\right)\Gamma(\mu_0, \mu) + \Gamma(\mu_0, \mu)} \
&\quad \times \exp[\eta(\mu_0, \mu)\hat{\Delta}(\mu_0^2)].
\end{align}
Starting at three loops the noncusp anomalous dimension is not color diagonal, and starts to depend on a conformal cross ratio built from factors of $p_i \cdot p_j$ [198]. (For earlier work beyond two loops see Refs. [199–207]. The result of Ref. [198] implies that the conjectured all-order dipole color structure in Refs. [202,203] is violated.)

The evolution factors $K(\mu_0, \mu)$, and $\eta(\mu_0, \mu)$ are universal. Explicit expressions for the integrals in Eq. (237) to NLL order, together with the required coefficients for $\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}$ and the $\beta$ function to three loops, are given for reference in Appendix E.

**B. One-loop anomalous dimension**

The anomalous dimension $\hat{\gamma}(\mu)$ is process dependent. In this subsection, we derive its general form at one loop. The anomalous dimension of the operators is determined from the UV divergences in the effective theory. The relevant one-loop diagrams in SCET are shown in Fig. 1. In pure dimensional regularization the UV and IR divergences cancel such that the bare results for the loop diagrams vanish. To extract the UV divergences, we regulate the IR divergences by taking the external particles off shell with $p_i^2 = p_{i\perp}^2 \neq 0$.

Since all fields in the operators correspond to distinct collinear directions, the collinear loop diagrams in Fig. 1(a) only involve one external line at a time. Different external lines can only interact through the exchange of a soft gluon, shown by the diagrams in Fig. 1(b).

When expressing our results, we use the notation [see Eq. (73)]
\begin{equation}
L_{i\perp} = \ln\left(-\frac{p^2_{i\perp}}{\mu^2}\right), \quad L_{ij} = \ln\left(-\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0\right),
\end{equation}
where $s_{ij} = 2p_i \cdot p_j$.

First, we recall the wave function renormalization constants. In Feynman gauge at one loop,
\begin{align}
Z_\varepsilon &= 1 - \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \left(C_F + \cdots\right), \
Z_A &= 1 + \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \left(\beta_0 - 2C_A + \cdots\right),
\end{align}
where $\beta_0 = 11/3C_A - 4/3T_F n_f$ is the one-loop beta function coefficient [see Eq. (E1)], and $n_f$ is the number of considered quark flavors. Here and below, the ellipses denote possible UV-finite terms, which are irrelevant for our discussion here. (Using the on-shell scheme for wave function renormalization, the $Z_{i}$ contain UV-finite pieces; see Appendix G.)

The collinear diagrams in Fig. 1(a) contribute
\begin{align}
I^g_{\varepsilon} &= I^g_{\varepsilon} = \frac{\alpha_s C_F}{4\pi} \left(\frac{2}{\varepsilon^2} + \frac{2}{\varepsilon e} L_{i\perp} + \cdots\right) \langle \vec{O} \rangle_{\text{tree}}^\dagger, \
I^g_{A} &= \frac{\alpha_s C_A}{4\pi} \left(\frac{2}{\varepsilon^2} + \frac{1}{\varepsilon e} L_{i\perp} + \cdots\right) \langle \vec{O} \rangle_{\text{tree}}^\dagger,
\end{align}
where $I^i_i$ denotes the result of the diagram for an external leg of type $i$, either quark or gluon. The soft diagrams in Fig. 1(b) differ from each other only in their color structure. The result of the diagram connecting particles $i$ and $j$ (with $i \neq j$) is given by

$$I^i_i = \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \left( \frac{2}{e^2} + \frac{2}{e} L_{ij} - \frac{2}{e} L_{i\perp} - \frac{2}{e} L_{j\perp} + \cdots \right) \langle \hat{O}^i \rangle^{\text{tree}} \hat{\tau}^i_i \hat{\tau}^i_j,$$

(243)

where $\hat{\tau}^i_i$ and $\hat{\tau}^i_j$ are matrices in color space. From Eqs. (242) and (243) we see explicitly that the operators only mix with respect to the color structure, with no mixing between operators with distinct helicities.

The action of the matrix $\hat{\tau}^i_i$ on the color space is to insert a generator acting on the color index of the $i$th particle, i.e.,

$$\langle \hat{T} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle_{a\ldots} = T^e_{a\beta_i} T_{\ldots}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot},$$

$$\langle \hat{T} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle_{a\ldots} = -\hat{T}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot}_{\ldots} T^e_{\beta_i a_i},$$

$$\langle \hat{T} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle_{a\ldots} = i f^{aeh}_{ij} \hat{T}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot}_{\ldots} T_{\ldots}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot},$$

(244)

for quarks, antiquarks, and gluons, respectively. Our $\hat{\tau}^i_i$ is identical to what is usually denoted as $T_i$ in the notation of Refs. [208,209].

To give an explicit example, consider $ggq\bar{q}$. Then, for quark $i = 3$ and antiquark $j = 4$ we have

$$\langle \hat{O} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle^{\text{tree}} = \alpha_s g a_1 a_2 a_3 (\hat{T} \hat{\tau}^i_i) a_i a_2 a_3 a_4,$$

$$\langle \hat{O} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle^{\text{tree}} = \alpha_s g a_1 a_2 a_3 (T^e_{a\beta_i} T_{\ldots}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot}),$$

(245)

while for gluon $i = 1$ and quark $j = 3$,

$$\langle \hat{O} \hat{\tau}^i_i \rangle^{\text{tree}} = \alpha_s g a_1 a_2 a_3 \epsilon f^{aeh}_{ij} \hat{T}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot}_{\ldots} T_{\ldots}^{\cdot\cdot\cdot}.$$

(246)

Plugging in the explicit basis in Eq. (192) and using the relations in Appendix A 2, we can rewrite the resulting color structures above in terms of the basis in Eq. (192), which yields

$$\hat{\tau}^i_i = -\left( \begin{array}{ccc} C_F - \frac{1}{2} C_A & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & C_F - \frac{1}{2} C_A & 0 \\ T_F & T_F & C_F \end{array} \right),$$

$$\hat{\tau}^i_j = -\left( \begin{array}{ccc} \frac{1}{2} C_A & 0 & T_F \\ 0 & 0 & -T_F \\ 0 & -T_F & 0 \end{array} \right).$$

(247)

The other combinations are computed analogously.

In general, one can easily see that for $i = j$

$$\hat{T}^{a_1 \ldots a_n} \hat{\tau}^i_i \hat{T}^{a_1 \ldots a_n} = C_i \hat{T}^{a_1 \ldots a_n},$$

(248)

where $C_i = C_\mu$ for quarks and $C_i = C_\alpha$ for gluons. By construction, the color basis $\hat{T}^{a_1 \ldots a_n}$ conserves color, because each index corresponds to an external particle. Since $\hat{\tau}^i_j$ measures the color charge of the $i$th particle, color conservation implies

$$\hat{T}^{a_1 \ldots a_n} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \hat{\tau}^i_i \right) = 0.$$

(249)

As a simple example, consider $gq\bar{q}$ for which $\hat{T}^{a_1 3, a_2 3} \equiv \hat{T}^{a_1 3}$. In this case, Eq. (249) gives

$$if^{a_1 Reference 10,21,22} T^{a_2 3} + T^{a_3 3} T^{a_1 3} - T^{a_1 3} T^{a_2 3} - T^{a_3 3} T^{a_1 3} = \left( if^{a_1 Reference 10,21,22} T^{a_2 3} + T^{a_3 3} T^{a_1 3} \right)_{a_2 3} = 0.$$

(250)

The total bare one-loop matrix element is given by summing Eq. (242) for each external particle and Eq. (243) for each pair of distinct particles. The infrared logarithms $L_{i\perp}$ have to drop out in the sum of all UV-divergent contributions. To see that this is indeed the case, we can use Eq. (248) to rewrite the collinear contributions. Then, the sum of all $L_{i\perp}$ terms is proportional to

$$\langle \hat{O} \rangle^{\text{tree}} \left[ \sum_i (L_{i\perp} \hat{\tau}^i_i + \sum_{i<j} (L_{i\perp} + L_{j\perp}) \hat{\tau}^i_j \hat{\tau}^j_i) \right]$$

$$= \langle \hat{O} \rangle^{\text{tree}} \left[ \sum_i (L_{i\perp} \hat{\tau}^i_i + \sum_{i<j} \hat{\tau}^i_j \hat{\tau}^j_i) \right] = 0,$$

(251)

where in the last step we used Eq. (249). For the same reason the $1/e^2$ poles in the soft diagrams cancel against half of the $1/e^2$ poles in the collinear diagrams. The remaining UV-divergent part of the matrix element is given by

$$\langle \hat{O} \rangle^{\text{tree}} \hat{D} = \langle \hat{O} \rangle^{\text{tree}} \left\{ \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \left[ n_q C_A \left( \frac{1}{e^2} + \frac{1}{e} \right) + n_g C_F \left( \frac{1}{e^2} + \frac{2}{e} \right) \right] \Delta(\mu^2) \right\},$$

(252)

where the color mixing matrix is given by

$$\Delta(\mu^2) = -\sum_{i<j} \hat{\tau}^i_j \hat{\tau}^j_i.$$

(253)

Combining this result with the identities in Eqs. (248) and (249), we can easily check that the $\mu$ dependence of $\Delta(\mu^2)$ is as in Eq. (235):
\[ \Delta(\mu^2) - \Delta(\mu_0^2) = -2 \sum_{i<j} \gamma_i^j \ln \left( \frac{\mu_0}{\mu} \right) = \sum_i \gamma_i^i \ln \left( \frac{\mu_0}{\mu} \right) = 1(n_g C_A + n_q C_F) \ln \left( \frac{\mu_0}{\mu} \right). \]

We can now compute the anomalous dimension of the operators. From Eqs. (229) and (252), we find at one loop
\[ \hat{Z}_c = 1 - \hat{D} = 1 \left[ \frac{n_g}{2} (Z_A - 1) + \frac{n_q}{2} (Z_\xi - 1) \right], \]
which using Eq. (231) yields the one-loop anomalous dimension
\[ \hat{\gamma}_c(\mu) = \frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi} 4\hat{\Delta}(\mu^2) - 1(n_g \beta_0 + n_q 3 C_F)]. \]
The coefficient of 4 in front of \( \hat{\Delta}(\mu^2) \) is the one-loop cusp anomalous dimension coefficient [see Eq. (E2)]. The remaining terms determine the noncusp \( \hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s) \) in Eq. (234) at one loop,
\[ \hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s) = -\frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} (n_g \beta_0 + n_q 3 C_F) 1. \]

**C. Mixing matrices**

In this section, we give explicit expressions for the mixing matrices for the color bases used in Secs. V, VI, and VII. For simplicity, we only give explicit expressions for up to four partons, but allow for additional colorless particles, such as a Higgs or vector boson. The matrices are straightforward to evaluate using the color relations in Appendix A2, but become rather lengthy for more than four partons, due to the large number of allowed color structures, and are more easily evaluated in an automated way (see for example Ref. [210]). For convenience, we introduce the following shorthand notation for sums and differences of logarithms \( L_{ij}, \)
\[ L_{ij;kl,...} = L_{ij} + L_{kl} + \cdots, \]
\[ L_{ij;kl,...} = (L_{ij} - (L_{kl} - \cdots), \]
with \( L_{ij} = \ln(-s_{ij} / \mu^2 - i0) \) as defined in Eq. (73).

### 1. Pure gluon mixing matrices

For \( gg \) and \( gggg \) in the bases used in Eq. (105) and Eqs. (110) and (157), we have
\[ \hat{\Delta}_{gg}^g(\mu^2) = C_A L_{12}, \quad \hat{\Delta}_{ggg}^g(\mu^2) = \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{12-13-23} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}. \]
For \( gggg \) in the basis used in Eqs. (130) and (197), we have
\[ \hat{\Delta}_{ggg}^g(\mu^2) = \left( \begin{array}{cccc} \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{12-13-24-34} & 0 & 0 & 2T_F L_{14-23/(13-24)} \\ 0 & \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{12-13-24-34} & 0 & 2T_F L_{14-23/(13-24)} \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{13-14-23-24} & 2T_F L_{12-24/(13-24)} \\ T_F L_{12-24/(13-24)} & T_F L_{13-24/(14-23)} & T_F L_{13-24/(12-34)} & C_A L_{12-34} \end{array} \right). \]

For our color bases formed from multitrace color structures, the structure of the mixing matrices is simple. Since the mixing matrices are determined by single gluon exchange, cyclicity is maintained, and all that can occur in the mixing is that a single trace splits into two or two traces recombine into one. For example, the color structure \( \text{tr}[T^a T^b T^c T^d] \) can only mix with
\[ \text{tr}[T^a T^b T^c T^d], \quad \text{tr}[T^a T^b T^d T^c], \quad \text{tr}[T^d T^a T^c T^b], \quad \text{and} \quad \text{tr}[T^d T^a T^b T^c]. \]

Therefore, although the mixing matrices quickly get large as the number of color structures grows, their structure remains relatively simple. (An alternative approach to the organization of the anomalous dimensions for a large number of partons has been given in Ref. [211].) For the dijet case, i.e., in the absence of additional colorless particles, the kinematics simplifies to
and these matrices were given in Ref. [153], which also gives their eigenvectors and eigenvalues.

2. Mixing matrices involving $q\bar{q}$ pairs

For $q\bar{q}$ and $gg\bar{q}$ in the bases used in Eq. (141) and Eqs. (110) and (149), we have

$$\hat{\Delta}_{q\bar{q}}(\mu^2) = C_F L_{12}, \quad \hat{\Delta}_{gg\bar{q}}(\mu^2) = \frac{1}{2} [C_A L_{1213} + (2C_F - C_A) L_{23}].$$

(263)

For $q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'$ in the basis used in Eqs. (118), (186), and (167), we have

$$\hat{\Delta}_{q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'}(\mu^2) = \hat{\Delta}_{q\bar{q}q'\bar{q}'}(\mu^2) = \begin{pmatrix} C_F L_{1234} + (C_F - \frac{1}{2} C_A) L_{1234}/13(24) & T_F L_{1234}/13(24) \\ T_F L_{1234}/13(24) & C_F L_{1234} + (C_F - \frac{1}{2} C_A) L_{1234}/13(24) \end{pmatrix}.\tag{264}

$$

For $gg\bar{q}$ in the basis used in Eqs. (124), (192), and (177), we have

$$\hat{\Delta}_{gg\bar{q}}(\mu^2) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{12,13-24} + (C_F - \frac{1}{2} C_A) L_{34} & 0 \\ 0 & T_F L_{1234}/13(24) \end{pmatrix}.\tag{265}

$$

Again, these simplify in the dijet case, for which they were given along with their eigenvectors and eigenvalues in Ref. [153].

D. Soft function evolution

In this section, we review the renormalization group evolution of the soft function, focusing on our use of the color basis notation of Sec. III D for nonorthogonal bases. We will consider the particular case of the $N$-jettiness event shape [95], which allows for a definition of exclusive $N$-jet production with a factorization theorem of the form of Eq. (2).

The color mixing matrices of the previous section are in general complex valued for physical kinematics. For a physical channel, some of the appearing $s_{ij}$ are positive, giving rise to imaginary terms from the logarithms, as in Eq. (73). Since the cross section is real, these imaginary terms generated by the renormalization group evolution must drop out of the final result. We start by describing the properties of the soft function that ensure that this is the case.

Recall that the hard function $H_\kappa$ for a particular partonic channel $\kappa$ has its color indices contracted with those of the soft function. Explicitly,

$$\text{tr}(\hat{H}_\kappa \hat{S}_\kappa) = \langle \hat{H}_\kappa \hat{S}_\kappa \rangle = H_\kappa^{b_1 \cdots b_n, a_1 \cdots a_n} S_\kappa^{b_1 \cdots b_n, a_1 \cdots a_n} = \sum_{\{A\}} \langle \hat{H}_\kappa \hat{S}_\kappa \rangle \hat{S}_\kappa^{b_1 \cdots b_n, a_1 \cdots a_n} S_\kappa^{b_1 \cdots b_n, a_1 \cdots a_n}, \tag{266}

$$

The soft function is defined as a vacuum matrix element of a product of soft Wilson lines $\hat{Y}$ as

$$\langle \hat{Y}(\{n_i\}) \rangle = \langle 0| \hat{Y}(\{n_i\}) \delta(M - \hat{M}) \hat{Y}(\{n_i\}) |0\rangle. \tag{267}

$$

where $\hat{Y}(\{n_i\})$ is a product of soft Wilson lines in the $n_i$ directions. It is a matrix in color space, and $\hat{Y}^\dagger$ is its Hermitian conjugate. Here $T$ and $\bar{T}$ denote time ordering and antitime ordering respectively. The matrices $\hat{Y}$ and $\hat{Y}^\dagger$ are multiplied with each other, i.e. one of the color indices of the corresponding Wilson lines are contracted, and the external indices correspond to $b_1\ldots b_n$ and $a_1\ldots a_n$, respectively. Thus, for example $\hat{Y}^\dagger \hat{Y} = 0_{b_1 b_1} \ldots 0_{b_n b_n}$. The dependence of the soft function on the particular measurement, as well as the details of the jet algorithm, are encoded in the measurement function $\hat{M}$, whose precise form is not relevant for the current discussion.

From the definition of the soft function in Eq. (267) we see that it is Hermitian, namely $\langle \hat{S}_\kappa^{b_1 \ldots b_n, a_1 \ldots a_n} \rangle = \hat{S}_\kappa^{a_1 \ldots a_n, b_1 \ldots b_n}$. In abstract notation, this means $\hat{S}_\kappa^\dagger = \hat{S}_\kappa$, which implies that the product $\hat{C}_\kappa^\dagger \hat{S}_\kappa \hat{C}$ appearing in the cross section is real, so imaginary terms that appear in the Wilson coefficients due to renormalization group evolution drop out in the final cross section.

While this argument is trivial in a basis independent form, it is important to emphasize that in a nonorthogonal basis it takes a slightly more complicated form. As discussed in Sec. III D, in a specific nonorthogonal color basis, Eq. (266) takes the form $\hat{C}_\kappa^\dagger \hat{S}_\kappa \hat{C} = \hat{C}_\kappa^T \hat{T}_\kappa \hat{C}$ as in Eq. (58), where the matrix $\hat{T}$ is defined in Eq. (56). Similarly, the matrix representation of $\hat{S}_\kappa$ is not
Hermitian with respect to the naive conjugate transpose of its components. Instead, the condition on the reality of the cross section is given by [see Eq. (57)]

\[ S_+ = S_+^\dagger = \hat{T}^{-1} S_+ T. \]  

(268)

The invariance of the cross section under the RGE

\[ \mu \frac{d}{d\mu} \sigma_{\mathcal{N}} = 0, \]  

(269)

implies relations between the anomalous dimensions of the SCET functions appearing in the factorization theorem of Eq. (2). In particular, it allows the anomalous dimension of the soft function to be determined from the anomalous dimensions of the Wilson coefficients, along with the anomalous dimensions of the beam and jet functions. The anomalous dimensions of the jet and beam functions are proportional to the color-space identity. The anomalous dimensions of the Wilson coefficients, along with the anomalous dimensions of the beam and jet functions appearing in the \( N \)-jettiness factorization theorem are equal to all orders in perturbation theory [212] allowing us to use only the jet function anomalous dimension in the following discussion. Renormalization group consistency then implies that the contributions of the soft function anomalous dimension not proportional to the identity, including the color off-diagonal components, are completely determined by the anomalous dimensions of the Wilson coefficients.

The soft function for \( N \)-jettiness can be written in the general form of Eq. (267), but with an explicit measurement function

\[ S_+(k_a, k_b, k_1, \ldots, k_N, \{n_i\}) = (0|\hat{T} T^\dagger \{n_i\}) \prod_i \delta(k_i - \hat{T}_i) T^\dagger \{n_i\}) (0). \]  

(270)

Here \( \hat{T}_i \) picks out the contribution to the \( N \)-jettiness observable from the momentum region \( i \), whose precise definition can be found in Ref. [98]. The soft function for \( N \)-jettiness was first presented to NLO in Ref. [98], and more recently analyzed to NNLO in Ref. [213].

The all-orders structure of the renormalization group evolution for the soft function can be derived from Eq. (269), and is given by [88,98]

\[ \mu \frac{d}{d\mu} S_+(\{k_i\}, \mu) = \int \left[ \prod_i d^D k'_i \right] \frac{1}{2} \left[ \hat{\gamma}_S(\{k_i - k'_i\}, \mu) S_+(\{k'_i\}, \mu) + S_+(\{k'_i\}, \mu) \hat{\gamma}_S^\dagger(\{k_i - k'_i\}, \mu) \right]. \]  

(271)

The soft anomalous dimension \( \hat{\gamma}_S \), and its conjugate \( \hat{\gamma}_S^\dagger \), are given in terms of the anomalous dimension \( \gamma_J \) of the jet function and the anomalous dimension of the Wilson coefficients, \( \hat{\gamma}_C \) defined in Eqs. (230) and (231), as

\[ \hat{\gamma}_S(\{k_i\}, \mu) = -\mathbf{1}_x \hat{\gamma}_J(Q, k_i, \mu) \prod_j \delta(k_j) - 2 \hat{\gamma}_C^\dagger(\mu) \prod_i \delta(k_i). \]  

(272)

(Here, the \( Q_i \) are related to the precise \( N \)-jettiness definition, see Ref. [98].) The Hermitian conjugates of \( \hat{\gamma}_C \) and \( \hat{\gamma}_S \) above again refer to the abstract Hermitian conjugate in color space. In a nonorthogonal color basis, they are given in terms of the complex conjugate transpose components according to Eq. (57) as

\[ \hat{\gamma}_C^\dagger = \hat{T}^{-1} \hat{\gamma}_C^\dagger T, \quad \hat{\gamma}_S^\dagger = \hat{T}^{-1} \hat{\gamma}_S^\dagger T. \]  

(273)

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a helicity operator approach to SCET. Helicities are naturally defined with respect to the external lightlike reference vectors specifying the jet directions in the effective theory, eliminating the need to consider complicated Lorentz and gamma matrix structures in the operator basis. The helicity operators correspond directly to physical states of definite helicity and color, which when combined with color organization techniques, greatly simplifies the construction of a minimal operator basis. Furthermore, the helicity operators are automatically crossing symmetric, and make manifest parity and charge conjugation symmetries, making it simple to determine relations amongst Wilson coefficients.

We demonstrated the utility of the helicity operator approach by explicitly constructing the basis valid to all orders in perturbation theory for a number of key processes at the LHC involving jets, and then determining the matching coefficients. In particular we considered \( pp \to H + 0 \) jets, \( pp \to W/Z + 0 \) jets, and \( pp \to 2 \) jets at next-to-leading order, and \( pp \to H + 2 \) jets, \( pp \to W/Z + 2 \) jets, and \( pp \to 3 \) jets at leading order. We also discussed the dependence of this matching on the regularization scheme, considering schemes with helicities in 4 and \( d \) dimensions. An important and well-known simplification of the SCET approach is that when dimensional regularization is used for both IR and UV divergences, all loop graphs in the effective theory are scaleless, and thus vanish. As a result, the hard SCET Wilson coefficients in the \( \overline{\text{MS}} \) scheme, determined from matching QCD to SCET, are given directly by the IR-finite parts of color-ordered helicity amplitudes, defined using Eq. (96).

The use of our helicity operator basis therefore makes it simple to combine analytic resummation in SCET with fixed-order calculations of helicity amplitudes.

The all-orders structure for the renormalization group evolution of the helicity operator basis was discussed in
detail. At leading power, distinct helicity structures do not mix, with renormalization group evolution causing mixing only in color space. This feature is made manifest at the level of the SCET Lagrangian due to the expansion in the soft and collinear limits. Subtleties associated with the use of nonorthogonal color bases were carefully treated, and expressions for the color sum matrix \( \hat{T} \) are given for all processes considered in the paper. Explicit results are also given for the one-loop mixing matrices describing the renormalization group evolution in color space for the case of \( pp \rightarrow up \) to 2 jets with an arbitrary number of uncolored external particles and in a manifestly crossing symmetric form.

Combining the methods of this paper with known expressions for jet, beam, and soft functions for particular exclusive jet cross sections, or jet shapes/observables, should facilitate analytic resummation for a large number of processes for which fixed-order amplitudes are known, or are soon to be calculated.
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APPENDIX A: SPINOR AND COLOR IDENTITIES

1. Spinor algebra

The overall phase of the spinors \( |p\pm\rangle \) is not determined by the Dirac equation, \( \rho|p\pm\rangle = 0 \), and so can be chosen freely. In the Dirac representation,

\[
\gamma^0 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \gamma' = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & \sigma^i \\ -\sigma^i & 0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\gamma_5 = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

and taking \( \eta^a_i = (1, 0, 0, 1) \), we have the standard solutions \[146\]

\[
|p+\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} \phi \sqrt{p^+} \\ \phi \sqrt{p^-} e^{i\phi_p} \end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
|p-\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} \phi \sqrt{p^-} e^{-i\phi_p} \\ -\phi \sqrt{p^+} \end{pmatrix},
\]

where

\[
p^\pm = p^0 \mp p^3, \quad \exp(\pm i\phi_p) = \frac{p^1 \pm ip^2}{\sqrt{p^+ p^-}}.
\]

For negative \( p^0 \) and \( p^\pm \) we use the usual branch of the square root, such that for \( p^0 > 0 \)

\[
||(-p)\pm\rangle = i |p\pm\rangle.
\]

The conjugate spinors, \( \langle p \pm | \), are defined as

\[
\langle p \pm | = \text{sgn}(p^0) |p\pm\rangle.
\]

The additional minus sign for negative \( p^0 \) is included to use the same branch of the square root for both types of spinors, i.e., for \( p^0 > 0 \)

\[
\langle(-p)\pm | = -\langle(-p)\pm | = -(-i)|p \pm | = i|p \pm |.
\]

In this way all spinor identities are automatically valid for both positive and negative momenta, which makes it easy to use crossing symmetry. The additional signs only appear in relations which involve explicit complex conjugation. The most relevant is

\[
\langle p - | q\rangle^* = \text{sgn}(p^0) q^0 \langle q + | p\rangle. \tag{A7}
\]

The spinor products are denoted by

\[
\langle pq \rangle = \langle p - | q\rangle, \quad [pq] = \langle p + | q\rangle. \tag{A8}
\]

Similarly, for products involving additional gamma matrices, we write

\[
\langle p | \gamma^a | q \rangle = \langle p - | \gamma^a | q\rangle, \quad [p | \gamma^a | q \rangle = \langle p + | \gamma^a | q\rangle, \tag{A9}
\]

\[
\langle p | k | q \rangle = \langle p - | k | q\rangle, \quad [p | k | q \rangle = \langle p + | k | q\rangle, \tag{A10}
\]
\[ \langle p|qk|l \rangle = \langle p - |qk|l+ \rangle, \quad [p|qk|l] = \langle p + |qk|l- \rangle. \]  
(A11)

etc.

Some useful identities, that follow directly from the definition of the spinors, are

\[ \langle pq \rangle = -\langle qp \rangle, \quad [pq] = -[qp], \]  
(A12)

\[ [p][p^\mu] = \langle p|\gamma^\mu|p \rangle = 2p^\mu. \]  
(A13)

From the completeness relations

\[ |p\rangle\langle p| ± |p\rangle\langle p| = \frac{1±\gamma_5}{2} \rho, \]  
(A14)

\[ \rho = |p\rangle\langle p| + |p\rangle\langle p|, \]  
(A15)

one finds

\[ \langle pq \rangle[qp] = \frac{1}{2} \text{tr}\{(1 - \gamma_5)pq\} = 2p\cdot q. \]  
(A16)

Combining this with Eq. (A7), it follows that

\[ |\langle pq \rangle| = ||pq|| = \sqrt{2p\cdot q}. \]  
(A17)

The completeness relation is also useful to reduce typical expressions like

\[ |p|qk|l \rangle = \langle pq \rangle|qk|l \rangle, \]  
(A18)

to spinor products.

Charge conjugation invariance of the current, the Fierz identity and the Schouten identity are

\[ \langle p|\gamma^\mu|q \rangle = [q|\gamma^\mu|p \rangle, \]  
(A19)

\[ [p][q|\gamma^\mu|k] = [k|\gamma^\mu|l] = 2[pk]\langle lq \rangle, \]  
(A20)

\[ \langle pq \rangle|kl \rangle = \langle pk \rangle|ql \rangle + \langle pl \rangle|kq \rangle. \]  
(A21)

Finally, momentum conservation \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i = 0 \) implies

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} [ji]\langle ik \rangle = 0. \]  
(A22)

From Eq. (A2), we see that under parity the spinors transform as

\[ |p^p\rangle = \pm e^{i\phi_p\gamma^0}|p\rangle, \]  
(A23)

and therefore

\[ \langle p^p|q \rangle = -e^{i(\phi_p + \phi_q)}[pq]. \]  
(A24)

When applying the above result to a helicity amplitude, the phases which appear are determined by the little group scaling (see e.g. Refs. [146,147,214] for a review). The little group is the subgroup of the Lorentz transformations that fixes a particular momentum. In terms of the spinor helicity variables, the action of the little group, which preserves the momentum vector, is

\[ |p\rangle \rightarrow z|p\rangle, |p| \rightarrow \frac{1}{z} |p|. \]  
(A26)

In the case that the particle with momentum \( p \) has helicity \( h \), the corresponding helicity amplitude scales as \( z^{-2h} \) under the little group scaling. This property of the helicity amplitudes then predicts the phases that appear in the amplitude under a parity transformation.

The following completeness relation for the polarization vectors is also useful

\[ \sum_{\lambda=\pm} \epsilon^\lambda_{\mu}(p,q)(\epsilon^\lambda_{\mu}(p,q))^* = -g_{\mu\nu} = \frac{P_{\mu}q_{\nu} + P_{\nu}q_{\mu}}{p\cdot q}. \]  
(A27)

In SCET the collinear quark fields produce projected spinors

\[ |p_{\pm}\rangle_n = \frac{\nu \bar{\nu}}{4} |p\rangle. \]  
(A28)

The projected spinor trivially satisfies the relation

\[ \nu \left( \frac{\nu \bar{\nu}}{4} |p\rangle \right) = 0. \]  
(A29)

so it is proportional to \( |n_{\pm}\rangle \). Working in the basis in Eq. (A2), we have

\[ \frac{\nu \bar{\nu}}{4} |p\rangle = \sqrt{p^0} \left[ \cos\left(\frac{\theta_n}{2}\right) \cos\left(\frac{\theta_p}{2}\right) + e^{i(\phi_p - \phi_n)} \sin\left(\frac{\theta_n}{2}\right) \sin\left(\frac{\theta_p}{2}\right) \right] |n\rangle, \]

\[ \frac{\nu \bar{\nu}}{4} |p\rangle = \sqrt{p^0} \left[ e^{i(\phi_p - \phi_n)} \cos\left(\frac{\theta_n}{2}\right) \cos\left(\frac{\theta_p}{2}\right) + \sin\left(\frac{\theta_n}{2}\right) \sin\left(\frac{\theta_p}{2}\right) \right] |n\rangle. \]  
(A30)

Here \( \theta_n, \phi_n, \) and \( \theta_p, \phi_p, \) are the polar and azimuthal angle of the \( n \) and \( p \) vectors, respectively. In particular, we see that choosing \( n^\mu = p^\mu/p^0 \), which can always be done at leading power since there is a single particle per collinear sector, we have \( \phi_p = \phi_n, \theta_p = \theta_n \), and the simple relation

\[ [p^p|q] = -e^{i(\phi_p + \phi_q)}[pq]. \]  
(A25)
EMPLOYING HELICITY AMPLITUDES FOR RESUMMATION

\[ \frac{\mu R}{4} |p\rangle = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{2}} |n\rangle. \] (A31)

2. Color algebra

The generators \( r^a_r \) of a general irreducible representation \( r \) of SU(N) satisfy

\[ [r^a_r , r^b_r] = if^{abc} r^c_r, \quad r^a_r r^b_r = C_r 1, \quad \text{tr}[r^a_r r^b_r] = T_{r} \delta^{ab}, \] (A32)

where \( f^{abc} \) are completely antisymmetric, and \( C_r \) is the quadratic Casimir of the representation \( r \). The normalization \( T_{r} \) is given by \( T_{r} = C_r d_{r}/d \), where \( d_{r} \) is the dimension of the representation and \( d \) the dimension of the Lie algebra.

We also define the symmetric structure constants as

\[ f^{acd} f^{bcd} = C_r \delta^{ab}. \] (A33)

We also define the symmetric structure constants as

\[ d^{abc} = \frac{1}{T_{r}} \text{tr}[T^{a} \{ T^{b}, T^{c} \}]. \] (A34)

For the fundamental and adjoint representations we have \( d_{F} = N, \quad d_{A} = d = N^2 - 1 \), and so

\[ C_{F} = \frac{N^2 - 1}{2N}, \quad C_{A} = N, \] (A35)

where we have chosen the standard normalization

\[ T_{F} = \frac{1}{2}. \] (A36)

Throughout the text, and for the amplitudes in the appendices, we have kept \( T_{r} \) arbitrary. This can be done using \( C_{F} = T_{F} (N^2 - 1)/N, \quad C_{A} = 2T_{F} N \). The strong coupling constant, \( g_{s} \), can be kept convention independent, by using \( g_{s} \rightarrow g_{s}/\sqrt{2T_{F}} \).

Some additional useful color identities are

\[ r^a_r r^b_r r^c_r = \left( C_r - \frac{C_A}{2} \right) r^d_r, \] (A37)

\[ T^{a} T^{b} T^{c} T^{a} = T_{F}^{2} \delta^{bc} 1 + \left( C_{F} - \frac{C_{A}}{2} \right) T^{b} T^{c}. \] (A38)

where the second relation is equivalent to the completeness relation

\[ T^{a} T^{a} T^{b} T^{c} T^{a} = T_{F}^{2} \delta^{bc} 1 + \frac{C_{A}}{2} T^{a} T^{b}. \] (A41)

3. QCD color decompositions

Here we briefly review a common color decomposition for QCD NLO amplitudes [5–8]. The color bases used for the processes discussed in the text are specific examples of the decompositions given below, and were chosen to facilitate the extraction of the matching coefficients from the amplitudes literature. For a pedagogical introduction to color decompositions in QCD amplitudes see for example Refs. [146,147].

For an \( n \) gluon process, a one-loop color decomposition in terms of fundamental generators \( T^{a} \) is given by

\[ A_n(g_1 \ldots g_n) = g_s^2 \sum_{\sigma \in S_n} \text{tr}[T^{a_{n(1)}} \ldots T^{a_{n(n)}}] [A_{tree}^{\text{new}}(\sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n)) + g_s^2 C_A A_{inc}(\sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n)) + g_s^2 \sum_{c=3}^{[n/2]+1} \sum_{\sigma \in S_n} \text{tr}[T^{a_{n(1)}} \ldots T^{a_{n(c-1)}}] \text{tr}[T^{a_{n(c)}} \ldots T^{a_{n(n)}}] A_{inc}(\sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n)), \] (A42)

where \( A_{inc} \) are partial amplitudes, which can be efficiently calculated using unitarity methods, and the \( A_{tree} \) are partial amplitudes which can be written as sums of permutations of the primitive amplitudes. The amplitudes appearing in this decomposition are separately gauge invariant. In this formula, \( S_n \) is the permutation group on \( n \) elements, and \( S_{i+j} \) is the subgroup of \( S_{i+j} \) which leaves the given trace structure invariant. At tree level, only the single trace color structure appears.

In the case that additional noncolored particles are also present, an identical decomposition exists, since the color structure is unaffected. For example, for a process involving \( n \) gluons and a Higgs particle, the amplitude satisfies the same decomposition as in Eq. (A42), but with the partial and primitive amplitudes in Eq. (A42) simply replaced by \( A(\phi, \sigma(1), \ldots, \sigma(n)) \), where \( \phi \) denotes the Higgs particle [177].
A similar decomposition exists for processes involving $q\bar{q}$ pairs. For example, the one-loop decomposition for a process with a $q\bar{q}$ pair and $n-2$ gluons is given by [25]

\[
A_n(q_1g_2g_3\ldots g_n) = g_0^2\delta^{n-3}_{s_{n-2}}(T^{a_0(3)}\ldots T^{a_n(n)})_{0}\delta^{n-3}_{s_{n-2}}(T^{a_0(3)}\ldots T^{a_n(n)})_{0}A_n^{\text{tree}}(1\bar{q},2\bar{q};\sigma(3),\ldots,\sigma(n)) + g_0^2C_nA_n^{1}(1\bar{q},2\bar{q};\sigma(3),\ldots,\sigma(n))
\]

This decomposition is easily extended to the case of additional $q\bar{q}$ pairs. As with the gluon case, the same color decomposition also applies if additional uncolored particles are included in the amplitude.

For more than five particles, the one-loop color decompositions given above do not give a complete basis of color structures beyond one loop, since color structures with more than two traces appear. A complete basis of color structures is required for the SCET basis to guarantee a consistent RGE. A convenient basis of color structures beyond one loop, since color structures with more than two traces appear. A complete basis of color structures is required for the SCET basis to guarantee a consistent RGE. A convenient basis of color structures for one-loop matching is then given by extending the one-loop decomposition to involve all higher trace structures.

**APPENDIX B: HELICITY AMPLITUDES FOR HIGGS + JETS**

In this appendix we give explicit results for the hard matching coefficients for $H+0, 1, 2$ jets. We only explicitly consider gluon-fusion processes, where the Higgs couples to two gluons through a top-quark loop, and additional jets correspond to additional gluons, or quark antiquark pairs. When matching onto SCET we perform a one-step matching and directly match full QCD onto SCET, as was done for $H+0$ jets in Ref. [97]. Most QCD results are obtained in the limit of infinite top quark mass, by first integrating out the top quark and matching onto an effective $ggH$ interaction,

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{hard}} = \frac{C_1}{12\pi v}H G^{a}_{\mu\nu} G_{\mu\nu},
\]

which is then used to compute the QCD amplitudes. Here $v = (\sqrt{2}G_F)^{-1/2} = 246$ GeV. From the point of view of the one-step matching from QCD onto SCET, using Eq. (B1) is just a convenient way to compute the full QCD amplitude in the $m_t \to \infty$ limit. In particular, the $\alpha_s$ corrections to $C_1$ in Eq. (B1) are included in the amplitudes below, and therefore also in the SCET Wilson coefficients. In this way, if higher-order corrections in $1/m_t$ or the exact $m_t$ dependence for a specific amplitude are known, they can easily be included in the QCD amplitudes and the corresponding SCET Wilson coefficients. We illustrate this for the case of $H+0$ jets below.

We separate the QCD amplitudes into their IR-divergent and IR-finite parts

\[
A = A_{\text{div}} + A_{\text{fin}},
\]

\[
B = B_{\text{div}} + B_{\text{fin}},
\]

where $A_{\text{fin}}, B_{\text{fin}}$ enter the matching coefficients in Sec. V. For simplicity, we drop the subscript “fin” for those amplitudes that have no divergent parts, i.e. for $A_{\text{div}} = 0$ we have $A_{\text{fin}} \equiv A$. For the logarithms we use the notation

\[
L_{ij} = \ln\left(-\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0\right),
\]

\[
L_{ij/H} = \ln\left(-\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0\right) - \ln\left(-m_H^2/\mu^2 - i0\right).
\]

1. $H+0$ jets

We expand the amplitudes in powers of $\alpha_s(\mu)$ as

\[
A = \frac{2T_F}{3\pi v} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A^{(n)}(\mu) (\frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi})^n.
\]

The amplitudes with opposite helicity gluons vanish to all orders because of angular momentum conservation,

\[
A(1^{\pm}, 2^{\mp}; 3_H) = 0,
\]

corresponding to the fact that the helicity operators for these helicity configurations were not included in the basis of Eq. (104). The lowest order helicity amplitudes including the full $m_t$ dependence are given by
\begin{equation}
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) = \frac{s_{12}}{2} \frac{12}{12} F^{(0)} \left( \frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2} \right) e^{i\Phi_{+H}},
A^{(0)}(1^-, 2^-; 3_H) = \frac{s_{12}}{2} \frac{12}{12} F^{(0)} \left( \frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2} \right) e^{i\Phi_{-H}},
\end{equation}

where the function $F^{(0)}(z)$ is defined as
\begin{equation}
F^{(0)}(z) = \frac{3}{2z} - \frac{3}{2z} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{z^2} \right) \left\{ \arcsin^2(\sqrt{z}), \quad 0 < z \leq 1, \right.
\ln^2(-i(\sqrt{z} + \sqrt{z} - 1)), \quad z > 1.
\end{equation}

For simplicity, we have extracted the (irrelevant) overall phases
\begin{equation}
e^{i\Phi_{+H}} = \frac{12}{12}, \quad e^{i\Phi_{-H}} = \frac{12}{12}.
\end{equation}

Since the two helicity amplitudes for $ggH$ cannot interfere and are equal to each other by parity up to an overall phase, their higher-order corrections are the same as for the spin-summed $ggH$ form factor. The divergent part of the NLO amplitudes is given by
\begin{equation}
A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) \left[ -\frac{2}{\epsilon} C_A + \frac{1}{\epsilon} \left( 2C_A L_{12} - \beta_0 \right) \right].
\end{equation}

The IR-finite parts entering the matching coefficients in Eq. (107) at NLO are [97]
\begin{equation}
A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) \left[ C_A \left( -L_{12}^2 + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right) + F^{(1)}(\frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2}) \right],
F^{(1)}(z) = C_A \left( 5 - \frac{38}{45} \frac{z}{4725} - 1289 \frac{z^2}{1134} - 155 \frac{z^3}{65488500} \right)
+ C_F \left( -3 + \frac{307}{90} \frac{z}{25813} + \frac{28513}{18900} \frac{z^2}{3055927} + \frac{3055927}{3969000} \frac{z^3}{1309770000} \right) + O(z^5).
\end{equation}

The full analytic expression for $F^{(1)}(z)$ is very long, so we only give the result expanded in $z$. Since the additional $m_t$ dependence coming from $F^{(1)}(z)$ is small and the expansion converges quickly, the expanded result is fully sufficient for on-shell studies of Higgs production. The IR-finite parts at NNLO are [97]
\begin{align}
A^{(2)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) &= A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+; 3_H) \left\{ \frac{1}{2} C_A L_{12}^2 + \frac{1}{3} C_A \beta_0 L_{12}^2 + C_A \left[ C_A \left( -\frac{4}{3} + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right) - \frac{5}{3} \beta_0 - F^{(1)}(\frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2}) \right] \right\} L_{12}^2 \\
&+ \left\{ C_A \left( \frac{59}{9} - 2\zeta_3 \right) + C_A \beta_0 \left( \frac{19}{9} - \frac{\pi^2}{3} \right) - \beta_0 F^{(1)}(\frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2}) \right\} L_{12} + F^{(2)}(\frac{s_{12}}{4m_t^2})
\end{align}

\begin{align}
F^{(2)}(z) &= (7C_A^2 + 11C_A C_F - 6C_F \beta_0) \ln(-4z - i0) + C_A^2 \left( -\frac{419}{27} + \frac{7\pi^2}{6} + \frac{\pi^4}{72} - 44\zeta_3 \right)
+ C_A C_F \left( -\frac{217}{2} - \frac{\pi^2}{2} + 44\zeta_3 \right) + C_A \beta_0 \left( \frac{2255}{108} + \frac{5\pi^2}{12} + \frac{23\zeta_3}{3} \right) - \frac{5}{6} C_A T_F
+ \frac{27}{2} C_F + C_F \beta_0 \left( \frac{41}{2} - 12\zeta_3 \right) - \frac{4}{3} C_F T_F + O(z).
\end{align}

Here we only give the leading terms in the $m_t \to \infty$ limit. The first few higher-order terms in $z$ in $F^{(2)}(z)$ can be obtained from the results of Refs. [171,172].
2. $H + 1$ jet

The amplitudes for $H + 1$ jet were calculated in Ref. [32] in the $m_t \to \infty$ limit. Reference [32] uses $T_F = 1$ and $g_t T^u / \sqrt{2}$ for the $q\bar{q}g$ coupling. Thus, we can convert to our conventions by replacing $T^u \to \sqrt{2} T^u$, and identifying $1 / N = C_A - 2C_F$ and $N = C_A$ in the results of Ref. [32]. We expand the amplitudes in powers of $\alpha_s(\mu)$ as

$$ A = \frac{2 T_F \alpha_s(\mu)}{3\pi v} g_s(\mu) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A^{(n)}(\alpha_s(\mu))^n. \quad (B11) $$

\textbf{a. $gggH$}

The tree-level amplitudes entering the matching coefficient $\tilde{C}_{++\pm}$ in Eq. (115) are

$$ A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+; 4_H) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{m^4_H}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 31 \rangle} = \frac{m^4_H}{\sqrt{2} |s_{12} s_{13} s_{23}|} e^{i\Phi_{++\pm}}, $$

$$ A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-; 4_H) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{[12]^3}{[12] [13] [23]} = \frac{s^2_{12}}{\sqrt{2} |s_{12} s_{13} s_{23}|} e^{i\Phi_{++\mp}}, \quad (B12) $$

where we have extracted the (irrelevant) overall phases

$$ e^{i\Phi_{++\pm}} = \sqrt{|s_{12}|} \sqrt{|s_{13}|} \sqrt{|s_{23}|}, \quad e^{i\Phi_{++\mp}} = \frac{[12]}{\langle 12 \rangle} \frac{\sqrt{|s_{12}|} \sqrt{|s_{13}|} \sqrt{|s_{23}|}}{|13| |23|}. \quad (B13) $$

The divergent parts of the one-loop amplitudes are

$$ A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+; 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+; 4_H) \left\{ -\frac{3}{\pi^2} C_A + \frac{1}{\pi} \left[ C_A (L_{12} + L_{13} + L_{23}) - \frac{3}{2} \beta_0 \right] \right\}. \quad (B14) $$

The finite parts of the $gggH$ amplitudes, which enter the matching coefficient $\tilde{C}_{++\pm}$ at one loop are

$$ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+; 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+; 4_H) \left\{ f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m^2_H, \mu) + \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2 T_F n_f) \frac{s_{12} s_{13} + s_{12} s_{23} + s_{13} s_{23}}{m^2_H} \right\}, $$

$$ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-; 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-; 4_H) \left\{ f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m^2_H, \mu) + \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2 T_F n_f) \frac{s_{13} s_{23}}{s^2_{12}} \right\}, \quad (B15) $$

where we have extracted the common function

$$ f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m^2_H, \mu) = -C_A \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{L_{12}^2 + L_{13}^2 + L_{23}^2}{L_{12}/H L_{13}/H + L_{12}/H L_{23}/H + L_{13}/H L_{23}/H} \right) + 2 \text{Li}_2 \left( 1 - \frac{s_{12}}{m^2_H} \right) + 2 \text{Li}_2 \left( 1 - \frac{s_{13}}{m^2_H} \right) + 2 \text{Li}_2 \left( 1 - \frac{s_{23}}{m^2_H} \right) - 5 - \frac{3 \pi^2}{4} - 3 C_F. \quad (B16) $$

\textbf{b. $gqH$}

The tree-level amplitudes entering the matching coefficient $\tilde{C}_{\pm(\pm)}$ in Eq. (114) are

$$ A^{(0)}(1^+; 2^+; 3_2^-; 4_H) = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{[12]^2}{\langle 23 \rangle} = \frac{s_{12}}{\sqrt{2} |s_{23}|} e^{i\Phi_{\pm(\pm)H}}, $$

$$ A^{(0)}(1^-; 2^+; 3_2^-; 4_H) = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{\langle 13 \rangle^2}{\langle 23 \rangle} = \frac{s_{13}}{\sqrt{2} |s_{23}|} e^{i\Phi_{-(-)H}}. \quad (B17) $$
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where the (irrelevant) overall phases are given by

$$e^{i\Phi_{+,H}} = \frac{1212}{12} \sqrt{\frac{s_{23}}{s_{23}}}, \quad e^{i\Phi_{-,H}} = \frac{113}{13} \sqrt{\frac{s_{23}}{s_{23}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B18)

The divergent parts of the one-loop amplitudes are

$$A_{\text{fin}}^{(1)}(1^\pm; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^\pm; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H)\left\{-\frac{1}{e^2}(CA + 2CF) + \frac{1}{e}\left[CA(L_{12} + L_{13} - L_{23}) + CF(2L_{23} - 3) - \frac{\beta_0}{2}\right]\right\}. \hspace{1cm} (B19)$$

The finite parts of the $gq\bar{q}H$ amplitudes, which enter the matching coefficient $\tilde{C}_{\pm(+)}$ at one loop are

$$A_{\text{fin}}^{(1)}(1^+; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^+; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H)\left\{g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m_H^2, \mu) + (CF - CA)\frac{s_{23}}{s_{12}}\right\},$$

$$A_{\text{fin}}^{(1)}(1^-; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H) = A^{(0)}(1^-; 2^q, 3^\bar{q}, 4_H)\left\{g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m_H^2, \mu) + (CF - CA)\frac{s_{23}}{s_{13}}\right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (B20)

where we have extracted the common function

$$g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{23}, m_H^2, \mu) = CA\left[-\frac{1}{2}(L_{12} + L_{13} - L_{23}) + L_{12/H}L_{13/H} - (L_{12/H} + L_{13/H})L_{23/H} - 2\text{Li}_2\left(1 - \frac{s_{23}}{m_H^2}\right) + \frac{22}{3} + \frac{\pi^2}{4}\right]$$

$$+ CF\left[-L_{23}^2 + 3L_{23} - 2L_{12/H}L_{13/H} - 2\text{Li}_2\left(1 - \frac{s_{12}}{m_H^2}\right) - 2\text{Li}_2\left(1 - \frac{s_{13}}{m_H^2}\right) - 11 + \frac{\pi^2}{2}\right] + \beta_0\left(-L_{23} + \frac{5}{3}\right). \hspace{1cm} (B21)$$

### 3. $H + 2$ jets

The full set of tree-level helicity amplitudes for $H + 2$ jets in the $m_t \to \infty$ limit were calculated in Ref. [31], and all amplitudes below are taken from there. We expand the amplitudes $A, B$, in the decomposition of Eq. (119), Eq. (124), and Eq. (130), as

$$A = \frac{2T_F\alpha_s(\mu)}{3\pi v} [g_s(\mu)]^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A^{(n)} \left(\frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi}\right)^n,$$

$$B = \frac{2T_F\alpha_s(\mu)}{3\pi v} [g_s(\mu)]^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} B^{(n)} \left(\frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi}\right)^n. \hspace{1cm} (B22)$$

For simplicity, we only give explicit results for the tree-level amplitudes in this appendix. To reduce the length of expressions, we use the kinematic variables $s_{ijk}$ defined by

$$s_{ijk} = (p_i + p_j + p_k)^2 = s_{ij} + s_{ik} + s_{jk}. \hspace{1cm} (B23)$$

The $H + 2$ jets process is nonplanar, which means that we cannot remove all the relative phases in the amplitudes. It is therefore most convenient to keep all expressions in spinor helicity notation. We will explicitly demonstrate an example of the phases which appear in Eqs. (B28) and (B29).
a. $qar{q}q'ar{q}' H$ and $qar{q}qar{q} H$

The tree-level amplitudes entering the Wilson coefficients $\tilde C_{(+\pm)}$ and $\tilde C_{(-\pm)}$ in Eqs. (121) and (122) are

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = -B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^+, 5_H) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{(24)^2}{(12)(34)} + \frac{[13]^2}{[12][34]} \right],
\]

\[
A^{(0)}(1^-, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = -B^{(0)}(1^-, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+, 5_H) = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{(23)^2}{(12)(34)} + \frac{[14]^2}{[12][34]} \right].
\] (B24)

b. $ggqar{q}H$

The tree-level amplitudes entering the Wilson coefficients $\tilde C_{+-(-)}$, $\tilde C_{++(+)}$, and $\tilde C_{--(+)}$ in Eq. (126) are

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = \frac{(24)^3}{(12)(14)(34)} - \frac{[13]^3}{[12][23][34]},
\]

\[
A^{(0)}(2^-, 1^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = \frac{[13]^2[14]}{[12][24][34]} - \frac{(23)(24)^2}{(12)(13)(34)},
\]

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = -\frac{12 + 3[4]^2[23]}{s_{234}(24)} \left( \frac{1}{s_{23}} + \frac{1}{s_{34}} \right) + \frac{2[1 + 34]^2[13]}{s_{134}s_{34}(14)} - \frac{[3][1 + 24]^2}{(12)(14)(24)[34]},
\]

\[
A^{(0)}(1^-, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = \frac{2[1 + 43]^2}{s_{134}(13)} \left( \frac{1}{s_{14}} + \frac{1}{s_{34}} \right) - \frac{12 + 43^2}{s_{234}s_{34}(23)} + \frac{4[1 + 3]^2}{[12][13][23][34]}.
\] (B25)

In these expressions we have eliminated the Higgs momentum, $p_H$, using momentum conservation, so that all momenta appearing in the above expressions are lightlike. We have also used an extended spinor-helicity sandwich, defined by $[ijkl] = [ijkl] + [ikjl]$ to simplify notation.

All the $B$ amplitudes vanish at tree level,

\[
B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = B^{(0)}(1^-, 2^-, 3^+, 4^+, 5_H) = 0.
\] (B26)

c. $gggH$

The tree-level amplitudes entering the Wilson coefficients $\tilde C_{++++}$, $\tilde C_{+++-}$, and $\tilde C_{++-+}$ in Eq. (133) are

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+, 5_H) = -\frac{2M_H^4}{(12)(23)(34)(41)},
\]

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5_H) = 2 \left[ \frac{12 + 34^2}{s_{234}s_{235}s_{34}} + \frac{2[1 + 34]^2[13]^2}{s_{134}s_{14}s_{34}} + \frac{3[1 + 24]^2[12]^2}{s_{124}s_{125}s_{14}} 
\right.
\]

\[
+ \left. \frac{[13]}{[41](12)(23)(34)} \left( s_{12}[1 + 34] + s_{23}[1 + 24] + [13][s_{123}] \right) \right] (B27)
\]

To illustrate the relative phases that appear in these amplitudes, we can rewrite the amplitude $A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-, 5_H)$ in terms of the Lorentz invariants $s_{ij}$

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-, 5_H) = 2e^{i\phi_{++++}} \left[ \frac{s_{12}^2}{\sqrt{|s_{12}s_{23}s_{34}s_{14}|}} + e^{i\phi} \frac{s_{34}^2}{\sqrt{|s_{12}s_{23}s_{34}s_{14}|}} \right],
\] (B28)
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with

\[ \varphi = -2\beta \arg \left\{ \frac{i\sqrt{s_{23}}[-s_{12}s_{24} + s_{13}s_{24} + s_{14}s_{23} - i(\sqrt{s_{13}} + 2\sqrt{s_{23}}s_{14})]}{-s_{12}s_{24}(-s_{13}s_{24} + s_{14}s_{23} - i(\sqrt{s_{13}} + 1/\sqrt{s_{23}}))} \right\}, \]

\[ \alpha = 16((\epsilon_{\mu\nu\rho\sigma}p_1^\mu p_2^\nu p_3^\rho p_4^\sigma)^2 = 4s_{13}s_{14}s_{23}s_{24} - (s_{12}s_{34} - s_{13}s_{24} - s_{14}s_{23})^2 \geq 0, \]

\[ \beta = \text{sgn}(\epsilon_{\mu\nu\rho\sigma}p_1^\mu p_2^\nu p_3^\rho p_4^\sigma). \]

The branch cut of the square root is given by the usual prescription, \( \sqrt{s_{ij}} = \sqrt{s_{ij} + i0} = i\sqrt{|s_{ij}|} \) if \( s_{ij} < 0 \). Our convention for the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor is \( \epsilon_{0123} = -1 \). For this process we can choose a frame where all but one of the momenta \( p_1 \) through \( p_4 \) lie in a plane (with \( p_5 \) determined by momentum conservation). The phase \( \varphi \) is needed to determine the momentum of the nonplanar momentum and the sign \( \beta \) resolves which side of the plane this particle is on, which is not captured by the \( s_{ij} \) (because they are symmetric with respect to a reflection about the plane). We note the simplicity of the spinor-helicity expression as compared with the explicit expression for the phases.

**APPENDIX C: HELICITY AMPLITUDES FOR VECTOR BOSON + JETS**

In this appendix we give all required partial amplitudes for the vector boson + jets processes discussed in Sec. VI. For each of the amplitudes \( A_{q,r,a} \), \( B_{q,r,a} \) defined in Sec. VI, we split the amplitude into its IR-divergent and IR-finite parts,

\[ X = X_{\text{div}} + X_{\text{fin}}, \quad (C1) \]

\[ A_q^{(0)}(1_q, 2_q; 3^-, 4^-) = -2i \frac{[13][24]}{s_{12}}, \]

\[ A_q^{(1)}(1_q, 2_q; 3^-, 4^-) = A_q^{(0)}(1_q, 2_q; 3, 4^-)C_F \left[ -\frac{2}{\epsilon^2} \right] + \frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \left( 2L_{12} - 3 \right), \]

\[ A_{q,\text{fin}}^{(1)}(1_q, 2_q; 3^-, 4^-) = A_q^{(0)}(1_q, 2_q; 3, 4^-)C_F \left[ -L_{12}^2 + 3L_{12} - 8 + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right], \]

\[ A_q^{(0)} = A_q^{(1)} = A_a^{(0)} = A_a^{(1)} = 0. \quad (C4) \]

\[ 1. V + 0 \text{ jets} \]

In this section we give the amplitudes \( A_{q,r,a} \) for \( V + 0 \) jets. For each partonic channel, we expand the amplitudes as

\[ X = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} X^{(n)} \left( \frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi} \right)^n. \quad (C3) \]

where \( X \) stands for any of \( A_{q,r,a} \). The tree-level and one-loop helicity amplitudes entering the matching coefficient in Eq. (146) are given by

\[ \text{Refs. [11,12,14,181]. We use the results given in Ref. [14], which uses } T_a = 1 \text{ and } g_t^a \sqrt{T_a} \text{ for the } q\bar{q}g \text{ coupling. We can thus convert to our conventions by replacing } T^a \rightarrow \sqrt{2}T^a, \text{ and identifying } 1/N = C_A - 2C_F \text{ and } N = C_A. \text{ The one-loop amplitudes are given in the FDH scheme in Ref. [14], which we convert to the HV scheme using Eqs. (100) and (101).} \]

The tree-level amplitudes entering the matching coefficient \( C_{s+(-+)} \) in Eq. (154) is given by

\[ \text{where } X \text{ stands for any of } A_{q,r,a} \text{ and } B_{q,r,a}. \text{ For the logarithms we use the notation} \]

\[ L_{ij} = \ln \left( -\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0 \right), \]

\[ L_{ij}/kl = L_{ij} - L_{kl} = \ln \left( -\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0 \right) - \ln \left( -\frac{s_{kl}}{\mu^2} - i0 \right). \quad (C2) \]

\[ 2. V + 1 \text{ jet} \]

In this section we give the amplitudes \( A_{q,r,a} \) for \( V + 1 \) jets. Each amplitude is expanded as

\[ X = g_s(\mu) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} X^{(n)} \left( \frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi} \right)^n \quad (C5) \]

where \( X \) stands for any of \( A_{q,r,a} \). The tree-level and one-loop helicity amplitudes for \( V + 1 \) jets were calculated in
The contributions from virtual top quark loops are calculated in Ref. [14], which also gives compact expressions for the one-loop helicity amplitudes for \( V + 2 \) jets. Each amplitude is expanded as

\[
A_{q}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^+, 5^-) = 4\sqrt{2}T_F\langle 12 \rangle\langle 35 \rangle\left[ \frac{1}{s_{ij}}L_1\left( \frac{s_{ij}}{s_{45}} \right) - \frac{1}{12s_{45}m_T^2} \right],
\]

\( A_v^{(1)} = 0 \). (C8)

The proper branch cut of logarithms follows from the prescriptions \( s_{ij} \rightarrow s_{ij} + i0 \). The proper branch cut of the dilogarithm follows from that of the logarithm through the identity

\[
\text{Im}[\text{Li}_2(1-r)] = -\ln(1-r)\text{Im}[\ln r].
\]

(C10)
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the overall factor \( q \) due to our different normalization conventions. we have not included helicity labels, as these come from the FDH scheme in Ref. [14], which we convert to the HV scheme using Eqs. (100) and (101).

\[ A_q^{(0)}(1_q^+, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 5_q^+, 6_q^-) = -B_q^{(0)}(1_{q'}^+, 2_{q'}^+, 3_{q'}^+, 4_{q'}^+, 5_{q'}^+, 6_{q'}^-) \]
\[ = \frac{2}{s_{12}s_{56}} \left[ \frac{13}{s_{12}} [46] \left( \frac{12}{15} - \frac{23}{35} \right) + \frac{24}{s_{12}} [35] \left( \frac{12}{26} + \frac{14}{46} \right) \right], \]
\[ A_q^{(0)}(1_{q'}^-, 2_{q'}^-, 3_{q'}^+, 4_{q'}^+, 5_{q'}^+, 6_{q'}^-) = -B_q^{(0)}(1_{q'}^-, 2_{q'}^-, 3_{q'}^+, 4_{q'}^+, 5_{q'}^+, 6_{q'}^-) \]
\[ = \frac{2}{s_{12}s_{56}} \left[ \frac{12}{s_{12}} [46] \left( \frac{12}{25} + \frac{13}{35} \right) + \frac{14}{s_{12}} [35] \left( \frac{12}{16} - \frac{24}{46} \right) \right], \]
\[ A_v^{(0)} = A_a^{(0)} = B_v^{(0)} = B_a^{(0)} = 0. \quad (C13) \]

due to the length of the one-loop \( q'q'qV \) amplitudes, we only show how to translate the decomposition of the amplitude in Ref. [14] to our notation. the one-loop amplitudes are given in terms of the bare partial amplitudes \( A_{ij}(3_q, 2_{q'}, 1_{q''}, 4_q) \) of Ref. [14] as

\[ A_q^{(1)}(1_q^+, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 5_q^+, 6_q^-) = -i32 \pi^2 N A_{61}(3_q, 2_{q'}, 1_{q''}, 4_q) - \left( \frac{\beta_0}{e} + 2C_F - \frac{1}{3} C_A \right) A_q^{(0)}(1_{q'}, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 6_q^+, 5_q^-), \]
\[ B_q^{(1)}(1_q^+, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 5_q^+, 6_q^-) = -i32 \pi^2 N A_{62}(3_q, 2_{q'}, 1_{q''}, 4_q) - \left( \frac{\beta_0}{e} + 2C_F - \frac{1}{3} C_A \right) B_q^{(0)}(1_{q'}, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 6_q^+, 5_q^-), \]
\[ A_a^{(1)}(1_q^+, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 5_q^+, 6_q^-) = -B_a^{(1)}(1_{q'}, 3_q^+, 4_q^+, 6_q^+, 5_q^-) = -i32 \pi^2 A_{63}(3_q, 2_{q'}, 1_{q''}, 4_q), \]
\[ A_v^{(1)} = B_v^{(1)} = 0. \quad (C14) \]

The overall factor \(-i32 \pi^2\) is due to our different normalization conventions. we have not included helicity labels, as these relations are true for all helicity combinations. note that the partial amplitudes \( A_{ij} \) do not include labels for the lepton momenta, which are implicitly taken as \( 6_q^+, 5_q^- \). the terms in the first two lines proportional to \( A_q^{(0)} \) and \( B_q^{(0)} \) come from the UV renormalization and switching from FDH to HV.

b. gqqV

the tree-level amplitudes for gqqV entering the matching coefficients in Eq. (182) are given by

\[ A_q^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+, 5^+, 6^-) = -\frac{4}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 13 \rangle \langle 24 \rangle \langle 56 \rangle} \]
\[ A_q^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^+, 5^+, 6^-) = \frac{4}{s_{12}s_{56}} \left[ \frac{13}{s_{12}} [23] \langle 46 \rangle \left( \frac{23}{35} - \frac{12}{15} \right) + \frac{24}{s_{12}} [35] \left( \frac{12}{26} + \frac{14}{46} \right) \right], \]
\[ A_q^{(0)}(1^-, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+, 5^+, 6^-) = \frac{4}{s_{12}s_{56}} \left[ \frac{23}{s_{12}} [46] \left( \frac{12}{25} + \frac{13}{35} \right) + \frac{14}{s_{12}} [35] \left( \frac{12}{16} - \frac{24}{46} \right) \right], \]
\[ A_v^{(0)} = A_a^{(0)} = B_v^{(0)} = B_a^{(0)} = 0. \quad (C15) \]
Due to the length of the one-loop $ggq\bar{q}V$ amplitudes, we again only show how to translate the decomposition of the amplitude in Ref. [14] to our notation. The one-loop amplitudes are given in terms of the bare partial amplitudes $A_{ij}(3q', 1, 2, 4q)$, $A_{ij}^{\alpha}(3q', 4q'; 1, 2)$, and $A_{ij}^{\alpha*}(3q', 4q'; 1, 2)$ of Ref. [14] as

$$A_{q}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = -i64\pi^{2}\mathcal{N}A_{6l}(3q', 1, 2, 4q) - \left(\frac{\beta_{0}}{e} + C_{F}\right)A_{q}^{(0)}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}).$$

$$B_{q}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = -i64\pi^{2}A_{6d}(3q', 4q; 1, 2),$$

$$A_{v}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = -i64\pi^{2}A_{6d}^{\alpha}(3q', 4q; 1, 2),$$

$$B_{v}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = +i64\pi^{2} \frac{2}{N} A_{6d}(3q', 4q; 1, 2),$$

$$A_{d}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = -i64\pi^{2}A_{6d}^{\alpha*}(3q', 4q; 1, 2),$$

$$B_{d}(1, 2; 3q', 4q; 6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}) = -i64\pi^{2} \frac{1}{N} [A_{6,5}^{\alpha*}(3q', 4q; 1, 2) - A_{6d}^{\alpha*}(3q', 4q; 1, 2) - A_{6d}^{\alpha*}(3q', 4q; 2, 1)].$$ (C16)

The overall factor $-i64\pi^{2}$ is due to our different normalization conventions. We have not included helicity labels, as these relations are true for all helicity combinations. Note that the partial amplitudes $A_{ij}$ do not include labels for the lepton momenta, which are implicitly taken as $6\gamma_{i}, 5\gamma_{i}$. The term in the first line proportional to $A_{q}^{(0)}$ comes from the UV renormalization and switching from FDH to HV.

**APPENDIX D: HELICITY AMPLITUDES FOR $pp \rightarrow$ JETS**

1. $pp \rightarrow 2$ jets

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for all partial amplitudes that are required in Eqs. (189), (190), (194), and (203), for the various partonic channels of the $pp \rightarrow 2$ jets process. Since this process is planar, we can write all amplitudes for a given set of helicities with a common overall phase extracted, which is determined by the phases of the external particles. In this way, we do not need to worry about relative phases between the Wilson coefficients for different color structures when they mix under renormalization. The cross section does not depend on this overall phase. This simplifies the numerical implementation considerably for this process, as it avoids having to implement the complex spinor algebra. To extract the overall phase from the amplitudes, the following relations for the relative phases between the spinor products are useful:

$$\langle12\rangle = \langle34\rangle = \langle14\rangle = \langle23\rangle = \langle13\rangle = \langle24\rangle.$$ (D1)

These relations follow from Eq. (A22) with $n = 4$.

We split the partial amplitudes into their IR-divergent and IR-finite parts,

$$A = A_{\text{div}} + A_{\text{fin}}, \quad B = B_{\text{div}} + B_{\text{fin}},$$ (D2)

where the IR-finite parts enter the matching coefficients. We expand the amplitudes and Wilson coefficients in powers of $\alpha_s(\mu)$ as

$$X = [g_{\alpha}(\mu)]^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} X^{(n)} \left(\frac{\alpha_s(\mu)}{4\pi}\right)^n,$$ (D3)

where $X$ stands for any of $A_{\text{div,fin}}, B_{\text{div,fin}},$ and $X^{(0)}$ and $X^{(1)}$ are the tree-level and one-loop contributions, respectively. For simplicity, we drop the subscript “fin” for those amplitudes that have no divergent parts, e.g., for the tree-level amplitudes $A_{\text{div}}^{(0)} = 0$ and $A_{\text{fin}}^{(0)} \equiv A^{(0)}$. For the logarithms we use the notation

$$L_{ij} = \ln \left(\frac{-s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0\right),$$

$$L_{ij/kl} = L_{ij} - L_{kl} = \ln \left(\frac{-s_{ij}}{\mu^2} - i0\right) - \ln \left(\frac{-s_{kl}}{\mu^2} - i0\right).$$ (D4)

a. $qqq'q''$ and $qqq$

Here we list all partial amplitudes up to one loop entering the Wilson coefficients in Eqs. (189) and (190). The one-loop helicity amplitudes for $qqq'q''$ and $qqq$ were first calculated in Ref. [23], and the two-loop helicity amplitudes were computed in Refs. [191,192]. We find agreement between the one-loop results of Refs. [191] and [192], from which we take our results.\(^{10}\) Our one-loop matching coefficients agree with the calculation of Ref. [88].

\(^{10}\)Note that there is a minor disagreement here with the earlier calculation in Ref. [23], presumably due to typos. Specifically, in Ref. [23] the factors $(\log^2\frac{s_{ij}}{\mu^2} + \pi^2)$ and $(\log^2\frac{s_{kl}}{\mu^2} + \pi^2)$ in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12) respectively, must be swapped to achieve agreement with the results of Refs. [88,191,192]. Reference [192] also has a minor typo, having a flipped overall sign for the IR-divergent terms.
The finite parts entering the Wilson coefficients are

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = -B^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = -\frac{\langle 24 \rangle}{s_{12}} = \frac{s_{13}}{s_{12}} e^{i\Phi_{(+,-)}}, \]

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = -B^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = -\frac{\langle 23 \rangle}{s_{12}} = \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} e^{i\Phi_{(+,-)}}, \]  

where the phases are given by

\[ e^{i\Phi_{(+,-)}} = \frac{\langle 24 \rangle}{\langle 13 \rangle}, \quad e^{i\Phi_{(+,-)}} = \frac{\langle 23 \rangle}{\langle 14 \rangle}. \]

We have chosen to express all the one-loop amplitudes in terms of \( A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) \) and \( A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) \). The divergent parts of the one-loop amplitudes are

\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) \left\{ -\frac{4}{e^2} C_F + \frac{2}{e} |C_F|(2L_{12} - 4L_{13/14} - 3) + C_A(L_{13/14} - L_{12/13}) \right\}, \]

\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) \left\{ \frac{4}{e^2} C_F - \frac{2}{e} |C_F|(2L_{12} - 4L_{13/14} - 3) + C_A(L_{13/14} - L_{12/13}) \right\}, \]

\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) \left\{ -\frac{4}{e^2} C_F + \frac{2}{e} |C_F|(2L_{12} - 4L_{13/14} - 3) + C_A(L_{13/14} - L_{12/13}) \right\}, \]

\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) \left\{ \frac{4}{e^2} C_F - \frac{2}{e} |C_F|(2L_{12} - 4L_{13/14} - 3) + C_A(L_{13/14} - L_{12/13}) \right\}. \]

The finite parts entering the Wilson coefficients are

\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}})[f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, \mu) + (4C_F - C_A)g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14})], \]

\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^+_q, 4^-_{\bar{q}})[4C_F L_{12} L_{13/14} - f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, \mu) + (C_A - 2C_F)g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14})], \]

\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q})[f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, \mu) + 2(C_A - 2C_F)g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14})], \]

\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q}) = A^{(0)}(1^+_q, 2^-_\bar{q}; 3^-_q, 4^+_\bar{q})[4C_F L_{12} L_{13/14} - f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, \mu) + (C_F - C_A)g(s_{12}, s_{14}, s_{13})], \]

\[ f(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, \mu) = C_F \left[ -2L_{12}^2 + 2L_{12}(3 + 4L_{13/14}) - 16 + \frac{\pi^2}{3} \right] + C_A \left( 2L_{12}(L_{12/13} - L_{13/14}) + \frac{10}{3} + \pi^2 \right) \]

\[ - \beta_0 \left( L_{12} - \frac{5}{3} \right), \]

\[ g(s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}) = \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{s_{14}}{s_{13}} \right) \left( L_{12/14}^2 + \pi^2 \right) + L_{12/14} \right]. \]  

\[ \text{b. } ggq\bar{q} \]

The one-loop helicity amplitudes for \( ggq\bar{q} \) were first calculated in Ref. [23], and the two-loop helicity amplitudes were computed in Refs. [187,188]. We take our results from Ref. [187], converted to our conventions.\textsuperscript{11}

Here we list all partial amplitudes up to one loop entering the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (194). We start with the partial amplitudes where the gluons have opposite helicity, which are the only ones having a nonzero tree-level contribution. The tree-level amplitudes are given by

\textsuperscript{11}We find a slight disagreement with the earlier results of Ref. [23] for their subleading color amplitude in Eq. (5.24). This amplitude appears to have typos since it does not have the correct IR structure, as determined by the general formula [215] or by the SCET result in Eq. (G4). Comparing with the matching calculation of Ref. [88], we find a typo in the \( \pi^2 \) term in \( W_q \) in Eq. (54), which should have \( 3\pi^2 u^2/(2fs) \rightarrow -3\pi^2 u/(4t) \).
In the second step we extracted a common overall phase from the amplitudes, which is given by
\[ e^{i\Phi_{++}} = \frac{\langle 24 \rangle}{\langle 24 \rangle} \frac{\langle 13|14 \rangle}{\sqrt{|s_{13} s_{14}|}}. \]  

\[ e^{i\Phi_{+-}} = \frac{\langle 24 \rangle}{\langle 24 \rangle} \frac{\langle 13|14 \rangle}{\sqrt{|s_{13} s_{14}|}}. \]  

The divergent parts of the corresponding one-loop amplitudes are
\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) \left\{ \frac{2}{e^2} (C_A + C_F) + \frac{1}{e} (2C_F L_{12} + 2C_A L_{13} - 3C_F - \beta_0) \right\}, \]
\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(2^+, 1^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(2^+, 1^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) \left\{ \frac{2}{e^2} (C_A + C_F) + \frac{1}{e} (2C_F L_{12} + 2C_A L_{14} - 3C_F - \beta_0) \right\}, \]
\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{div}}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) \frac{1}{e} 4T_F \left( L_{12/14} + \frac{s_{13}}{s_{14}} L_{12/13} \right). \]  

The corresponding finite parts entering the Wilson coefficient \( \tilde{C}_{+-(+)} \) at one loop are
\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) \left\{ C_A \left( -L_{13}^2 + L_{12/13}^2 + 1 + \frac{7\pi^2}{6} \right) + C_F \left( -L_{12}^2 + 3L_{12} - 8 + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right) \right\} \]
\[ + \frac{1}{e} (C_A - C_F) \frac{s_{12}}{s_{14}} \left( L_{12}^2/13 + \pi^2 \right), \]
\[ A^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(2^+, 1^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(2^+, 1^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) \left\{ \frac{C_A}{2} \left( -2L_{14}^2 + L_{12/14}^2 - 3L_{12/14} + 1 + \frac{4\pi^2}{3} \right) \right\} \]
\[ + C_F \left( -L_{12}^2 + 3L_{12} - 8 + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right) - \frac{C_A s_{14}}{2 s_{13}} \left\{ \left( 1 - \frac{s_{14}}{s_{13}} L_{12/14} \right)^2 + L_{12/14} + \frac{s_{14}^2}{s_{13}^2} \pi^2 \right\} \]
\[ + \frac{1}{e} (C_A - C_F) \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} \left\{ \left( 1 + \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} L_{12/14} \right)^2 - L_{12/14} + \frac{s_{12}^2}{s_{13}^2} \pi^2 \right\}, \]
\[ B^{(1)}_{\text{fin}}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) 4T_F \left[ -L_{12} L_{13/14} + \frac{s_{12}}{s_{14}} L_{14} L_{12/13} - \frac{3}{4} \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} (L_{12/14}^2 + \pi^2) \right]. \]  

The partial amplitudes where both gluons have the same helicity vanish at tree level,
\[ A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = 0, \]
\[ A^{(0)}(1^-, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = B^{(0)}(1^-, 2^-, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = 0. \]  

The corresponding one-loop amplitudes entering the Wilson coefficients \( \tilde{C}_{++(+)} \) and \( \tilde{C}_{+-+-} \) are IR finite. They are
\[ A^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = 2 \sqrt{|s_{13} s_{14}|} e^{i\Phi_{++}} \left\{ (C_A - C_F) \frac{1}{s_{13}} + \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \frac{1}{s_{12}} \right\}, \]
\[ A^{(1)}(2^+, 1^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = -2 \sqrt{|s_{13} s_{14}|} e^{i\Phi_{++}} \left\{ (C_A - C_F) \frac{1}{s_{14}} + \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \frac{1}{s_{12}} \right\}, \]
\[ B^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+_q, 4^-_q) = 0. \]  

\[ \text{D10} \]  

\[ \text{D11} \]  

\[ \text{D12} \]  

\[ \text{D13} \]  

\[ \text{D14} \]
$A(1^-, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-) = 2\sqrt{|s_{13}s_{14}|} e^{i\phi_{--(+)}},$

$B(1^-, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-) = 0,$

\begin{equation}
A(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = A(2^+, 1^+, 3^-, 4^-),
\end{equation}

For the convenience of the reader, we will explicitly give all amplitudes needed in Eq. (203). We start with the partial amplitudes with two positive-helicity and two negative-helicity gluons, which are the only nonvanishing amplitudes at tree level. We have

\begin{equation}
A(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = \frac{\langle 34 \rangle^4}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle \langle 41 \rangle} = 4 \frac{s_{12}}{s_{14}} e^{i\phi_{++--}},
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = \frac{\langle 34 \rangle^4}{\langle 13 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle \langle 42 \rangle \langle 21 \rangle} = 4 \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} e^{i\phi_{++--}},
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
A(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) = \frac{\langle 34 \rangle^4}{\langle 14 \rangle \langle 42 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 31 \rangle} = 4 \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}s_{14}} e^{i\phi_{++--}},
\end{equation}

with the common overall phase

\begin{equation}
e^{i\phi_{++--}} = \frac{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle}.
\end{equation}

The corresponding $B^{(0)}$ all vanish,

\begin{equation}
B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) = 0.
\end{equation}

At one loop the $B^{(1)}$ amplitudes can be expressed in terms of the $\beta_0$-independent part of the $A^{(1)}$,

\begin{equation}
B^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = \frac{2T_F}{C_A} 2A^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) + A^{(1)}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) + A^{(1)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \big|_{\beta_0 = 0}.
\end{equation}

\[\text{c. gggg}\]

The one-loop helicity amplitudes for $ggg$ were first calculated in Ref. [23], and the two-loop amplitudes were computed in Refs. [193,194]. The results given here are taken from Ref. [194], and converted to our conventions. We also find complete agreement with the expressions given in Ref. [23].\textsuperscript{12}

The amplitudes inherit the cyclic symmetry of the traces, which means that many of the amplitudes appearing in Eq. (203) are related, for example

\[A(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = A(2^+, 1^+, 3^-, 4^-)\].

\textsuperscript{12}We have also compared with the matching calculation of Ref. [88], which has a minor typo. In particular, in $F(s,t,u)$ in Eq. (61) the $\beta_0$ terms must be dropped and $\beta_0$ set to $11C_A/3$. Also as noted in Ref. [89], the last column of Table 5 in Ref. [88] applies to helicities 7, 8, while the second-to-last column applies to helicities 9–16.
The same relation also holds for the other helicity assignments. Using the cyclic symmetries of the amplitudes, it follows that the last three entries in the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (203) at one loop are all equal to each other and are given by $2T_F/C_A$ times the sum of the first three entries at $n_f = 0$. The divergent parts of the one-loop amplitudes are

$$
A^{(1)}_{d_1}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \left[ -\frac{4}{e^2} C_A + \frac{2}{e} (C_A L_{12} + C_A L_{14} - \beta_0) \right],
$$

$$
A^{(1)}_{d_2}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \left[ -\frac{4}{e^2} C_A + \frac{2}{e} (C_A L_{12} + C_A L_{13} - \beta_0) \right],
$$

$$
A^{(1)}_{d_3}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \left[ -\frac{4}{e^2} C_A + \frac{2}{e} (C_A L_{13} + C_A L_{14} - \beta_0) \right],
$$

$$
B^{(1)}_{d_1}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \left[ \frac{8T_F}{e} \left( L_{12/13} + \frac{s_{14}}{s_{13}} L_{12/14} \right) \right],
$$

$$
B^{(1)}_{d_2}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \left[ \frac{8T_F}{e} \left( \frac{s_{14}}{s_{13}} L_{13/14} + \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} L_{13/12} \right) \right],
$$

$$
B^{(1)}_{d_3}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \left[ \frac{8T_F}{e} \left( L_{14/13} + \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} L_{14/12} \right) \right].
$$

The finite parts entering the Wilson coefficient $\tilde{C}_{++++}$ at one loop are

$$
A^{(1)}_{f_1}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) \left[ C_A \left( -2L_{12} L_{14} - \frac{4\pi^2}{3} + \frac{4\pi^2}{3} \right) + \beta_0 \left( L_{14} - \frac{5}{3} \right) \right],
$$

$$
A^{(1)}_{f_2}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) \left[ C_A \left( -2L_{12} L_{13} - \frac{4\pi^2}{3} + \frac{4\pi^2}{3} \right) + \beta_0 \left( L_{13} - \frac{5}{3} \right) \right],
$$

$$
A^{(1)}_{f_3}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-) \left[ C_A \left( -2L_{14} L_{13} + \frac{4\pi^2}{3} - \frac{4\pi^2}{3} \right) - \beta_0 \left( \frac{5}{3} + \frac{s_{13}}{s_{12}} L_{14} + \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} L_{13} \right) - (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \frac{s_{13} s_{14}}{s_{12}} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{s_{13}}{s_{12}} - \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} \right) L_{13/14} + \left( \frac{s_{13} s_{14}}{s_{12}} - \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} \right) L_{13/14}^2 \right] 
\right.

- 3 T_F n_f \frac{s_{13} s_{14}}{s_{12}} L_{13/14}^2 \right],
$$

$$
B^{(1)}_{f_1}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^-) = B^{(1)}_{f_2}(1^+, 3^-, 4^-, 2^+) = B^{(1)}_{f_3}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^-)
\right. + \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} \left( 2 - \frac{s_{13} s_{14}}{s_{12}} \right) L_{13/14}^2 \right] \right].
$$

Due to Eq. (D17), the first two amplitudes in Eq. (D18), as well as the first two in Eq. (D23), can be obtained from each other by interchanging $1^+ \leftrightarrow 2^+$ which corresponds to $s_{13} \leftrightarrow s_{14}$ without an effect on the overall phase.

The amplitudes with only one or no gluon with negative helicity vanish at tree level,

$$
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^+, 2^+) = A^{(0)}(1^+, 4^+, 2^+, 3^+) = 0,
$$

$$
B^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^+, 2^+) = B^{(0)}(1^+, 4^+, 2^+, 3^+) = 0.
$$

The corresponding one-loop amplitudes are infrared finite. Those entering $\tilde{C}_{+++}$ are given by

$$
094003-54$$
\[ A^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+) = 4 \frac{[13]^2}{[41][12](23)[34]} \left( C_A - 2T_F n_f \right) (s_{14} + s_{34}) = 4e^{i\phi_{++}} \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \left( \frac{s_{13}}{s_{12}} + \frac{s_{13}}{s_{14}} \right), \]

\[ A^{(1)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^-, 2^+) = 4 \frac{[23]^2}{[42][21](13)[34]} \left( C_A - 2T_F n_f \right) (s_{13} + s_{12}) = 4e^{i\phi_{--}} \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \left( \frac{s_{14}}{s_{12}} + \frac{s_{14}}{s_{13}} \right), \]

\[ A^{(1)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^+) = 4 \frac{[21]^2}{[42][23][31][14]} \left( C_A - 2T_F n_f \right) (s_{14} + s_{13}) = 4e^{i\phi_{++}} \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f) \left( \frac{s_{12}}{s_{14}} + \frac{s_{12}}{s_{13}} \right), \]

\[ B^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-) = B^{(1)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^-, 2^+) = B^{(1)}(1^+, 4^-, 2^+, 3^+) = -16T_F e^{i\phi_{+++}}, \] (D25)

and those for \( \bar{C}_{++++} \) are

\[ A^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+) = A^{(1)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^+, 2^+) = A^{(1)}(1^+, 4^+, 2^+, 3^+) = 4e^{i\phi_{+++}} \frac{1}{3} (C_A - 2T_F n_f), \]

\[ B^{(1)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^+) = B^{(1)}(1^+, 3^+, 4^+, 2^+) = B^{(1)}(1^+, 4^+, 2^+, 3^+) = 16T_F e^{i\phi_{+++}}, \] (D26)

where for convenience we have extracted the overall phases

\[ e^{i\phi_{+++}} = \frac{[12]}{[12]} \frac{[13]}{[13]} \frac{[14]}{[14]}, \quad e^{i\phi_{+++}} = -\frac{[12]}{[12]} \frac{[34]}{[34]} \] (D27)

2. \( pp \rightarrow 3 \) jets

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for all partial amplitudes that are required in Eqs. (209), (210), (217), and (226), for the various partonic channels for the \( pp \rightarrow 3 \) jets process. The one-loop amplitudes for these processes were calculated in Refs. [22,24,25], respectively. These papers use \( T_F = 1 \) and \( g_s T_u / \sqrt{2} \) for the \( q\bar{q}g \) coupling. Thus, we can convert to our conventions by replacing \( T_u \rightarrow \sqrt{2} T_u \), and identifying \( 1/N = C_A - 2C_F \) and \( N = C_A \). Below we restrict ourselves to giving explicit expressions for the tree-level amplitudes, since the one-loop expressions are fairly lengthy.

For each partonic channel, we expand the amplitude as

\[ X = [g_s(\mu)]^3 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} X^{(n)} \left( \frac{g_s(\mu)}{4\pi} \right)^n, \] (D28)

where \( X \) stands for any of \( A_{div, fin} \), \( B_{div, fin} \).

a. \( gq\bar{q} q' \) and \( gqq\bar{q} \)

The tree-level amplitudes entering the Wilson coefficients in Eqs. (209) and (210) are given by

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3_{\bar{q}}^-, 4_{\bar{q}}^+, 5_{\bar{q}}^-) = \sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 25 \rangle \langle 35 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 15 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+, 3_{\bar{q}}^-, 4_{\bar{q}}^-, 5_{\bar{q}}^-) = \sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 25 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 15 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ B^{(0)}(1^+, 2_{q}^-, 3_{\bar{q}}^+, 4_{\bar{q}}^-, 5_{\bar{q}}^-) = -\sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 23 \rangle \langle 35 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 13 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ B^{(0)}(1^+, 2_{q}^+, 3_{\bar{q}}^-, 4_{\bar{q}}^-, 5_{\bar{q}}^-) = \sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 23 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 12 \rangle \langle 13 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+, 4_{q}^+, 5_{\bar{q}}^-, 2_{q}^+, 3_{\bar{q}}^-) = -\sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 35 \rangle \langle 34 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 13 \rangle \langle 14 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ A^{(0)}(1^+, 4_{q}^-, 5_{\bar{q}}^+, 2_{q}^-, 3_{\bar{q}}^-) = \sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 34 \rangle^{(3)}}{\langle 13 \rangle \langle 14 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ B^{(0)}(1^+, 4_{q}^+, 5_{\bar{q}}^+, 2_{q}^+, 3_{\bar{q}}^-) = -\sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 35 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 14 \rangle \langle 15 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}, \]

\[ B^{(0)}(1^+, 4_{q}^-, 5_{\bar{q}}^-, 2_{q}^-, 3_{\bar{q}}^-) = \sqrt{2} \frac{\langle 34 \rangle^{(2)}}{\langle 14 \rangle \langle 15 \rangle \langle 23 \rangle \langle 45 \rangle}. \] (D29)

Of these helicity amplitudes only 4 are independent. The one-loop amplitudes were computed in Ref. [24].
b. $ggq\bar{q}$

The three independent tree-level partial amplitudes which enter the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (217) are given by

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^-, 4^+_q, 5^-_q) = 2\sqrt{2} \frac{(34)(35)^2}{(12)(14)(23)(45)},
\]
\[
A^{(0)}(2^+, 3^-, 1^+; 4^+_q, 5^-_q) = -2\sqrt{2} \frac{(34)(35)^3}{(13)(15)(23)(24)(45)},
\]
\[
A^{(0)}(3^-, 1^+, 2^+; 4^+_q, 5^-_q) = -2\sqrt{2} \frac{35}{(12)(13)(25)(45)},
\]
\[
B^{(0)} = C^{(0)} = 0.
\]

At tree level, the partial amplitudes for the other color structures vanish, $B^{(0)} = C^{(0)} = 0$. The one-loop amplitudes were computed in Ref. [25].

c. $gggg$

The two independent partial amplitudes that enter the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (226) are given by the Parke-Taylor formula [216]

\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 3^+, 4^-, 5^-) = 4\sqrt{2} \frac{(45)^4}{(12)(23)(34)(45)(51)},
\]
\[
A^{(0)}(1^+, 2^+, 4^-, 3^+, 5^-) = 4\sqrt{2} \frac{(45)^4}{(12)(15)(24)(34)(35)},
\]
\[
B^{(0)} = 0.
\]

All other amplitudes can be obtained by cyclic permutations. The double-trace color structure does not appear at tree level, so $B^{(0)} = 0$. The one-loop amplitudes were calculated in Ref. [22].

**APPENDIX E: RGE INGREDIENTS**

In this appendix, we collect explicit results required for the running of the hard matching coefficients required to NNLL order. We expand the $\beta$ function and cusp anomalous dimension in powers of $\alpha_s$ as

\[
\beta(\alpha_s) = -2\alpha_s \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \beta_n \left( \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \right)^n,
\]
\[
\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}(\alpha_s) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \Gamma_n \left( \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \right)^n.
\]

Up to three-loop order in the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ scheme, the coefficients of the $\beta$ function are [217,218]

\[
\beta_0 = \frac{11}{3} C_A - \frac{4}{3} T_F n_f, \quad \beta_1 = \frac{34}{3} C_A^2 - \left( \frac{20}{3} C_A + 4 C_F \right) T_F n_f,
\]
\[
\beta_2 = \frac{2857}{54} C_A^3 + \left( \frac{205}{18} C_F C_A - \frac{1415}{54} C_A^2 \right) 2 T_F n_f + \left( \frac{11}{9} C_F + \frac{79}{54} C_A \right) 4 T_F^2 n_f^2.
\]

and for the cusp anomalous dimension they are [219,220]

\[
\Gamma_0 = 4, \quad \Gamma_1 = \left( \frac{268}{9} - \frac{4\pi^2}{3} \right) C_A - \frac{80}{9} T_F n_f,
\]
\[
\Gamma_2 = \left( \frac{490}{3} - \frac{536\pi^2}{27} + \frac{44\pi^4}{45} + \frac{88\zeta_3}{3} \right) C_A^3 + \left( \frac{80\pi^2}{27} - \frac{836}{27} - \frac{112\zeta_3}{3} \right) C_A^2 2 T_F n_f + \left( \frac{32\zeta_3}{3} - \frac{110}{3} \right) C_F 2 T_F n_f + \frac{64}{27} T_F^2 n_f^2.
\]

Note that here $\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}$ does not include an overall color factor; it differs from the usual $q\bar{q}$ case by a factor of $C_F$.

For the noncusp anomalous dimension of the Wilson coefficient, which is color diagonal to two loops, we write

\[
\hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s) = \left[ n_q \frac{\alpha'_s}{\alpha_s} + n_g \frac{\alpha''_s}{\alpha_s} \right] 1 + O(\alpha_s^2),
\]

as in Eq. (238). The quark and gluon noncusp anomalous dimensions,
have the following coefficients:

\[ \gamma_{\text{cusp}}^q(\alpha_s) = \left( \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_{p0}^q + \left( \frac{\alpha_s}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_{p1}^q, \]

\[ \gamma_{p0}^q = -3C_F, \]

\[ \gamma_{p1}^q = -C_F \left[ \left( \frac{41}{9} - 26\zeta_3 \right) C_A + \left( \frac{3}{2} - 2\pi^2 \right) C_F + \left( \frac{65}{18} + \frac{\pi^2}{2} \right) \beta_0 \right], \]

\[ \gamma_{p2}^q = -\beta_0, \]

\[ \gamma_{p1}^q = \left( -\frac{59}{9} + 2\zeta_3 \right) C_A + \left( -\frac{19}{9} + \frac{\pi^2}{6} \right) C_A\beta_0 - \beta_1. \]

The evolution kernels required for the resummation were defined in Eq. (237) by the integrals

\[ K_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \frac{\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}(\alpha_s)}{\beta(\alpha_s)} \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s} d\alpha_s' \frac{1}{\beta(\alpha_s')}, \]

\[ \eta_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \frac{\Gamma_{\text{cusp}}(\alpha_s)}{\beta(\alpha_s)}, \]

\[ \hat{K}_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = \int_{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}^{\alpha_s(\mu)} d\alpha_s \frac{\hat{\gamma}(\alpha_s)}{\beta(\alpha_s)}. \]

Up to two loops, we can simplify the noncusp evolution kernel as

\[ \hat{K}_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = (n_q K_{\Gamma}^q(\mu_0, \mu) + n_g K_{\Gamma}^q(\mu_0, \mu)) \mathbf{1}. \]

Explicit results to NNLL order are given by

\[ K_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = -\frac{\Gamma_0}{4\beta_0} \left\{ \frac{4\pi}{\alpha_s(\mu_0)} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{r - \ln r} \right) + \left( \frac{\Gamma_1}{\Gamma_0 - \beta_1} \right) (1 - r + \ln r) + \frac{\beta_1}{2\beta_0} \ln^2 r \right\}, \]

\[ \eta_{\Gamma}(\mu_0, \mu) = \frac{\Gamma_0}{2\beta_0} \left[ \Gamma_1 \left( \frac{1 - r^2}{2} + \ln r \right) + \frac{\beta_1 \Gamma_1}{\beta_0 \Gamma_0} (1 - r + \ln r) - \frac{\Gamma_2}{\beta_0 \Gamma_0} \left( 1 - r / 2 \right) \right], \]

\[ K_{\Gamma}^q(\mu_0, \mu) = \frac{\gamma_{p0}^q}{2\beta_0} \left[ \ln r + \frac{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}{4\pi} \left( \frac{\Gamma_1}{\Gamma_0 - \beta_1} \right) (r - 1) \right], \]

\[ K_{\Gamma}^q(\mu_0, \mu) = \frac{\gamma_{p1}^q}{2\beta_0} \left[ \ln r + \frac{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}{4\pi} \left( \frac{\gamma_{p0}^q}{\gamma_{p1}^q} \right) \left( \frac{\beta_1}{\beta_0} \right) (r - 1) \right], \]

with \( r = \alpha_s(\mu) / \alpha_s(\mu_0) \). The running coupling in the above equations is given by the three-loop expression

\[ \frac{1}{\alpha_s(\mu)} = \frac{X}{\alpha_s(\mu_0)} + \frac{\beta_1}{4\pi \beta_0} \ln X + \frac{\alpha_s(\mu_0)}{16\pi^3} \left[ \frac{\beta_2}{\beta_0} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{X} \right) + \frac{\beta_3}{\beta_0^2} \left( \ln X - \frac{1}{X} \right) \right]. \]

\[ C_{\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_n}^{\text{cusp}} = \sum_k C_{\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_n}^k T_k^{\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_n} \equiv \bar{T}_{\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_n} \bar{C}_{\alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_n}. \]
generically not orthogonal, the scalar product between Wilson coefficients is nontrivial. The $\hat{C}^\dagger$ is given by

$$\hat{C}^\dagger = [C_{a_1,...,a_n}]^\dagger T_{a_1,...,a_n} = \hat{C}^\dagger \hat{T},$$ (F2)

where

$$\hat{T} = \sum_{a_1,...,a_n} (T_{a_1,...,a_n})^\dagger T_{a_1,...,a_n}$$ (F3)

is the matrix of color sums.

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for $\hat{T}$ for all the processes in this paper, both for general $SU(N)$, as well as a numerical result for the specific case of $N = 3$. For simplicity, in this section we restrict ourselves to the normalization convention $T_F = 1/2$, and $C_A = N$, and write the results for general $SU(N)$ in terms of only $C_A$ and $C_F$.

For $q\bar{q}$ and $g\bar{g}$ in the basis in Eq. (105), we have

$$\hat{T}_{q\bar{q}} = C_A = 3, \quad \hat{T}_{g\bar{g}} = 2C_A C_F = 8.$$ (F4)

For $gq\bar{q}$ and $gg\bar{g}$ in the basis Eq. (110), we have

$$\hat{T}_{gq\bar{q}} = C_A C_F = 4, \quad \hat{T}_{gg\bar{g}} = 2C_F \left( \begin{array}{cc} C_A^2 & 0 \\ 0 & C_A - 4 \end{array} \right) = \frac{8}{3} \left( \begin{array}{cc} 9 & 0 \\ 0 & 5 \end{array} \right).$$ (F5)

For $q\bar{q}q\bar{q}$ and $gq\bar{q}'\bar{q}'$ in the basis Eq. (215), we have

$$\hat{T}_{q\bar{q}q\bar{q}} = \hat{T}_{gq\bar{q}'\bar{q}'} = \left( \begin{array}{cc} C_A^2 & C_A \\ C_A & C_A^2 \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{cc} 9 & 3 \\ 3 & 9 \end{array} \right).$$ (F6)

For $ggq\bar{q}$ in the basis Eq. (192), we have

$$\hat{T}_{ggq\bar{q}} = \frac{C_A C_F}{2} \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 2C_F & 2C_F - C_A & 1 \\ 2C_F - C_A & 2C_F & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & C_A \end{array} \right)$$

$$= \frac{2}{3} \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 8 & -1 & 3 \\ -1 & 8 & 3 \\ 3 & 3 & 9 \end{array} \right),$$ (F7)

and for $gggg$ in the basis Eq. (197), we have

$$\hat{T}_{gggg} = \frac{C_A C_F}{4} \left( \begin{array}{cccc} a & b & b & c \\ b & a & b & c \\ b & b & a & d \\ c & c & d & e \\ d & c & c & f \\ c & d & c & f \\ e & f & f & e \end{array} \right).$$ (F8)

where

$$a = C_A^2 - \frac{9}{2} C_A C_F + 6 C_F^2 + \frac{1}{4} = \frac{23}{12},$$
$$b = C_A^2 - 5 C_A C_F + 6 C_F^2 = -\frac{1}{3},$$
$$c = C_F = \frac{4}{3}, \quad d = \frac{(2C_F - C_A)}{2} = -\frac{1}{6},$$
$$e = C_A C_F = 4, \quad f = \frac{1}{2}. \quad (F9)$$

For $gq\bar{q}q\bar{q}$ in the basis Eq. (206) we have

$$\hat{T}_{gq\bar{q}q\bar{q}} = C_A C_F \left( \begin{array}{ccc} C_A & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & C_A & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \end{array} \right)$$

$$= 4 \left( \begin{array}{ccc} 3 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 3 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 3 \end{array} \right).$$ (F10)

For $ggq\bar{q}$ in the basis Eq. (215) we have

$$\hat{T}_{ggq\bar{q}} = \frac{C_F}{4} \left( \begin{array}{cccc} a & b & b & c \\ b & a & b & d \\ b & b & a & d \\ c & d & b & a \\ c & d & b & a \\ d & c & b & a \\ d & c & b & a \\ e & f & f & e \\ f & e & f & e \\ f & e & f & e \\ i & i & j & j \\ i & i & j & j \\ i & i & j & j \\ i & i & j & j \end{array} \right),$$ (F11)

where

$$a = 4 C_A C_F^2 = \frac{64}{3}, \quad b = C_A - 2 C_F = \frac{1}{3},$$
$$c = (C_A^2 + 1)(C_A - 2 C_F) = \frac{10}{3}, \quad d = -2 C_F = -\frac{8}{3},$$
$$e = -1, \quad f = 2 C_A C_F = 8, \quad g = 2 C_A C_F = 24, \quad h = C_A = 3, \quad i = C_A^2 - 2 = 7, \quad j = -2. \quad (F12)$$

For $gggg$ in the basis Eq. (221) we have
\[
\hat{T}_{99999} = \frac{C_F}{32} \left( \hat{X}_1 \hat{X}_2^T \hat{X}_3^T \right). 
\]

where

\[
\hat{X}_1 = \begin{pmatrix}
 a & -b & -c & -b & c & -b & -c & b & -c & -b & -c & 0 \\
-b & a & b & -c & b & c & -b & -c & b & -c & 0 & c \\
-c & b & -c & a & -b & -c & b & a & -b & -c & 0 & c \\
-b & c & -b & -c & -b & a & 0 & c & b & c & -b & c \\
-c & -b & -c & b & -c & 0 & a & -b & c & -b & -c & b \\
 b & -c & -b & -c & 0 & c & -b & a & b & c & -b & c \\
-c & -b & -c & -b & -c & 0 & a & -b & c & -b & -c & b \\
0 & c & -b & c & b & -b & -c & b & c & -b & c & -b & a \\
-d & d & -e & e & e & -e & -d & -d & -e & d & e \\
-d & -d & d & e & -e & e & e & d & -d \\
-e & -e & d & d & -e & e & e & d & -d \\
 e & -e & -e & e & d & d & -d & -d & -e & -e & -d & -d \\
-d & -d & -d & d & -e & e & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e \\
 d & d & e & e & -d & d & -d & -d & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e \\
 e & e & -e & d & -d & -d & d & -d & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e \\
-e & e & d & -d & -d & d & -d & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e & -e \\
\end{pmatrix} 
\]

and

\[
\hat{X}_2 = \begin{pmatrix}
 f & 0 & -g & -g & 0 & g & g & g & 0 & g \\
0 & f & 0 & g & -g & g & 0 & -g & -g & g \\
-g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & -g & g & g & 0 \\
-g & g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & 0 & g & g \\
0 & -g & -g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & -g & g & g \\
g & g & g & -g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & 0 \\
g & g & g & g & 0 & f & 0 & g & -g & g \\
g & -g & g & 0 & g & 0 & f & 0 & g & g \\
0 & -g & g & g & g & g & 0 & f & 0 & g \\
g & g & 0 & g & g & 0 & -g & g & 0 & f \\
\end{pmatrix}. 
\]

\[
\hat{X}_3 = \begin{pmatrix}
 f & 0 & -g & -g & 0 & g & g & g & 0 & g \\
0 & f & 0 & g & -g & g & 0 & -g & -g & g \\
-g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & -g & g & g & 0 \\
-g & g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & 0 & g & g \\
0 & -g & -g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & -g & g & g \\
g & g & g & -g & 0 & f & 0 & -g & g & 0 \\
g & g & g & g & 0 & f & 0 & g & -g & g \\
g & -g & g & 0 & g & 0 & f & 0 & g & g \\
0 & -g & g & g & g & g & 0 & f & 0 & g \\
g & g & 0 & g & g & 0 & -g & g & 0 & f \\
\end{pmatrix}. 
\]

and
APPENDIX G: IR DIVERGENCES

In this appendix, we explicitly check that the IR divergences of QCD are reproduced by SCET. This ensures that they drop out in the one-loop matching, and that the resulting Wilson coefficients are IR finite. They also provide a very useful cross check when converting from the different conventions used in the literature to ours.

The one-loop matching equation relating the SCET operators and their Wilson coefficients to the QCD amplitude is

$$\langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(0)} \tilde{C}^{(1)} + \langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(1)} \tilde{C}^{(0)} = -i A^{(1)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (G1)

First we determine the residues of the propagators entering the LSZ reduction formula. Regulating both UV and IR divergences in dimensional regularization, all bare loop integrals in SCET are scaleless and vanish, i.e. the UV and IR divergences cancel. In particular, for the self-energy diagrams, we have

$$\Sigma = \Sigma_{\text{UV}} + \Sigma_{\text{IR}} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (G2)

The UV divergences $\Sigma_{\text{UV}}$ plus possible additional UV finite terms $\Sigma_{\epsilon}$ (as dictated by the renormalization $Z_\xi$) determine the wave function renormalization $Z_\xi$: The remainder $\Sigma_{\text{IR}} - \Sigma_{\epsilon}$ enters the residue $R_\xi$

$$Z_\xi^{-1} = 1 - \frac{d(\Sigma_{\text{UV}} + \Sigma_{\epsilon})}{d\mu} \bigg|_{\mu = 0},$$

$$R_\xi^{-1} = 1 - \frac{d(\Sigma_{\text{IR}} - \Sigma_{\epsilon})}{d\mu} \bigg|_{\mu = 0}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (G3)

At one loop in pure dimensional regularization, we then have $R_\xi = Z_\xi^{-1}$, and similarly for gluons $R_A = Z_A^{-1}$. In the on-shell scheme $\Sigma_{\epsilon} = \Sigma_{\text{IR}}$, so with pure dimensional regularization $Z_\xi = R_\xi = Z_A = R_A = 1$.

Since all loop diagrams contributing to $\langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(1)}$ vanish, the only nonzero contributions come from the counterterm in Eq. (229) and the one-loop residues. At one loop we find

$$\langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(1)} \tilde{C}^{(0)} = \langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(0)} \left[ (Z_F^{n_s/2} Z_A^{n_s/2} \tilde{Z}_C - 1) + (R_F^{n_s/2} R_A^{n_s/2} - 1) \right] \tilde{C}^{(0)} = \langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(0)} (\tilde{Z}_C - 1) \tilde{C}^{(0)}$$

$$= \langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(0)} \left[ \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \left( -\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} (n_q C_A + n_q C_F) + \frac{1}{\epsilon} \left( -\frac{1}{2} n_q \beta_0 - \frac{3}{2} n_q C_F + 2\tilde{A}(\mu^2) \right) \right) \right] \tilde{C}^{(0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (G4)

where we used the explicit expression for $\tilde{Z}_C$ derived in Sec. VIII B. One can easily check that this exactly reproduces the IR-divergent parts of the QCD amplitudes. For example, for $gqgq\bar{q}$, we have

$$\left[ -\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} (2C_A + 2C_F) + \frac{1}{\epsilon} (-\beta_0 - 3C_F + 2\tilde{A}_{gqgq}(\mu^2)) \right] \tilde{C}^{(0)}_{+(-)}(p_1, p_2; p_3, p_4) = \begin{pmatrix} A_{\text{div}}^{(1)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-; q_1) \\ A_{\text{div}}^{(1)}(2^+, 1^-, 3^+, 4^-; q_2) \\ B_{\text{div}}^{(1)}(1^+, 2^-, 3^+, 4^-; q_3) \end{pmatrix}. \hspace{1cm} (G5)$$

Hence, the IR divergences in $\langle \tilde{O} \rangle^{(1)} \tilde{C}^{(0)}$ and $A^{(1)}$ cancel each other and do not enter in $\tilde{C}^{(1)}$, as must be the case.


